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The Johnson Service Company
functions as manufacturers, €n-
gineers and contractors in fur-
nishing The Johnson Pneumatic
System of Temperature Regula-
tion. It is not handled as a
commodity made simply to sell.
Nor is the sale followed by mere-
ly routine, physical installation. ,

Engineering attention enters,firsf,
and remains with the apparatus
to the end. And with Johnsorr ,

this is not a formality. Engin-
eering consideration is a serious-
ly essential fundamental of cor-
rect automatic temperature con-
trol. Therein this company has
made automatic temperature
control so desirable. Therein this
company becomes preferable:
being manufacturers, engineers,
contractors.

Johosot Scroicc Compaay-furtishc, its o@n dail\ers
bccause ez)crielca ias- ih-oot *"t a"-iir" Eif[iy
olhcrs orc aol aloays reliable or daroble, iad thot it iE
soilcrircs difrcalt ,o oleratethen bymeani ollicimstet*
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Ftm a Paintitg by Hucr Fennrs

@ ARCO 1923
TheMagnolia Building, the new-
est and largest o6ce building
in Dallas- AunrD C. BossoM.

Atchiect

I

"After most exhaustive

L *oa "only after most exhaustive inves-
tigation," writes Alfred C. Bossom, "that
Corto Radiators were used in the Magnolia
Building." This investigation proved that
"Corto Radiators are the most desirable
type available, either here or in Europe.,,

investigation o o o Corto"
3. Corto saves fuel; its slender columns are so de-

signed as to bring the maximum heating surface
into contact with the air.

Good radiators are permanent; they last the
life of the building. Surely it is wise to specify
radiators that are graceful, compact and coal

saving. Especially when the
initial difference in cost is so
very small.

We have a finely illustrated
book about Corto Radiators. A
postal card will bring you a
copy. Address the office nearest
your home.

CAMBA}LY
eoery heating need.

The architect who makes an
exhaustive investigation discov-
ers the three factors of Corto
superiority:
l. Corto is a thing of beauty-worthy

of the famous French engineer from
whom it takes its name.

2.Corto saves space. Ordinary radia-
tors, to do the same work, must have
30% more bulk.

Io pet B o il e r s a n it Amz Xt catt fut,iliators for
lO4 W. 42nd Street, New York Dept.T-22 816 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Please mention AncsnEcrunE in writing to manufacturers
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BOOKS OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR TIIE ARCHITECT'S LIBRARY
The Most Complete Record of Colonial Architecture Ever Published

EARLY AMERICAN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
8r,3,*"9"T^Ei"fSs".1Ii"5t,5Jl["8"*LL

Published Under the Auspices of the Metroeolitan Museum of Art
With more ,han za photographs and plans oJ

Special net $r
the best examplet of Colonial houte.r
2,OO

Of the many books that have been written on our Colonial architecture, none have gone so searchingly into
the records to authenticate dates or given such detailed information regarding plans and special features of con-
struction. This is the most complete record of the evolution of the American Colonial house ever written, based
on a comparison of historic documents in both public and private collections. Ittellsthecompletestoryof con-
struction and ornamental details from primitive beginnings down to the period following the Revolution.

The illustrations are profuse and include a multitude of details of great value.

. " It begins with the frame and stone houses of the seventeenth century, flollows the developments of the later Colonial
period, and brings the subject down to those earlier years of the nineteentli century which, as Mr. Kimball observes, mark
the ending of a chapter in the evolution of style. There are more than two hundred good illustrations, precious accompani-
ments to really instructive text, and at the back there is another delightful feature, a series of notes on individual houCes, a
Iittle gold mine of information. There is nothing superficial about Mr. Kimball. He gives us the fruits of true research
and, besides, the benefit of a critical point of view. Architects will value his work. Weiommend it particularly also to the
student of American art, the reader who wishes to visualize the earlier stages of our broad asthetic grbwth, In ihese houses
you may apprehend not only the skill of our craftsmen, but the taste of our forefathers, the key to the movement which
gave us the foundations of a school of art."-RoyAl Conrrssoz in the New York Tribune.

EN GLIS H 
"Bi":m',$il"8*ilffiu'[y]'1 3 loil" " 

LArER

Bi M. JOURDAIN

Folio, bound in cloth, with oaer 35o illustrations; printed in sepia from special photographs
and drawings. 8 collotype plates. Net $z5.oo

In this volume, the third of the Batsford Series of Decorative Art, much space is devoted to the
illustration of the beautiful detail of the period, a series of special large-scale photographs showing
typical ornaments. The work deals at lengh with the domeslic feeling of small rooms and the im-
portance of detail in rooms of comparative simplicity.

I. INTERIOR DECORATION II. FURNITURE

A New Yolume in the Beautitul English Homes Series
By H. AYRAY TIPPING, M.A., F.S.A.

Each oolume, net $2s.oo

PERIOD III: LATE TUDOR AND EARLY STUART 11558-1649)
Mr. Tipping here deals in the main with that important period of the Early Renaissance which includes Elizabethan Architecture.

pERIoD r: I{oRMAN ArrD pLAnTAcEnET 
"o#1'ffi;#Xfr"*'to'rr*roD 

rV: LATE sTUART EoMES (16lgr-rzrl)
Wilh 4oo iJlustralions and fla*s Wilh numaots full-lage a?.d t d illuslraldons

PERIOD V: EARLY GEORGIAIr (1714-176o)
l{ilh orer 45o ill.ustrotinns and flans

Should. be in Dyery Architecf,s Library
..ARCHITECTURE" SERIES OF MEASURED DETAILS

By WALTER McQUADE
z4 Double-Page Drawings. Loosc Shects in Porttolio Form. Net $5.a

Mr. McQuade's splendid draftsmanship is known to all architects and his drawings are sought and admired by students everywhere.

CIIARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, Publishers FIFTII AYENUE, NEW YORK

Please mention Anculracrunr in writing to manufacturers
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Some Standard Designs
Of Ferrocraft Grilles
For Radiator Enclosures

HALF a million dollars-is considerable
money to be locked up in designs,

still that is what our pattern vault now
holds in Ferrocraft Grilles.
Many of them are architects' own cre-
ations.
A number are the logical adaptation
of characteristic designs of numerous
nations.
Then there is a group of replicas of
famous old metal renderings, such as the
bronze door of Cluny Museum.

From all this costly collection, you can
select your Ferrocraft Grilles for radiator
enclosures.
Or our Ferrocrafters will always take
particular pleasure in translating into
metal, designs of your own.

Hffiffiffi
4ruruffi

fl
ryffiruffiffi

I

Ferrocraft Design, Number 5

Ferrcraft Design, Number ro

ffi
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FOR OVER 75 YEARS

Makers of Decorqtiae Metal Grilles

2 WEST 45th STREET
NEW YORK

Turrle & BruLEy IVIr.e Eo.

36 Portland Street

Boston
rr23-zg W.37th Street

Chicago

Please mention Ancnrrec:rune in writing to manufacturers
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Being Number 35 of Famous Tree Tales

Guardian Elm of Ye Ancient State House

(_

t
['VER since I was a lad, and Grandfather

- used to take me on his knee and tell tales
of his pioneering days, and how they used to
camp under some big tree at night, I have felt
an awe and reverence when in the presence

of such trees.

How the imagination runs apace when you stop
to think of the history-making scenes they have
mutely witnessed !

If they could but voice it all, what a storehouse
of information it would be for H. G. Wells to
foregather another of his interest-teeming his-
tories !

But, alas ! altho the wind whispers through their
leaves, the upreaching, outspreading old patri-
archs keep their own counsel, and we, mostly
by hearsay, know of the part they have played !

Of such are the ancient Elms that hover about
the Old Stone State House at Kingston, New
York.
Erected by a sturdy Dutch settler, in t676, it
was afterwards ,.ed as the Senate House until
u77, when the British burned Kingston and
th.'capital was removed to Albany. -
It *ai in this memorable old building thatthe
Constitution of the State was adopted.

4

At The $ifn ofThe T"s
Where Chotce N.rr""ty Stoclc Is Grown

Ruth.rford NJ.

frge,hrs Co

Please mention AncnrrncrunE in writing to manufacturers
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At Pier 15, East River
<lohn E <lackson

ltlt. R anie r Washi n$t o4
by C.llarold Kiefner
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Clif/ Scene
N.H.

A Gate l{ay in Franco
by Walter T Valber$
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-|HESE pencil sketches were among the
r winners of the recent prize competition
for the best sketches made with VAN
DYKE DRA\VING PENCILS.

Thev show the possibilities of this pencil

and prove its right to the title, "The Lead

That Leads."

There is a booklet recently off the press

containing full size reproductions of these

and other sketches, together with other in-
terestins information, which you may have

,.rpor, ,-.qrr..t. Address us at 37 Green'
poirrt Arre.t.re, BrooklYn, N' Y'

EBERHARD FABER
"The Oldest Pencil Factory inAtnertcq"

NEW G YORK
CteanPoe

A Study
by lluth /t{c.

ARCHITECTURE v

Please mention A*.cnrrectunr in writing to manufacturers
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vl ARCHITECTURE

AMERICAN BLOWER COMPANY, DETROIT
BRANCH OFFTCES IN AL'L P,RI.iYCIPAL CITIES
CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LIMITED, \vINDSOR, ONTARIO

(20r)

Fatgo High School, Farlo,
N. D., W. B. fttner, St.
Louis, Mo., Architect,
T. P. Riley, Far$o, HeatinS

Contractot.

American Blower Company
specifications appear in the
American Atchitect Speci/l-

cation Manual

Clean, Fresh, Pure Air-
Washed, Cooled,

Humidified
Washing and purifying, cooling and humidifying,
the American Blower AirWashing and Cooling Fan
supplies a large volume of pure fresh air and is
particularly adaptable for the ventilation of school
houses, theaters and public buildings.

This combination unit provides a practical venti-
lating system and is operated at a cost little greater
than that of a ventilating system alone.

It occupies small space and because of its simplicity
of operation does not require the services of ikitted
attendants.

Ifave you read our Bulletin which contains complete
information regarding the American Blowei Air
Washing and Cooling Fan, as well as capacity table
and letters of indorsement from users ? We will
gladly send you a copy upon request.

can
ExHAUsrBF.s . vENTTLATING FANs ' AtR \A/ASHER-S. BLo\MER-s. ENGtNEs

FOII IIEA,TIITIG r \rEIYTIr.A.lrIh[(G , IDtrTYIDIG,Afrt colynlTroryflrci, 1vfEcrrA.h[rcA.T- f,DraAFT

.,W

Please mention Ancnrtrctun.e in writing to manufacturers
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the RAYMOND METHOD
is one of certainty-trom
the moment the tip of the
spirally reinforced shell is
driven to the time that the
concrete is poured into this
protecting "form," which
is left in the ground as a
perfect protection against
'a11 subsurface conditions.

Raymond Concrete Pile Company
New York: 1,10 Cedar Street

Chicago: 111 '!7. Monroe Street
Caoada: Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Ltd., Mortreal

"rI FormJor Eaerl Pile-A Pilefor Euerl Purpose"

Please mention ArcnrrncrunE in writing to manufacturers
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Cameywasused in the Fcdcral Reserue Bank Build.
ing at Kansas City, Mo., lor thc same reason that it
is used in many other big buildings of this country.
It Lawers Corumdm Costs and, Does Benet Wotk.
Architectsl Graham, Anderson, Probst & Vhite,

Chicago, I,ils.
Conoactots: George A. Fuller Company, Kansae

City, Mo.

ARCHITECTURE
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There is no
Substitute for Carney

is but one known de-
of rock containing the

good qualities which enable us to
produce Carney. There is no sub-
stitute for Camey. No other rrror-
tar material you can specify will
enable you to be sure of the lowest
final cost of the wall and a superior
job. Contractors who use Camey
are glad to see it in the specifica-
tlons.

Carney Has These Exclusive Merits
. It requires no lime, assuring protection against

adulteration or errors in mixing. Being more flastic
and smoother working the mison can work^faster
and easier on the wall. It lays the maximum num-
ber of brick to the barrel. It works perfectly in
cold weather. It becomes harder than the brick
and tile it binds, continuing to harden indefinitely
as time goes,on.. It is ideal for wall bearing build-
i.gr. The final cost of a Carney wall is-always
lower. Contractors bid lowe. 

"rrd 
do better .^roik

with Camey.

The Carney Company
Cqrcnt Mal<crs Since 1883

Mankato, Minn.

District Sales Offices:
Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland; Chamber of Commerce Blde.. Chicaso:

Omaha National Bank Bldg.. Omaha; Syndicate Trust B*ldg., St.- '
Louis; Book Bldg., Derroit; Builders' Eichange, Minneapolis.

T'his book tells the complete
story of Carney. It will be
sent lree to anyone inter-
ested in building.

.-I
L.

L.-TI

Eric and
Specifications: 1 part Carney, 4 parts sand

.JaII -U'

m]
tHiilJt

Itr#l
CABI{lf,

*(f"rc

Please mention AncnrrEcrune in writing to manufacturers
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ARCHITECTURE lx

Wash and Bathe in Runniog Water

We asked ourselves the question
" In what part of our showers would
Architects most naturally be inter-
ested ? "
And we believe that the answer is:
--THE MIXOMETER which gives any

desired shower temperature instantly
without wasting water or time. Its
years of use prove it to be the one mix-
ing valve that always works.

-THE ANYFORCE HEAD. It allows
the bather to adjust the water's vol-
ume to his or her individual liking
instantly. The Anyforce Head is an
absolute necessity with a mixing valve
shower, for any mixing valve itself con-
trols only the temperature of the water.

-THE DESHLER BATH FIXTURE.
Through By-Pass Valves this fixture
simplifies the installation of a shower
over any built-in tub. No roundabout
fitting, or cutting of studding.

Deshler Bath Fixtures have renewable
Hi Seats; something else, all joints are
sweated and tested at the factory.

If you would like to have folders on
these fixtures, also our catalog H, just
write us.

SPEAKMAN
WILMINGTON

COMPANY
DELAWARE

This Mixometer shower is the
11952% over a built-in tub.
The Deshier Bath Fixture is
112460. Both are shown in our
CataloS If. Send for a copy if
you do not have it.

Please mention Alcnrrecrune in writing to manufacturers
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^1-'tURTIS entrances and doorswere designcd
f , by Trowbridge & Ackerman of "New

- 
York to fit in with all types of plans.

Their pure lines harmonize well with almost any
style of expression thatyou have in mind. They
are constructed with full benefit of the Curtis
Companies' 57 years of experience.

For example, the wood for each part is care-
fully chosen for its task-to weather storms or
take a high finish,

Doors, being onc of the moving parts of the
house, are the 6rst to show wear and tear. You
will approve of the Curtis methods of construc-
tion as explained in our booklet on "Entrances
and Exterior Doors" which we will be glad to
mail to you.

Maint aine d by the Cur ti s
Manuf acturing and
Distributing Plants at:
sALES OFFIL-E.t /N PITTSBURGH, NEW rORK, BALTIMORE

Six Thousand Architects Now Use It
One of the finest books published on woodwork is the Curtis catalog. Six thousand archi-
tects now use it in planning houses which can employ to best advantage this economical,
standard woodwork. The great variety of designs, developed by Trowbridge &
Ackerman of New York, enables any architect to find pieces in harmony with his
individual ideas. These designs are made in quantitiesonlybythetheCurtisCompanies.

Look for the Curtis Trademark
on each piece of Woodwork

To enjoy the quality of material and workmanship that quantity production alone
affords-to be sure of woodwork which always meets your specifications-when you
call for a Curtis design, always insist on getting genuine Cunis Woodwork. The trade-
mark is stamped on ivery piece. Furnished on request to established architects are the
details of Curtis Woodwork, drawn to scale. They greatly simplyfy drafting.

If you are one of the few architects who has not made use of this free Cuftis service,
we invite you to write, on your letterhead, for our catalog and complete information
about Curtis Woodwork.

The Curtis C ompanies' Service Bureau
DEPT. 18, CLINTON, IOWA

( Clinton, Iowa Sioux CitY, Iowa
{ oklahoma City, okla. Wausau, Wis.
( Lincoln, Neb. MinneaPolis, Minn.

Eti hTrs
Woodwork

Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, Ill.
Topeka, Kan.

"The Permanent Furniture
for the Home"

I

Please mention Ancntrecrune in writing to manufacturers



\tr/HEN you come to consider it, greenhouses are
Y Y made quite Iike sectional bookcases-a series of

sections.
Not that this is at all new to you, but that you may
not have available the section spacings.

Considerably over a quarter of a century ago, we
worked out an 8-foot 4-inch spacing of the rafters.
Altho it varies for the big commercial houses, it has
always been closely adhered to by all the greenhouse
builders for the so-called private greenhouses.

ARCHITECTLTRE

Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

The six-foot section, or 1;o feet Iong, either r8 or 25 teet
wide, is the size we sell the most of.
It can be used as a single compartment or divided fortwo.
An6hing shorter than 5o feet does not divide to ad-
vantage either structurally or for ideal growing con-
ditions.

AII of which is but one of the hundred and one impor-
tant things about greenhouse designing which our half
a century of experience has proven.
It's an experience which we invite you to avail yourself
of, without Iimit.

xl

Rafter Spacing
In Greenhouse Construction

?J

fugp"ffiure&amnffi.
EASTERN FACTORY

Iruiogtoa. N. y.

IRVINGTON NEWYORK
Nw Yorlr 3o E.4znd St.

WESTERN FASTORY
Des Plaines, Ill.

PHILADELPHIA
Land'Iidc Blds.

KANSAS CITY
Commcrcc Bldg.

CANADIAN FACTORY
St. Catharincs, Ont.

CLEVELAND
4o7 Ulmer Bldg.

ATLANTA
Atlalta Trust Co. Blde.

CHICAGO
Crat. BenL Bldg.

DENVER
rz47 So. Emcron St.

BOSTON-rr
Litdc Blds.

TORONTO
Harbor Commission Bldg

Please mention AnculrEcrune in writing to manufacturers
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The double grate construction of Kewanee
Smokeless Boilers makes it possible to carry
a deep bed of coals on the upper (firing)
grate. This reduces the number of firings
necessary and makes it possible to operate

the boiler with minimum attention.

KewanEE DeILER Cq/I\PAI\Y
KE\nrAhIEE, ILLTNOIS

Steel Heating Boilera, Radiatorr, Tanka, Water Heating Garbagc Burnerl

BRANCHES:
CHTCAGO W*hingtouandMarkctsts. MILW4\!]!EE- 835Mcrcb' &Mfrr'Blds'
iliiw'ionx----- - liw. lz"ast. PlrrsquRcH e45olivcrBlde'
iiEs'rraoriliEs 3ts Hubboll Blde. DENVER 514 Boston Bldg'
-x-l,x5ls--6tv zoil wi."Jiti" si. DALLAS 809 Southwcctcm Lifc Blde'
iiirili,'x.c,p-ol.issog-roo".it"iiiiBIIg. DETRg{r lTT2LafavettcBlvd'-Ci.'iotjrE - -- - - izrz cr";i;;iBie;. lqLEPo --- tr2t'22 Nicholu Blde'
iaiilnEa-prous zoe s"ild"i-i;-.r-r"; ct svEL-ANo 7o6 Roec Bldg'
toiu-riiiui-eoe riot l{"*i-fri-iil; nrt-qry14---- 1524-25 candl*Bld-g'
5iLf i-.q,KE cifi zoe b-"iii aidi: IAN rn.e,nclsco 72 Frcmont st'

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co" Ltd'

Toronto, OnL. MonEeal Quc', WinniPcg' Man'
Huilton. Ont.. St.Jolu, N.8., Calgarv'Alb

Please mention Ancnrrecrune in writing to manufacturers
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Pietrzycki High S<h@[, Dayton, Vohington. Architect,I7m. A. Wells, Spokane, Woh. Co*raaor,!.i. lohreu, Spokme, Woh.
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ARCHITECTURAL
FENESTM \" -\"

Where Beautyis Made Permanent

Photom view of Fenctta broue
friction shoe with compression
spring, Thee fticiou shw guide
the ventilator, insure its e*y oper'
ation, prevent rattle and osist in
holding the windom open at anY
dsired angle.

Beauty and permanence-and every other demand
of sound and artistic construction-meet in Architect'
ural Fenestra. These modern steel windows present
unlimited opportunities for beautiful effects, and yet
their solid steet construction and careful design make
them as permanent and lasting a.s the brick and stone
which surround them.

Architectural Fenestra has many advantages be'
sides its beauty and permanence. It supplies zo/o to
go/o morelight than wood sash. The Reversible type
is equipped with ventilators, which stay open at any
angle without the use of chains or stays. Perfect con'
trol of ventilation is made possible, always, for Fenestra
cannot warp nor swell nor stick. Fenestra is weather,
tight and storm,proof. It is fire,resistant, too.

Architectural Fenestra is fitted with bronze hard,
ware of artistic design, and in fact in every point in
its design and construction, beauty, permanence and
practicability are carefully combined.

Specifications, photographs of installations, and
special architectural literature will gladly be sent
upon request.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPAI{Y
Diuision of Architeaural Construction

zro6 East Grand Boulevard Detroig Midr"

Cut-away view of presed stel mul-
lion cover showing clip and method
of attaching. Fenestra mullion
covers 6t tightly agaimt the adjacent
job membes and provide a neat
and attracive method of covering
the reces beween the windows.

Moulded bronze co handle and bra&et, the only
hardware neded for ventilators within rach of the

foot. No stay bar or chain is needed.
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Please mention Ancnr,EctuxE in writing to manufacturers
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xlv ARCHITECTURE

What HoPpens to the eArchitect's ?lans
and SPrrrfications /

For every piece of stone that is to be
set into a building the Draughtsman pre-
pares a ticket containing complete informa-
tion regarding the requirements of the
drawings, such as size, grade of mate-
rial, pattern number, etc. On this ticket
a diagram of the stone is drawn and the
ticket is then numbered to correspond with
the number on the working drawings, or
so-called ('cutting and setting plansr" so
that when the stone is received by the
contractor, he knows at a glance its posi-
tion in the building.

This is but one of the many features
exemplifying the exactitude employed in
these Draughting rooms.

When an Architect entrusts his plans and
specifications to this industry for execu-
tion of the work in Indiana Limestone,
he has the advantage of a highly special-
ized Draughting service.

Above is illustrated one of the many
eficiently equipped Draughting rooms in
the Indiana Limestone district. No ex-

pense is spared in acquiring the services
of the most capable stone Draughtsmen
in this and foreign countries.

Architect's drawings are studied with
the utmost care and. the Draughtsman,
with his knowledge and skill, assures

accuracy in the execution of the designs
submitted.

Indiana Limestone @arrymen's Association
Box 77 l, Bedford, fndiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 6zz Matbidge Bldg., New York City

IJ'TDIflJYJI

BUILDING SToNE

Please mention Ancsrrecrunr in writing to manufacturers
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ARCHITECTURE xv

Ouodtanek Club. Uriocrtilt of Chicarc. Atchitcct: Howard Shat, Chicato. Cot,rnctot: c. Evr.tt
ehrh Co-.,Chicoio.6100 i.h.30-;;. Pytobar Rool Tilc and 1i,208 lin.it. Pytobar Floor TiL urd

Are Easily Cut to Fit
Because of the ease with which they are cut to fit hips, valleys,
dormers and any irregular surfaces, $rrobar Roof Tile simplify
and speed up the building of ornamental roofs.

Cast of a specially processed structural rypsum, Pyrobar are
light in weight and require a minimum of steel framing. They
are strong, fireproof and permanent. Tile or slate can be
nailed directly to them.

There is a type of Srrobar for every type of roof design. We
furnish estimates and erect Pyrobar. Write for our new book,
"Architectural Data on Pyrobar Roof Construction."

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
World's Lat$est Ptoducets of Gypsurn Ptoducts

General Offices: Dept. O, 205 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, Ill.
SALES OFFICES MINES AND MILLS

New York, N. Y., Bufralo, N. Y., Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, Washington, D. C., Philadelphia,
Peonsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Cleve-
land, Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio, Detroit, Michigan,
Milwaukee, Wis., Minneapolis, Minn., St. Louis,
Mo., Kansas City, Mo., Omaha, Neb., Dcnver,
Colorado, Los Angeles, California, Baltimore,
Md., Atlanta, Georgia, New Orleans, Louisiana

sPYREBAR+?3[

Oakield, N. Y., Plasterco, Virgioia, Cleveland,
Ohio, Gypsum, Ohio, Gcooa, Ohio, Detroit,
Michigan, Alabaster, Michigan, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Fort Dodge,
Iowa, Blue Rapids, I(ansas, Southard, Okla-
homa, Eldorado, Oklahoma, Piedmoot, South
Dakota, Loveland, Colorado, Denver, Colo-
rado, Arden, Nevada, Amboy, California

Please mention Ancnrracturp in writing to manufacturers
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THE FIFTH AVENUE HOSPITAL, NEW YORK CITY
Yorh G Sauuet Architccts

DR. WILEY E. WOODBURY, Dircctor
Marc Eidlitz E Son, Inc., Buildets

Equipped with Higgin All-Metal Screens
The'economy of quahtg is nowhere better demonstrated than in modern hospital
construction. Higgin Screens were selected for the Fifth Avenue Hospital
because Higgin quality made economy certain.

Another important consideration was the fact that Higgin service men installed
the screens complete and the Higgin organization assumed entire responsibility
for the job from the contract to the acceptance of the building.

The Higgin organization includes special representatives in all principal cities,
who are specialists in screening and weatherstripping, and whose experience
in this important subject is at the instant call of architects and builders.

/k^vr,,-7,,,,7:,,12"',,ii""',1/k%r,,.,,

W,ru7,2"/;3 fyw % ffi 'Lilt"'Liril,?;,,:Z'iii

th,e HIGGIN -4tfg Co.
,fewport, l(;y
(7ironto. Canida.

Seroicc ofrccs in all
pdncgal cllla in thc
Ualted Slatcs ond

Canada
SwiirS

Looft in your telephone ot cilg dircctory for the addrcss of gout local
Higgin senice offce, or roite to the home ofice

Please mention Ancnrrrcrunr in writing to manufacturers
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The International lvtark of Ripolin
_ This design is theinternationalidentificationmarkof genuine
NpolinEyamel. All Europe knows this famous Ripolin trade-
mark. The secret process of making Ripolin wa.ydiscovered
in Holland over thiny years ago. Since ihat time Ripolin has
been used throughout the civilized world.

. Tf" apidity with which fupolin has risen in popular favor is very
largely due to the unanimous ipproval of architects.

Ripolin can be obtained in Gloss White, Semi-Gloss and Flat rJfhite.
It can also be supplied in seven delicate rints. Beautiful interior dec-
orative effects can be secured by combinations such as fvory for the
body and one of the Crrays for the trim. Many of the finest interior
decorations have been made possible by the use of Ripolin Enamels.

!7rite today for one of our new Ripolin dnt folders.

THE GLIDDEN COMPANY
And lts Afflioted Companies

NationalFleadquarters Cleveland,OhioEvery Package Sealed

Please mention AncnrrecrunE in writing to manufacturers

. PAINTS - VARNISHES - STAINS _ ENAMELS
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OF
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EiAIRFACTS Accessories provide convenience and econ-
^ omv in bathroorn fixtures that can be obtained in no
other way. Their initial cost is not greatly in excess of
portable fixtures. They will last as lonp as the house it-
self and be a perennial delip,ht to the house owner.

Falrfacts Accessories should be specified when the house
is planned. Because Fairfacts Accessories are made of
china, they are easily cleaned. They will not crack or
check and are free from danger of stains. Fairfacts Ac-
cessories cover every need of the rnodern bathroom. Soap
Dlshes, Towel Racks, Papet Holders, Tooth Brush and
Tumbler Holders, Shelves and Electric Radiators.

Architects' Seruice Department

WE, enp glad to cooperate with architects in furnlshlng
construction details as well as in suggesting the most con-
venient arrangernent for installin( built-in bathroom ac-
cessories.

Fairfacts Fixtures are installed by tile contractors-the
only trade that does this work and should be included
in the tlle contract. We do not sell the plumbing trade.

THE FAIRFACTS COMPANY, Iac.

Manufacturers
Dept. A, 234 West 14th Street New York City

LOOK FOR THIS LABEL

BEST by TEST
Not oqly by chemical test, but the test ol time which, after all' is the only
truetest DIxoN's 8kffu,r, PAINT
stands forth as the long service paint.

Tt iq camoosed of a natural combination of flake graphite and silicafor
tt. iinn."i ai,d for the vehicle pure boiled linseed oil. Because of thia pig-

--""i.'pii"";r Sitica-Graphite Piint has no equal il keeping moisture, gases

and corrosioo awaY from metal.

Metal surfaces painted with it last longer than when other- paints are

or"a. 
- tn"ii"ult is ihat pe. year- ol service Diron's is the longest lasting and

most economical per year ol servlce.

Writc Jor Boohkt No. t'B and long tcruice rccordt,

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

>O( 'o""#I*"NE\il 
JERSEY >O(

?rtrfa a

BUIf,T IN YOUR BATHROOM WALLS

BATCHELDER TILES

BATCHELDER.WILSON CO.

263] ARTESIAN ST. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MANTEL No. 297

t v a ?
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Please mention AacntrtcrurE in writing to manufacturers
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"Sounding Waters," In a rrilderness-
Stateliest of names ,\ sort of ghosily guardian
Standing solitary Of the past.

Pencil Dratitg nrude bu Earl Horter,
uith a S-B Ditoil's Eld.orado.
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ThERE is but one master
drawing pencil. Some duy you
will try it, and then, forever
after, one name will come quickly
to your mind when you think
of the best pencil you have ever
used. And that name is-

"the zta stc dm uhq! peztct l "SAMPLE OFFER
Write for full-lensth
free samples of "fhe
m0 st e r drluin(t pen c il"
and of Dixon's "BEST"
Colored Pencils. In their
field, the "BEST"
Colored Pencils hold
the same position of
supremacy as Dixon's
EIdorado.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Pencil Dept. lJ Jersey City, N. J.

Canadian Distributors:-A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto
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Please mention Axcnrrec.runr in writing to manufacturers
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Nothing Can Take the Place
of Oak for Floors

Today, as truly as centuries ago in old French
chiteau and English manor, Oak is the king of
fooring. Its double crown of unrivalled beauty
and rugged strength has never been wrested
from it.

No fooring of any kind can surpass the quiet
elegance, the rich simplicity, of a fine Oak Floor.
Invariably it gives a room more distinction than
ten trmes rts cost spent tn ornamentatron.

As years pass the client appreciates more and
more the judgment of the architect who recom-
mended Oak Floors. For he finds that, no mat-
ter what type his building may.b., hp Oak Floors
are an investment, increasing his selling and rent-
ing value.

Oak Floors over old floors
In remodelling commissions a special thickness

of Oak Flooring (% of an inch) which uses the
old foor as a sub-foor is often the ideal solution
of the foor problem.

Three free booklets, covering every phase of
the uses and advantages of Oak Floors, mailed
free to architects upon request.

Oak Flooring Advertising
Bureau

1040 Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill.For ge'tcfal srcciftd-
tions sz? ?asz 458, roth

Twenty years in Africa, immune
to the excessive heat and intense
cold peculiar to African plains
and heights. Yet his tempera-
ture is always the same. Why ?

Because, as you know, the vaso-
motor nervous system of the hu-
man body is a perfect automatic
temperature regulation system.

hXtl?."o..or.r," Po*ers Automatic Temperature
f,'#:?.olT:|i"li regulation, installed jn the buildings
:B'llJ.i,i-ipii i;li you design,will providethesame un-
vcar is much less.
'!sr 

ro'rq!'r r!!!r 
conscrous perfection of temperature

control. Once installed the Powers system can be
forgotten. It will function perfectly for years with-
out adrustments or repalrs.
When vou know the Powers system you'll never permit a
client to install anv other. There are scientific reasons for
this. Let our en4rre..s collaborate with you i^n your.pre-
Iiminary plans. Our more than thirty years of experience
in automitic heat control is at your service.
It pays to specify Powers alone, and then enforce the
specification.

Out Bulletin t5o-only four pages-uill btooe ittqesting reading.
To whom shall we send. it?

NEw YoRK 2787GreenviewAve., Chicago BosroN

The Canadian Powers Regulator Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Crlgary, Alta. Halifax, N. S. Montreal, Quebec

Vrncouvcr, B. C, Winnipeg. Man.

-:--

<20371

-q

Iodiarapolir, Ind.
Kaasar City, Mo.
Los Angclcs, Crlif.
Milwauke, Wis.
Minoapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
Philadclphia, Pa.

El Paso, Tcx.

Thc Poaerc
Thermottat

Its vapor disc needs
no annual adjust-
ments. Itfunctions
as accurately whcn
the heat ie turned
oa iu the lall as it
did all thc season

Md.
Y.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ponland, Ore.
Rchestcr, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lakc City, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.
Scattle, Wash.

Please mention AncultEcrune in writing to manufacturers
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tohu' Manoilla Imptwd
arrbta@ea Pipe lBui/,tiatu

JOHN$MANVILLE Inc., Madieon Ave. at 4lst St., New York City
Brcrches ia 56 Large Citics

For Cana&: CANADIAN JOENS-l[rU\fVIr In CO., Ltd., Totoato

xxl

The cross corrugations malce this
a hetter insulation

tj{nd, for thit book. I, aellt
hou Inptooed Asbestuel
helpr to keep house tem-
lxratures up and cul billt
doun,

rnHE man who chooses materials with an eye forI littl" things that make a big difference,will appreci-
ate the value of the s6cross corrugation" in Improved
Asbestocel Pipe Insulation.

Most Insulations are merely eorrugated along the
pipe. Air circulates in these open corrugations and
leaks out, carrying heat along with it. The cross corru-
gations of Improved Asbestocel retard such circula-
tion by dividing the lengthwise corrugations into a
series of closed cells.

This gives fmproved Asbesiocel a greater insulating
efficiency-it saves more heat and, hence, more coal.
In addition, the cross corrugations make Improved
Asbestocel far stronger and more rigid.

Improved Asbestocel is marked with a red band on
the inside of each end for convenience in identifying
it. For maximum economy, specify the red band.

roved
stoceI

INSUhTTON
ARAXE UNINGS

RMNNGS
PASINGS
GMENTS

Please mention Ancnrrncrune in writing to manufacturers
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NTASTERPIECES ND$ MARBLE

wF{nAlN w GoMRNN,X

rf:;6-h,lor^L6urlt
//switts\l[{:\--]ll@

Number Seaenteen

A Series oJ
Adaertisemenls
shotuing frac-
tical uses oJ
Appal.ailian

Marble

This tile is available in two standard sizes-
8" x 16" and rott x 20, .

All Appalachian Floor Tile is quarried. milled
and sold by the Appalachian Mirble Company,
the manufacturers of Appalachian Tennessee
Marbles.

Approximately l35,ooo'square feet of Appu-
lachian Floor Tile were used in the Union
Arcade Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

We have on hand at all times large quantities
of Floor Tile ready for immediate shipment.

Union
Arcadc Building

Pittsburgh
Pennsyloania

F. J. Ottctling
Architect

Pitxburgh, Pa.

Floors are the most used and
abused portion of a building.

ASBESTONE
COMPOSITION FLOORING

has a recognized standing of
durability and service. AII
installations are guaronteed.

Prices, samples and full par-
ticulars, free on application.

The corridors, floor base and wainscoting of the High School, Waukegan, III.,
as shown here, are constructedof

, 
ASBESTONE FLOORING

Composition Floor ing and S tuc co M anuJ actur er s

216 MADISON STREET

FRANKLYN R. MULLER & CO.

IFADI XARh

WAUKEGAN, ILL.

Floors of Q"rliry

Please mention Ancurrncrunn in writing to manufacturers
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Wouldyou O.K.
a steam job without a regulator?

THERE isn't an architect any-
where who would accept a steam
boiler without the economy and
effrciency of damper control.

And yet some architects are put-
ting their O. K. on hot-water
boilers without damper control.

The Anco Water Regulator is as
necessary to the hot-
water boiler as the
steam regulator is to
the steam boiler.
With it, the water in
the system may be
kept at any desired
temperaturebetween
100 and 220 degrees.
When the tempera-

1807 Elmwood Avenue

ture of the water decreases, the
drafts automatically open. The
temperature rises until it reaches
the desired point when the drafts
close.
There is nothing you can add to a
hot-water heating system that
will do so much toward making
it operate as it should and the daily

saving of coal soon
pays for its cost.

When you make Anco
Water Regulator part
of your specifications,
("boiler to be equipped
with l80O ARco Water
Regulator"), you are go-
ing a long way towards
insuring real comfort for
your clients.

You can petAnco Water Re{ulator frotn your jobber or from our nearesf branch

Anco Water Regulator

W CW
fon.etBoilers and Auer(rczrN fur.diators for eoer! heating need

ARCO Junior Water Reg-
J1\ulator keeps the temper-
ature in the hot-water supply
boiler at any point desired be-
tween l20o and 1800. It can
beeasily installed in any hot-
water supply boiler-old or
new-and it not only saves
coal, but keeps the fire from
burning out.

Please mention AlcnrrEcrun.r in writing to manufacturers

Buffalo, N.Y.
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ROOKM/OOD
POTTERY AND TILES

During all the ages, tiles have been used by every
people and today, their judicious use is equally
suitable for the small house or the palace.

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY
Faience Dept., Cincianati, Ohio

" Shades and Shadows"
Ily Professor William R. Ware

Revised Edition, Parts I-II
Part I treats of the phenomena of light and shade

and the methods to be adopted in the solution of the
geometric problems that arise from their architectural
representation. Part II discusses the shades and shadows
of curved lines, of solids, of revolution (including cylin-
ders, cones, spheres, etc.), and the combinations of these
figures that occur in architectural detail.

Written by Professor William R. Ware, for twenty
years head of the architectural department of Columbia
University and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

Price $5 for the set-$2.50 per volumrpostpaid. You
have the privilege of returning the books within ten
days if they do not prove satisfactory.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

"A Series ol Boohs ol Interest to Architects"
Ftee on tequest

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
Box 6369, Scranton, Penna.

Every window above ground f.oor
is Wire Glass.

Permanence-Minimum Mainte-
nance. Fireand BreakageProtection
were important factors considered.

MISSKSIPPI WIR"E GLASS CO.
220 FiIth Avenue

NEW YORK
St. Loul! Chtcago@

RAILWAY EXCHANGE
St. Louis

Please mention AncHrrecrunr in writing to manufacturers
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A RECENT wide-spread survey shows that the impression is preva-
I r lent among architects, as well as laymen, that "battleship" is a
brand of linoleum. Actually, it is simply an extra heavy grade of plain
linoleum, made according to the specifications of the United States
Navy to withstand the extreme punishment of shipboard service.

To meet the requirements of the "landlubber," however, battleship
frequently is unnecessarily heavy, for regular plain linoleum will give
years of service, under any.except "heavy traffic" conditions, at
lower cost.

Whether you decide to specify battleship or a lighter grade, the
name Nairn will insure that the quality appearance of the newJaid
foor will be borne out by its ability to withstand use and abuse.
Nairn Linoleum wears and wears and wears.

We will be glad to advise with you as to the merits
of battleship or regular plain Nairn Linoleum for
any foor you may have in mind.

Samp.les and specifications oir teguesf

Nairn'*"'#.'*t;T#ln[""'' N' J'

Sole Selling Agents
575 Fifth Avenue. New York 216-223 Sutter Street. San Francisco

xxv

What is battleship linoleum?

PTAIN TINOLEUM
Please mention Ancnrrucrune in writing to manufacturers
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-fHE attractiveness of home lifer begins in the drafting room.
Long after the fee is paid and for-
gotten, the thoughtfulness of the
architect is remembered.

It is notable how many sun parlors
are added to houies long after they
have been built. It is but the addi-
tion of something which had been
forgotten.

There is an ever-increasing trend
"sunwardr" towards the enjoyment
of sunshine and air made possible by
the judicious but liberal use of better
window glass. Cater to the "sun-
ward" movement and reward will
follow; principles of health, sanita-
tion and human happiness will have
been recognized.

The Mark on the Box
The long ellipse that appears on every box of
genuine American Window Glass is an as-
surance of quality.

Within the ellipse is the grade mark, A or B.
The B glass is bf as consistently high quality
as the A grade of ordinary glass, and our A
grade is correspondingly superior. Demand
the beauty, clarity, evenness and strength
assured by this mark on every box.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CTTIES

,lr cxquiitc latc Gcorgiat Brukcl oJ canaty glas with
Englith siloo mountingt

CASSIDY CO.
INCORPORATED

Designers and SCanufacluterc of Lighttng Fixtutcs

srNcE 1867

101 PARK AVENI,IE AT FORTIETH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

I

I

ln EYANS VANISHING D00R Product

/or SCHOOLS

That Pays for Itself With

FLOOR SPACE SAVED
WARDROBES, Class F

Dade for plastef Backs and Ends, ao Divisions, and with Evaas
Process Hollow Sanitary Door, hug on double pivoted arms,
without guides, tracks or rollers, swing easily and silently. They
canoot stick or bind. Made with or without Blackboards.
Ilardware can also be purchased separately.

lltorc tf,ar e Million harg tf,cir lYrcpr ir Evaar Yarirhils Door Wardrober

Catslog..PICTURES THAT TALK ''
Sent on Request

W. L. EVANS
7OO Block C WASHINGTON, IND.

Trade Matk
VANISHING DOOR

U. S. Ree.

GENERAL OFFICES

Please mention Ancurrncrunr in writing to manufacturers
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Doric Stippled Brick:
The Dorics offer six unusual

shades of buffs and tans, running
from a delicate buff with a slight
pinkish cast, through olive buffs,
golden tans and rich browns to deep

purplish browns and black.

Gothic Stippled Brick:
The Gothic stipples comprise five

very desirable shades of rich browns
and reds. They range from a dark
brown or black, through lighter
browns and reds to a wonderful old-
rose shade.

Finely illustraled booklets describing
these two tyOes of StiDDled Bdch uill
be sett on request. Address Der,t. 42,

Reds, Brousns
Tans arrd

Buffs
The Double Purpose ot

Stippled Texture
,T1HE distinctive markings on the faces
I of Stippled Brick serve a double pur-

pose. They give an original and inimi-
table character to the brick. And, because
of their shape, they act similarly to prism
glass in softening and diffusing light, as is
necessary to bring out the life and the true
beauty of the brick colors.

The slight incisions produce an ideal
texture; a surface not smooth enough to be
monotonous, still not rough enough to be
garish. Stippled Brick represent the
huppy medium, expressive of good taste
and refinement.

ffiw
ffi

EPP&ffiffi
REC

WesternBrtds.
Capacittt Onellundred Million

Danville. Illinois
Please mention AncnrrEcrunr in writing to manufacturers
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ED(O(or.OLL! N (o a

Ttre Standard ol
tlre \A/orld
TZIN\EAR Rolling Doors are recognized
A. todav bv leadin! enqineers and irchi-
tects as fhe stand"rd'by which all others
mustbe iudsed. KinneaiSteelRollingDobrs
are to be foind in the largest factories, ware-
houses. and freieht shedJ of the country be-
."ur" of their b'eing mechanically correct in
design, their perfecibalance and quick repair
without dismantling in case ol accldent'
They are a real prot-ection against flre'[theft
and the elements.
Wtitc our cngincuing d.?ailflcnt Jot drtailtd informa'

tion nncrnin| your ou\ t p,c\1cal.ont -

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING CO.
660-67O Field Avenue

Columbus, Ohio

0, e w -ll6/u n d lon 7?a i l'o a do on,yl,t Depot-

Exterior Lighting Fixtures
for Every Type of Building

Smyser-Royer Fi*-
tures adorn N. Y.
GrondCqtralSta-
tion, Rooseuelt
Dam, U. .S. Por,
Otf lces, ffiaf,y of
America's lead-
ing aad beautiful
homes.

Smyser-Royer Exterior Light-
ing F'ixtures help to make a
home, a public building, an
estate) or a community com-
plete. They make it a bright
sPot-a place of greater
beauty.

In 36o different designs and
original conceptions-they
represent the best in exterior
lighting fixtures.

If you have not our catalogue
in your files send for it today.

SMYSER-ROYER CO.
Main Office and Works, YORK, PA.
Philadelphia Ofiice, 16o9 Sansom Street

SMYSER-ROYER
EXTERIOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

Our disrincrive desicns harmonize with the lines of the building, whethet
it is a town houseiuburban home, country estate, bungalow ot other
ptopertv' 

Book of Designs "8" sent upon request
Ve also runufacttre grilles, balconies, partition railings, folding gates and
miicellaneoui iron and wire work.

Architcct'r Dqigu crccltcd i! drict .ccorducc with thcir-rpeificatioa

STAN DARD

Please mention An.cnrrecrunr in writing to manufacturers

*=$rhmnf-"Jnp*1h*xs@r.rnaxv
ol9f gl1.rNNATr, Orto. U.S.A.

"The Worldlr Gt at"ti lron Fence Builderi'

OF THE WORLD



An$ebilt Hotel, Orlando, FIa.
Muttay S. Kint, Atch.

Built with National Steel
toists thtoulhout

ARCHITECTURE

Plan Floors and Roof with National Steel Joists
It is now the common practice to
plan all buildings not designed for
excessive floor loads with steel joist
floors and roofs. Architects every-
where are fast coming to recognize
steel joist construction the greatest
forward step in the building industry
sincb the adoption of structural steel,
many years ago.

A11 are impressed with the econo-
mies effected by National Steel Joist

xxlx

design, the rapidity of erection and
the possibilities of greater architec-
tural beauty. And they are also im-
pressed with the greater simplicity
in plan preparation where National
Steel Joists are specified to carry
floor loads

No architect's files are complete
without a copy of the standardized
steel joist safe loading tables. Shall
we mail you a copy?

The Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio

ffi
STEEL JOISTS

Please mention AncntrncrunE in writing to manufacturers
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Residence of Mr. C. H. Haberkorn, Jr., Detroit, Louis Ka mper, Architect

Ewcr,rss CesnurNrs
and wtNDows fol BANKS,

oFrIcES, SCEOOLS,
rrosPITALS, erc,

Manufacturers, DETROIT, MICH

A Housing Cottage

CRNTITALL
Steel Casements

for stbstantial, artisric buildings
Made in raricd designs
to ?ileet all conditions

Crittall Casement Window Co

A Residence

VENDOR
Danr Punplr-Gnpy

RooprNc Slarr,
A dark blend of genuine Vendor Pur-
ples and Pennsylvania Greys in care-
fully proportioned mixture for roofs
that must count. Available both in

Heavy Graduated Effects
or Standard Thickness

for high class residential and pub-
Iic buildings or for cottages, in-
dustrial housing and speculative
buildins work. An effect for any
architecture or at any price in the
much desired dark value yet pos-
sessing color and architectural
interest.

Draaings loaned to us arc prcmptlg rctumed
with a delioered price on the Purple-Greg or
ang other of the Vendor complele line of
roofing slales.

Dctails Here Shown lrom the Wofk of
Jacoby & Everett, Archltects

a

a

PPor,.r of t\go{ing[ .-fla,Lo in t he 'V7'oold,
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strong:s Linoleum
for Every Floor in t?rc House

h* .A

What Is the Office Floor's Job ?

\^/HAT does it take to make a good office foor I
Y v First you require durability. Ttr'int< of the pound-

ing wear of hundreds of feet on a foor, day after day.
Then there's resilience-necessary for the comfort of the
office workers. Resilience, too, helps for quietness, which
contributes to efficiency.

Appearance is a factor; the foor ought to be_brigtrt
and-ittractive, in keeping with the furnishings. Finally,
and just as important, there is a real need for low main-
tenance costs.

The material that fills these requirements is Armstrong's
Linoleum. In linoleum you get the resilience and tough-
ness of cork and oxidized linseed oil. You can have prac-
ticalll' any color or design you like. Linoleum, cemented
over felt to wood or concrete, presents a smooth, seamless
expanse which is easily kept clean and in good condition
by waxing, with a minimum of labor and expense.

The best time to provide linoleum foors is when a build-
ing is constructed. Why not investigate costs now for the
bulldings, large and small, you are planning ?

Armstron€, Cork Company, Linoleum Dirtision
Lancaster, Pa.

This is the Office Building of the General Electric
Company at Schenectady, N. Y. The floors are of
Armstrorg's )/-inch Green Battleship Linoleum,
6,s48 square yards.

A Neut Text-Booh on Laying Free

,4 brand-new and completely reoi:ed ed.ition of " De-
tailcd Directions for Laying and Caring Jor Linoleun"
it jut of the prctr. Thir booh tclb how to intall lino-
lcam so it will gioe i* muinun oJ seroice , oter wood or
cofrcrat; alro how to wax, Tolish and maintain lino-
lcum floort in the not, ecof,onical wa!. rlt h lor at many
coltiu at you *eed, on lour lcttcrhcad.

Please mention Arcnrrecruna in writing to manufacturers
a-l2
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This Entire Buildlrq ** * atYur Comnrand

I X fE are now oreoared to offer to archi-
vv ..... ,ni tireir clients every co-

operation in the installation of complete
interiors, or in the designing and making
of furniture harmonious with the in-
terior architecture.

This entire building is used as an ex-
hibit of the largest collection of hand-
made furniture in America, comprising
Italian, English and French antiques, re-
productions made in Europe or in our
New York City factory, and also creations
and adaptions by our own designers.

Dreuration . fntiquitiru . Eurniture
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11000 pounds per square inch
Every piece of brass pipe that bears the Anaconda trademark is
subjected to an internal hydraulic pressure of I,OOO pounds per
square inch before it leaves the mill.

This pressure test will disclose even the slightest flaw in the
metal-a flaw which the eye could not detect but which might
result in a leak, once the pipe was installed. If the slightest de-
fect is found, the pipe is rejected and scrapped.

Other tests-more far.reaching than those of actual service-
make certain that the pipe meets Anaconda standards: Analyt.
ical tests to check the alloy. Tensile strength tests to check the
physical structure. Special tests to safeguard the user against
failure by splitting.

Anaconda Brass Pipe meets these tests because The American
Brass Company has, through more than a century of experience,
acquired a knowledge of improved methods and a technical
skill in manufacturing which enables it to control the quality
of its pipe at every stage of production. The tradetnark which
is stamped in every length of Anaconda Brass Pipe is a guar.
antee of quality and dependability.

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES, WATERBURX CONN.

An s on i a, co nn. r. ,,, "g. I 
IH" 

\rtP,"f"T8y"llu 
"ur,, 

*.* Ke nosha, wr s-

OFFICES AND AGENCIES
NewYork Philadelphia

Clewland Cincinoati Delroit Francisc!

ANACONDA A]T{ERICAN BRASS LIMITED. NEW TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA

ffiAEG#
BRASS PIPE

Please mention Ancntrncrunr' in writing to manufacturers
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The Art of Painted Windows
The Windows of the Deroit Public Library

Cass Gilbert, Architect

Bl W. Francklyn Paris

PART I

-fHE lack of a generic word to designate translucent dec-
I orations made of colored glass in fragments held to-

gether by lead is so apparent that one may be permitted to
coin a new ciescriptive noun, simpler and more accurate than
the complicated "stained-glass window." By calling all
bays admitting light into buildings through a mosaic of
colored glass sutured by lead "vitrals," we escape the criti-
cism that all "stained glass" is not stained, and we gain a

short and perfectly intelligible word
"vitrail," and which can be ap-
plied unequivocally to painted
glass and glass colored in the

derived from the French,

crucible and designated "pot
glass."

The vitrals of the Detroit
Public Library are "quarry"
windows, by which is meant
that they are made of painted
glass cut into squares after the
Italian Renaissance manner.
They are notable for sobriety
of color and delicacy of line,
and having been designed for
a purpose, they achieve that
purpose, which is the admission
of white light into the edifice.

A much more brilliant ef-
fect could have been obtained
with pictorial windows, filled
with figures and resplendent
with color, but such windows
would have been in violent con-
trast with the restful gray
walls, and, in addition, would
have cast a multicolored light
in places where anything but
untinted daylight would have
been a detriment and an offense.

In harmohy with the ar-
chitecture of the rest of the
building the design of the win-

dows is inspired by Italian Renaissance precedents, and
some of the decorative arabesques used ari an adaptation
of decorative motives treated in bronze, marble, and mosaic
in other parts of the edifice.

The most pretentious and most ornate of these vitrals
fills the central wall opening immediately above the
delivery desk and the finely chiselled grilles and clock,
a delicate lacery of bronze that runs the width of all
the arches at a height of ten feet.

It consists of a central
cartouche containing the im-
primatur of a'forgotten Italian
printer of the sixteenth century
and of a border made of thL
classical egg-and-dart mould-
ing, broken by four small panels
disposed top and bottom and
at either side.

The central decoration is
set in a frame of sculptural
effect, with a base and top
piece brought together by ara-
besques and uprights suggest-
ing the exquisitely wrought-
iron grilles, or rejas, of the
Spanish cathedrals. It portrays
two centaurs going in opposite
directions and stopped on either
side of the tree of Knowledge
to take counsel. .A framed
panel at the top of the deco-
ration contains the Latin in-
scription "Fugit Horar" while
a smaller panel at the base
contains the admonition
"Hodie Non Cras."

A distinctive feature of
this and other windows in the
library is that a design isworked
in the leads which amalgamates

(Continued on page 39)Delivery-ron tindo,.r- W. F. Paris anC Fred'k J. Wiley.
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38 ARCHITECTURE

DELIVERY_ROOM, NORTH WINDOW

DELIVERY-ROOM, SOUTH WINDOW DELIVERY-ROOM, SOUTH WINDOW.

PAINTED WINDOWS, DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY, DETROIT, MICH.
Cass Gilbert, Architect. W. F. Paris and Fred'k J. Wiley.
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(Continued from PaSc a7)

the fragments of painted glass into an unintemupted sur-
face. Because of the small area to decorate, this design is

of necessity largely structural, conforming in its perpendic-
ular and horizontal lines with the mullions of the window,
but here and there small
arabesques are introduced
solely to aid the orna-
mental value. The
general color scheme of
the vitral is light silver

Eray, with here and
lherl " touch of bright
color.

The " Centaur" win-
dow is repeated twice,
each time occupying the
central position in the
group of three and fanked
by two vitrals which are
.[ik. on one wall but dif-
ferent on each wall. In
other words, the two
vitrals that flank the Cen-
taur window on the north
wall are different from
the two that fank the
Centaur windou/ on the
south wall and from the
two on the west wall.
There are three Centaur
windows and two each of
the others.

The two that serve

as pendants on the north
wall, as in fact all the
vitrals in the room, are
homogeneous in charac-
ter and treatment with
the Centaur window.
There is general sym-
metry among them all-
harmony of line and
color, similarity of deco-
rative attribu tes em-
plOyed, and yet eaCh Of Deliverv-rom, west wirdow. W. F. Paris and Fred'k J. Wilev.

the four variants is dis-
tinctive and conveys its own message irrespective of the
others.

This first set has the general arrangement of uprights
supporting a lintel, but there is no border following the out-
line of the wall opening. A square central panel holds an
outdoor scene taken from an old woodcut and an open book
on the leaves of which is the following inscription in imita-
tion of missal illumination of the Middle Ages:

Sometimes let gorgeous tragedy
In sceptred pall come sweeping by
Presenting Thebes or Pelops line
Or the tale of Troy divine.

Floral arabesques occupy the sides and a wreath of
conventionalized foliage arches itself at the top following
the curve of the wall opening. Dancing figures and the
goats of pagan mythology disport themselves over the lintel,
while the horses of Apollo are disposed on either side of a

panel at the bottom in which is proclaimed the fact that "a
good book is Reason itself."

Flanking the Centaur window on the west wall are two
vitrals pictuiing the illuminated page adapted from an old
Italian volume on the Macedonian war, with an ornate

initial, a pictorial vig-
nette at the top, and
the following verse:

Or call up him that left half
told

The story of Cambuscan bold
Of Camball and of Algarsi{e
Or who had Canace to wife
That owned the virtuous ring

and glass
Or of the wondrous horse of

brass
Whereon the Tatar king did

ride.

This is set in a frame
suggesting wrought-iron
grille work and there is
the same arrangement of
uprights on either side
done in the plateresque
manner and supporting a
lintel.

In the semicircular
field at the top the plan-
ets are disposed on a
line following the curve of
the arch. Small panels
above and below the
central decoration con-
tain pictorial scenes rep-
resenting decorative
attributes of the Renais-
sance period used in the
side pilasters; the lintel
and base include swans,
peacocks, bucranes, and
griffins. The whole effect
is restfulwith a monotone
color note touched up
very soberly with suL
dued blues and reds.

The viuals of the
south wall, on either side
of the repeated Centaur
window, are in the same

general spirit as the other fanking windows on the north
ind west walls, but more architectural in design. Here the
motive suggests stone rather than wrought iron. The central
decoration is a doorway with pilasters, architrave, frieze,
and cornice, framing the presentment of an old engraving
picturing the early terrestrial globe in bronze and a king
and an astronomer poring over ancient tomes.

The moon in its various phases is displayed in the upper
part of the window and a group of amorini uphold a shield
over the central composition.

The ensemble of these nine windows is in tune with the
stateliness of the delivery-room, where the dominant note is
one of majesty and repose. To have made them more bril-
liant in color or ornate in design would have destroyed the
harmony of the room.

Elsewhere in the building, however, the opportunity ex-
isted for the setting in of rich windows permitting the use of
painted glass of a livelier hue. This was in the walls marking
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Main hall, north window. W. F. Paris and Fred'k J. Wiley,

the ends of the stair-well, over which arches a barrel vault
emblazoned with arabesques of gorgeous coloring.

The vitrals which admit light into this stair-well are
inspired from the windows in the Audito del Colloquio in
Florence, the cartons for which were painted by Giovanni
da Udine. A rich border in which are set six pictured panels
frames the entire wall opening and sets off a magnificent
cartouche of architectural design set in the upper centre of
the window.

The north window portrays Study, Art, Music, and
Painting in the side panels, and contains the inscription
"Conato Perficio" in the panel at the bottom.

The south window is identical as to border, but differs
in the symbolical inserts, which in this instance typify Medi-

Main hall, south window. W. F. Paris and Fred'k J. Wiley,

tation, Sculpture, Music, and Geography. The inscription
"Labore Vinces" occupies the bottom panel.

In both windows the central cartouche is an oval set
in an ornamental frame, in one case supported by two fe-
male figures and in the other surmounted by two amorini.
Garlands of laurel depend from the composition, which is
sculptural in effect and highly ornamental. The lower half
of the windows is of unpainted, or rather very lightly tinted,
glass set in very heavy leads arranged in rectangles and
squares,

Nore: In a second article in the March number, Mr.
Paris will deal with the technicalities of glass with partic-
ular references to some of the most beautiful examples in
the Old World.
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The Allerton Houses

By Artltur Loomis Harmon

f N New York there are many single men and a compara-
t tively larger number of single women, without family
ties in the city, engaged in studies, in the professions,
and in commercial pursuits.

A considerable propor-
tion of them coming from
smaller communities have to
form for themselves entirely
new social environments, and
modern business organ\za-
tions, especially financial in-
stitutions, take a keen in-
terest in the question of the
environment of their em-
ployees.

Until recently the hous-
ing demands of this body of
our population, comprising a
considerable proportion of
the youth of the city, have
had to be met by rooming-
houses, boarding-houses, or
the regulation transient hotel.
Boarding-houses have their
distinct limitations, both eco-
nomic and sociological. On
the economic side, not many
rooms can be rented in pro-
portion to the area of the plot
and ground rentals, and taxes
in New York City are not ills
which can be overcome bv
suggestion. Food and servicl
also must be considered.

Sociological limitations
are inherent, and we all have
in our minds a number of
huppy communitiesr partic-
ularly when the members
are drawn from common
sources and are of similar
tastes, age, and sex. Those
were days when it was your
friend's right and privilege to
come into your quarters at 3
a. lt., drop his suitcase across
your recumbent form and sit
on it. You might protest, but
it did not occur to you to re-
proach him.

But for the most part
there has been too great a

Large enough to insure a low rental and personal freedom
to their members, small enough and club-like enough in
their planning and handling to foster a community spirit,

the success of this group of' houses is the best evidence of

The Allerton 57th Street House, New York.

the wisclom and energy of its
originators, who have intro-
duced a distinct form into
the varied life of a great city.

In the design of what
we call commercial struc-
tures, economic problems be-
come the architect's prime
consideration, dictating the
choice of materials and the
character of his design. The
success of a design must be
measured not only b.v its
outward harmonies but also
bv its harmony with the
financial conditions of the
building as a whole.

The architect is, there-
fore, between the devil
tempting him to ignore the
business interests of his client
and the deep sea of forget-
fulness that his task is some-
thing more than the satisfac-
tion of these business
interests alone.

Up to a certain point
business and pleasure, so to
speak, go hand in hand. That
is to say, there is a certain
earning power in good design
and embellishment. Unfor-
tunately, it accords strictly
with the usage of the build-
ing. In a factory it is con-
sidered nil. In a hotel it is
much greater than in a loft
building.

The fagade of a tall
building divides naturally
into a base, of one or more
stories, a shaft, and a crown
or capital, of one or more
stories. The base is near the
eye, and from the business
point of view the natural
place to spend money for ex-
pensive material and enrich-

ment. It seems to me that this is somewhat overestimated
and frequently overdone to the detriment of the building
as a. whole. 

. 
An inexpensive shaft is more or less an eco-

nomrc necesslty.
The crowning of the building demands artistically some

expendirure. If it does not require it for business reasons,
it is usually considered by the owner as a waste of money
and a concession to architectural foolishness. With few

diversitv of tvpes, agis, and
temperament confined in too small a space. Propinquitv has
prevented as many marriages as it has produced. Hotel ac-
commodations in good transient hotels are more expensive
than they are domestic.

Tnr ArrEnr-on IoEa
There has been this problem in living accommodations,

and the Allerton Houses were developed-to meet the need.
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42 ARCHITECTURE

exceptions there are always necessary compromises between
pnwer and architect in such matters. The architect is too
prone to look upon his client as a Philistine, even though he
sometimes takes from him the lone piece of embellishment
on which he relied for effect, his one pet ewe lamb.

The purpose of the Allerton Houses is to give a better
grade of living accommodations at a low cost, to raise the
standard but not the price. This means the elimination of
all non-essentials and extravagance in construction. An
honest attempt has been made to meet these requirements
in the design of these buildings and conform to the economic
necessities.

In the matter of exteriors, most of the expense of both
base and capital has been done away with. The shafts are
of a quite inexpensive red brick and spring almost from the
sidewalk. Accepting the limitations of material, there has
seemed no choice but to use North Italian details or invent
them. Fortunately, the architect prefers the North Italian.
Whether you like these fagades or not, you must admit that
they cannot be accused of increasing the prices of the rooms
within.

The handling of the brick surfaces is an attempt to give
interest to these surfaces and character to the material.
The brick are laid as iregularly as the deadly mechanical
perfection of the modern mason will permit. That is very
little. There are apparently no little irregularities in the
rectitude of his daily existence. One of them told the
architect that he would do it that way, but "he would be
damned if he would admit working on it." To-day, with
jobs plentiful, he would probably leave the scaffold. The
deep-raked joint which is practical in this porous brick is a
considerable help in obtaining surface texture.

In the 39th Street and 55th Street houses, the second
foors are occupied by bedrooms over a low entrance floor,
and the lounges are, of necessity, in the rear. No oppor-
tunity was given for expressing these lounge spaces on the
exterior. In the 39th Street house, the roof-garden above
helps to make up for this. In the 55th Street house, the low
arcade across the lobby and arched windows of the solarium
above help to give character. In the case of the 57th Street

1-?ivw:vv-:-

house, however, two higher public foors, joined by the open
well in the lobby, make it possible to obtain an effect with
large arches through both floors.

The attempt has been made in each of these buildings
by restraining the. projection.on the street fagade and carry-
ing some suggestions of their treatment around the other
faces, and by enclosing tanks, elevator machines, etc., in a
central penthouse, to produce the effect of a tower complete
on all sides, built "four-square to the winds." The appear-
ance of height has been fostered by the accenting of virtical
lines and the elimination of all horizontal ones. We accept
too easily the surveyor's plot plan as final. It is not a virtue
that at 150 or 300 feet in the air a building should declare to
the observer: "This is my street fagade, but this wall is on
the lot line-it would be affected of me to conceal the fact."

The interiors of the various public rooms are Renaissance
in character, Italian, or closely akin to it. The lounge of the
39th Street house is probably the most successful, perhaps
because it is the most completely finished. In the design of
these rooms, the desire has been to avoid a large or rich
hotel effect and to accent the club and domestic character-
istics of the houses.

In general, the scheme of the bedroom foors is small
but complete rooms, a certain per cent to share baths and
toilets with the adjoining rooms, the remainder to use those
located in the corridor in small convenient groups. Each
room has its own lavatory, and in the public groups, toilet
and bath facilities are kept separate. In planning such a
structure, the typical foor is, of course, the important factor.
It is repeated a great many times and is the source of revenue
of the enterprise. The layout of the lower and upper foors
must be determined within such limitations as the best
interests of this plan permit.

The main artery of this body of bedroom foors is the
elevator groupr of which the rooms may be said to be the
capillaries, and the windows the pores in the skin. The
number of rooms per floor is in direct relation to the perimeter
of this skin of wall surface. The amount of wall surface de-

(Continud on ?age ++)
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

PERGOLA ON ROOF

THE ALLERTON 39rn STREET HOUSE

THE LOUNGE.

THE ALLERTON 39ru STREET HOUSE, NE\\r YORK.
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Arthur Loomis Harmon, Architect.
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44 ARCHITECTURE

The Allerton 55th Street House.

(Continued from Page +2)

pends upon the minimum depth practicable for a wing of
the building and the maximum amount of space which can
profitably be thrown into the courts. This analogy could
be carried further and to the other foors but might lead to
embarrassing questions.

Stairs are necessary as fire-escapes, but, excePt for those
on the main floors, of no importance for daily use. Stairs
and elevators and public-toilet spaces are naturally set in
unlighted portions not available for rooms'

An increase in the amount of lot area does not of itself
mean more rooms nor does an increase in room area of itself
mean more available space. Room areas are not large, and
it is essential that each room have necessary wall space for
furniture. There is in each room at least one window and
two doors, also a lavatory, so that the introduction of an

additional door to a bathroom or another window in a corner
room may present complications.

Tne Praxs
In all cases the restaurants have been laid out in such a

way as to permit the room being used for self-service or for

waiter service, with the self-service space acting as a serving
pantry. One elevator is arranged for both public and service
use, and connected with linen-rooms, baggage-rooms,kitchens,
etc. The 57th Steet house shows a room area only slightly
larger than that in the 55th Street house, but the relation of
this to the total cube is, for the reasons given elsewhere, not
quite as good. The 39th Street house, owing to its location,
is not complicated by the necessity to introduce stores on the
ground foor. The basement is occupied by boiler-room,
trunk storage, kitchen, billiard-room, etc. The first foor has
a women's reception-room. On the right of the entrance
is a small restaurant; on the left, elevators and office; in the
centre, with a lounge across the rear, running through two
stories, with a low library and a writing-room opening from
it. In this building the desk is behind the elevators.

Above this are thirteen and half foors of bedrooms, in
all about 400 rooms. By varying the roof levels, the roof-
garden is reached by a half f ight down from the solarium. A
gymnasium balances in the rear wing, the roof-garden in the
south. A low story below the solarium provides offices, etc.,
for the gymnasium. The roof-garden is enclosed with a
colonnade and arches to offer a screen against the pressure of
the open space and sky, and to break the vista into a series of
picturesque effects. The roof level is raised above the street,
to give planting spaces level with the walks. The boiler-fue
is brought out through the iron lantern.

In the 55th Street house there is a basement and a sub-
basement containing the same features as in the 39th Street
house, and basement storage for the stores which the loca-
tion on Madison Avenue demands. These stores occupy the
second as well as the first foor along the avenue.

On the first foor the front is occupied by a large lobby
with the elevators, the desk at one end, and the mail-boxes
and shopping service at the other. Height is obtained in
the lounge by lowering the foor level. There is a small
library off the lounge and a writing-room in a gallery above.
In this, as in all cases, the service entrance is in close proxim-
ity to the office. That portion of the second foor not oc-
cupied by shops is a bedroom foor. There are above the

Detail of 55th Street entrance. The Allerton 55th Street House.
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second floor fourteen foors of bedrooms arranged much as
in the 39th Street house, with a total of about 450 rooms.
The roof contains a solarium and roof-garden, and also the
restaurant and kitchen.

Ar Au,EnroN House ron Worrer
In the Allerton 57th Street house, the basement and

subbasement contain, in addition to the requirements of the
55th Street house, a large kitchen and a guests'laundry.

The main features of the first floor are two shops on
57th Street, a restaurant on Lexington Avenue, a central
lobby, office, and reception-room. All these spaces are
larger than in the others. In addition, the entire second
foor is given over to a lounge, forming a gallery around the
lobby below, smaller sitting-rooms, parlors, and a second
restaurant over the one below and a private dining-room.

On the bedroom foors the rooms are about the same
size as in the other, but the closets are much larger; showers
have to give way to bathtubs-not entirely, however, as one
or two have been retained-a testimony to the infuence of
women's college gymnasiums. There are almost 500 rooms
in this building. The roof floor has, in addition to the usual
roof-garden and solarium, a large room which can be used
for dances or meetings, with facilities for serving refresh-
ments. There are also music-rooms in the penthouse.

Women have so often said: "Why don't they build an
Allerton House for women ? " The one at 57th Street is for
women, and its plans contain some of the answers. Super-
ficially the plan is about the same as for the men's houses,
but on the bedroom foor, closets must be larger and bath-
tubs used rather than showers. The chief difference is in the
public spaces. Women want to feel at home where they live.
Men are apt to feel at home somewhere else.

In the men's hotels the reception-room may be restricted.

45

In a women's hotel the lounges must be bigger, so must
the restaurant, and there must be a number of smaller sitting-
rooms and parlors. The woman guest should have oppor-
tunity to receive and entertain as nearly as possible as she
would in her own home. In short, women take up more
room around a hotel than do men. The public space in the
57th Street house is about double what it is in the others,
and public space is a charge which must, be carried by room
rentals.

A Public Service
tftHE organizers of the Allerton House Corporation have
I been guided by wise counsel, an evident understand-

ing of special needs in these congested times, and a realization
that old ways of living for many men and women of refine-
ment were becoming intolerable, if not impossible. The
hotels for men have offered comfortable and attractive
quarters combined with something of a club atmosphere,
and they have been successful from the beginning. The
newest Allerton House is for women only, and it promises
to be not only a popular and most desirable home for
business women but as well a centre of important civic
interests.

The Vassar Club has taken a foor and the Church League
has also leased extensive quarters.

The president of the Allerton Corporation is James S.

Cushman, and associated with him are many well-known
men and women interested in civic welfare and the improve-
ment of living conditions.

Among these are: Arthur Curtis James, Mrs. Willard
Straight, Mrs. Elon Hooker.

William H. Silk is secretary and treasurer._"rr.o*.
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New Method of Measuring Sand Makes Concrete
More Reliable

tfHE reliability of concrete construction is likely to be
I increased, and the cost in some cases reduced, by the

application of a newly developed method of measuring sand,
which is now being tested at the Bureau of Standards of
the Department of Commerce. The method has been termed
the "inundation method," and consists of measuring sand
in a container which has been partly filled with water before
the sand is put in, so that when the sand is in, the water is
up to the top and the sand completely soaked.

The volume occupied by a given amount of sand when
shovelled into a measuring device varies with the moisture
content of the sand, the difference in measured volume be-
tween dry.and moist sand being usually from 10 to 15 per
cent, and occasionally running as high as 50 per cent. But
it is found that if the sand is completely soJked, or "inun-
datedr " uniform measuring results can be obtained no matter
how much the original moisture content may have varied.

In making concrete, the proportions of cement, sand,
stone, and water are so chosen as to get the required strength
and workability with a minimum of cement, since the cement
is the chief factor in the cost. Inaccurate measurement of
the sand may result in too large a proportion of sand, in
which case the concrete is too weak; or ln too small a pro-
portion of sand, and hence a concrete too rich in cemenl.

But this rich concrete is not necessarily stronger than
the concrete the contractor intended to make, for ihe sand
has brought in some water in addition to that which is added
on purpose; and if this exta water is not allowed for and
the amount of water added correspondingly decreased, the

concrete will contain too much water. It will be sloppy, and
when set will not be dense enough to give the necessary
strength. The contractor, therefore, is merely wasting ce-
ment and doing good to no one.

It is hoped that with the inundation method it may be
possible to specify concrete by the strength required rather
than by arbitrary proportions. The contractor can then
find the proportions of the materials he is using that will
give the requisite strength, and can adhere closely to these
proportions. The result will be a concrete whose propor-
tions are more nearly what they were intended to be, and
with which a lower factor of safety can be used.

Chicago's "Own Your Home" Exposition

I N Architectural Committee representing the architects
/ I of Chicago has been appointed by Alfred Granger,
president of the Illinois Chapter of The American Institute
of Architects, to co-operate with the Chicago Real Estate
Board in staging Chicago's Third Annual "Own Your
Home" Exposition at the Coliseum, March 24 to 31, 1923,
under the auspices of the Chicago Real Estate Board. Robert
C. Spencer, Jr., has been named chairman of this committee
and the following members appointed: R. S. DeGolyer,
Charles H. Hammond, J. C. Llewellyn, Elmo C. Lowe, F.
W. Puckey. This committee in co-operation with another
committee to be appointed by F. E. Davidson, president
of the Illinois Society of Architects, will submit, for the
consideration of the 

'Committee 
of Administration of the

Exposition, plans for a five-room bungalow which will be
built in the centre of the Coliseum foor as the feature at-
traction of the exposition.



The New Bronze Traffic Towers on Fi{th Avenue, New York

-fHE regulation of traffic, particularly on Fifth
r Avenue, is one of New York's greatest prob-

lems. A new idea for controlling the traffic by the
use of an interchangeable colored-light system was
proposed in 1920 by Special Deputy Police Commis-
sioner John A. Harris.

Towers constructed of steel and wood to demon-
strate the feasibility of the lighting-signal system were
erected, and, during the two years of operation, found
to be more practical than any other traffic-regulating
system known. It was found that while the number
of vehicles passing on Fifth Avenue increased four-
fold since the temporary towers were erected, yet they
were handled with much less difficulty and confusion
than before.

The Fifth Avenue Association objected to the
unsightly structures erected along the avenue, but,
realizing their practical value, decided to replace them
with artistic, monument al bronze towers.

The congestion of thoroughfare and the practical
requirements had to be taken into corisideration in
creating the shape and form of the towers. The most
essential problem was to occupy the least possible
space and to leave the view unobstructed.

A commission appointed by the Fifth Avenue
Association selected the John Polachek Bronze and
Iron Co., of Long Island City, intrusting it with the
execution of the new bronze towers, from a design
prepared by Mr. J. H. Freedlander.

The construction of the towers was a very un-
usual and rather difficult problem, but was carried out
in a most painstaking, ingenious, and artistic.manner.
The various mechanical apparatuses, such as syn-
chronized clocks, bell-striking devices, different signal-
lights, telephones, heaters, etc., connected by a mass
of wires to the Edison Co., Western Union, and the
New York Telephone Co. systems, are skilfully con-
cealed within the construction.

To place on a public thoroughfare for a utilitarian
purpose structures of such artistic craftsmanship is
of importance to the entire city. The unconscious
effects of the beautiful on the minds of the public is

a substantial contribution to better citizenship. This
was understood by the Greeks and Romans, and their
attainments in the arts have been a beacon light to
all later peoples. To understand the beautiful is to
create a love for the beautiful, to widen the boundaries
of human pride, enjoyment, and accomplishment. A
substantial contribution to the sum total of good
taste in any community justifies the most careful
thought and effort of its leaders. With a wider
recognition of this fact, we shall find those charged
with the administration of our communities insisting
that artistic symmetry be combined with utility in the
development of every public improvement.
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Editorial and Other Commenr

,{ Noael Competition

fUene have been a number of interesting recent com-
I petitions, the great one, of course, being that for the

new building of the Chicago Tribune, won by John Mead
Howells.

This was conducted along the usual lines with a jury of
selection to decide upon the winning designs. It has' re-
mained for one of our great manufacturing concerns to insti-
tute a competition in the form of a lottery.

The Johns-Manville Co., wanting a new building and
wanting to avoid any invidiousness in the selection of an
architect (they have business with nearly every member of
the profession in the country), decided to invite a selected
group of twenty-three firms to a luncheon and have them
draw lots for the privilege of designing the new building.
It was certainly a novel idea and happily enough appealed
to the sporting instincts of all concerned.

In his letter to the architects, Mr. Manville wrote:
"We are contemplating the erection of an addition con-

forming in all respects to the building which we are now
occup-ying at the corner of Madison Avenue and Forty-
first Street.

" In view of the fact that we have a great many friends
in the-atchitectural profession, we are reluctant to designate
an architect for this work, and it has occurred to us that you
would find no objection to the following plan: The seleciion
of a limited list of competenr architectl under whose direc-
tion we have executed considerable work, asking them to have
a representative accept our invitation for luncheon at the
U.nio." I eague Club at 12.30 o'clock, Thursday, Jan. 4, at
which time the architect will be selected by loi.

"We realize the above method is novel, but we hope that
)r!u will appreciate our point o[ view in adopting this method
of selection."

Mr. Manville carried _the principle of impartiality to
customers to the extent-of arranging them in-alphabeiical
order in making a list of the persons and firms represented
at his luncheon, which were as follows:

Don M. Barber, Welles W. Bosworth, Carrdre &
Hastingg, Cross &_Cross, Delano & Aldrich, Cass Gilbert,
Helmle &_Corbett, Robert D- Kohn, Ludlow& Peabody, Mc-
Kenzie, Voorhees & Gmelin, McKim, Mead & White,
Benjamin W.lVlorris, Kenneth M. Murchison, L. F. Pilcher,
John Russell Pope, George B. Post & Sons, James Gamble
Rogcrs, Sta_11e1t &__Van Vleck, Trowbridge & Livingston,
D. Everett Waid, Warren & Wetmore, andYork & Siwyer.

There were twenty-two blanks put in a hat with an
extra one containing the cheering woids "You Win"-this
was drawn by Ludlow & Peabody. The luncheon was a
pleasant occasion and brought out a lot of good-natured
comment.

We wonder what will be the nature of the next novelty
competition for a new building. There are many ways in

which a choice of architects might be made without seem-
ing to unduly favor any particular firm.

This method of putting the responsibility of choice on
the architects themselves willing to iake a chance, not upon
their professional skill, in this case assumed to be of e{ual
value, may bring forth offers of a prize for the best score

1n golf or lawn-tennis, or if it sh-ould be a competition
for a country house, in a good old game of pitchinf horse-
shoes.

There was something nice and friendly in Mr. Manville's
letter and in his reasons for resorting to such a novel plan,
and there was a fine spirit of good sportsmanship upon the
part of the architects who rose to in occasion ihai called
for a forgetting of their own sense of self-importance and
acceptance of a game in which all had an equal chance.

Altogether the affair seems to us to have been rather
good fun.

Mr. Gilbert's Plea for Better City and Town
Planning

T{ , recent address before the School Art League of New
I Y9lk, Mr. Cass Gilbert, always one of the most generous
of .critics, was quoted 

-as 
saying that " there are n'o uglier

buildings on the face of the earth than some of those irithe
central part of the United States."

It seems that what he really referred to was the "sor-
did, cheap, dirty, and extravagant" aspects of many of our
towns and cities. It 

-was 
a plea for a-more intelligent and

wider ap?reciation of the need for city planning-and the
rectification of the dire results of hurried^ and tf,oughtless
greed, that 

-too often has only seen immediate profiIs and
overlooked future depreciation.

Mr. Gilbert has always been known for his cheerful
encouragement of the younger men of his profession, and
no one is better qualified to express an unprejudiced opinion
oI our archltecture and art.

- Our people do. indeed need an awakening to the value
of a general and local interest in well-ordeied cities and
towns and in all the arts. No art will be more benefited by
such an awakening than that of architecture, an art that is
constantly influencing public taste by its very obviousness.
He who runs may read, if he will oniy keep hi, .yes oper,.

We venture io say that the Detroit pultic Libra.y has
been an object-lesson in beauty to thousands, to whom the
arts in general may be almost a dead letter.

Tlte Fontainebleau School of Fine lrts
rfHIS school was dear to the heart of the late LloydI. Warren, and he had given much of his time and thought
to furthering its organization and purposes.

The school offers exceptional o portunities to American
students, and as Mr. Whitney Warren (who will carry on his
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brother's work) says in the letter accompanying the circular
of information:

"There certainly is no place in France better adapted
than Fontainebleau for the study of all styles of architec-
ture, painting, and interior decoration; for at one time or
another many of the great French and Italian masters have
left their imprint upon this group of buildings."

"The American organization is concerned solely with
the recruiting ofstudents. It has been placed, by the French
authorities, in the hands of Mr. Whitney Warren for the
department of architecture and of Mr. Ernest Peixotto for
the department of painting. They, in turn, have organ-
ized the committees that will aid them in making the school
known in America and in selecting its students. It is
hoped that all parts of our country will be represented in
the student body, and for this reason the American com-
mittee is working in connection with the heads of our lead-
ing art schools and colleges. It feels that it is offering a
unique opportunity to American students."

,ln ,1utltoritatiae Book on Colonial Zrclritecture

f\N another page of this number appears a review of Pro-
\-/ fessor Fiske Kimball's notable book on our Colonial
architecture from the seventeenth century to the early re-
public. In the many books that have dealt with the sub-
ject, none have heretofore gone so searchingly into original
documents and been so careful to verify and authenticate
attributed dates. But all this is of course a minor considera-
tion compared with the wealth of new and detailed informa-
tion regarding the structure and ornamentation of famous
buildings. If the architect wants to know the plan and ap-
pearance of the interior of Westover, for instance, he will
find it here, and if he is in need of accurate and visible in-
formation about the types of balusters, stair-ends, panel-
ling, ceilings, and mantels that belong to a certain date, he
will find it in this admirable book. It is a mine of informa-
tion on both exterior and interior features of the most in-
teresting perioC in the history of our architecture.

The volume is published under the auspices of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Prizes Jor the Best Complete Design of a Lamp-
Slrade and Base

,T\FIN ART ALLIANCE OF AMERICA, At thc ATt
I Centre, 6547 East Fifty-sixth Sreet, New York City,

announces a competition for a lamp-shade and base for
prizes offered by the Decorative Arts League.

First prize of $300, second prize of $200, and third prize
of $100 are offered for the best complete design of a lamp-
shade and base. Three additional prizes of $100 each ma1
be awarded by the jury for other meritorious designs.
In addition, if the design selected for production proves to
be successful for the purpose intended, the Decorative
Arts League will award to its maker a further prize
of $400.

The object of this competition is to develop a lamp of
beauty and utility, which will be harmonious in the average
as well as the better homes, and which may be reproduced
at a cost within easy reach of the person of average means
or lncome.

Designs should be practically suitable, with minor
modifications, for equipment with standard fittings, for
electricity, oil, or gas.

A vase form, which the lamp may take, is suggested to
illustrate the construction of a lamp which would meet
requirements for three different kinds of light.

This form, or a modification thereof , may be used as a
basis on which to apply further refinement of detail, orna-
mentation, color, etc., in building up a finished design to be
submitted in the competition.

Competition closes February 15.

The Indiana World War Memorial

II/E call the attention of our readers to the notice sent
Vy out by the Board of Trustees of the Indiana World

War Memorial of a competition for a World War Memo-
rial to be erected in the city of Indianapolis at an approx-
imate cost of 92,000,000. Full information may be obtained
bv acldressing Paul Comstock, Secretarv, The Chalfont, In-
dianapolis, Indiana.

,4 Corcection

f N the January number it was stated under the illustra-
r tions of the Franklin Simon & Co. Store Building that
Messrs. Necarsulmer & Lehlbach, the architects, were
awarded the second prize for alterations by the Fifth Avenue
Association. As a matter of fact, they were the winners of
the first prize and medal.

San F'rancisco's Industrial Trade-Schools

fT costs approximately $150 per man to bring in journey-
I man mechanics from outside points. It costs only ap-
proximately $36 per man to train men in the San Francisco
Industrial Association's trade-schools.

During the last year and a half, in order to meet imme-
diate and acute shortages of certain building-trades me-'
chanics, the Industrial Association at various times has
brought to San Francisco some 200 men, at a cost in round
figures of $150 per man. Within the past nine months the
aisociation has trained 170 young men in its schools for
plasterers and plumbers at a total cost of approximately

$36 per man-a saving of $Il4 per man._
With the training secured in these schools, the student

enters his trade as an advanced apprentice, with the guaran-
ty that he will be given the rank and p-ay of a journeyman
ai the very earliest moment he can qualify as such. In other
words, the old idea of a set term of apprenticeship has been

abandoned. As a matter of fact, no time limit at all is fixed.
Thus the whole matter of the apprentice's advancement
to the rank and pay of a journeyman depends only upon
his individual proficiency. Furthermore, Iocal contractors
state that the young men trained in the association's schools

are already as capable as the average itinerant journeyman;
and they are improving, of course, every day.

In addition-to the great money-saving effected through
training men instead of bringing them in from outside
points, the association points out that the men tained are

nearly all, if not all, youths who have. grown up in the c.om-

m,rniiy and thus have community ties and interest which
outsidlrs seldom have. 

'They 
are now, and are most likely

to remain, an integral part of the community; and while
primarily they will-utilize the training they.have received
io .".n a liveiihood, they will be much more liable than out-
siders to be interested in the development of their own
city.' The Industrial Association regards its trade-schools-
which were started as somewhat of an experiment-as a

complete success, and is now arranging to open additional
ones for other trades.

ARCHITECTURE
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The New Gy-nasium for the University of Virginia
John Kevan Peebles, Walter D. Blair, R. E. Lee Taylor, Fiske Kimball, and W. A. Lambeth,

Architectural Commission

By Fiske Kimball, Superuising ,4rcltitect
Author of " Domestic Architecture of the --\merican Colonies and of the Earll- Republic,,

\tr/ITH the project of its new gymnasium now under con-
- 

V V struction, the University of Virginia initiated the
largest building programme since its reitoration after the
fire of 1896. It was necessary to go outside of the main uni-
versity group for a location, and thus to consider the general
question of future development of the group plan. Accord-
inglyr- an architectural commission wai appointed, consist-
ilg of four architects (three of them alumni;-Uessrs. John
Kevan Peebles, 90, Walter D. Blair, '96, R. E. Lee Ta-ylor,
'01, and Fiske Kimball, head of the school of architecture-
with Doctor William A. Lambeth, superintendent of grounds
and tuildings, to _make general recommendations re-garding
architectural de-velopment and to act in an advisory cipacit|
in the design of the gymnasium.

The. problem of_ location and growth confronting the
commission was briefly this. The old formal group bi Jef_
{9-1son, with its extension southward by Mcliim,^U."j t
White-recognized as perhaps the finest ensemble in America

-occupies a narrow plateau already nearly covered with
buildings. The lower slope and plain on the east is allotted
to the expansion of the university hospital and medical
group there located. On the north Madiion Hall closes the
main_axisr,.and its small private_grounds would in any event
give but limited opportunity for expansion there. 

' 
There

remained for consideration only the valley on the west, which
had scarcely been regarded as a field for architectural ex-
pansion. A pond with irregular borders occupied the bot-
tom and an overgrown hillside intervened. The architec-
tural commission pointed out, however, that as lying be-
tween the stadium and athletic field on the north and the
golfJinks on the south, this valley was the proper location
for the gymnasium, with dormitories on the westerly slope
near by. There remained the question whether, on'the ir-
regular topography, the tradition of formal arrangement
should be abandoned, or whether some formal arrangement
and connection with the old group could be devised.

In the scheme under execution it is such a formal rela-
tion which has been adopted, foreshadowing a regular com-
position of great magnitude and unique ,rmong American
academic groups. The gymnasium is placed at the western
end of a cross-axis drawn through the esplanade north of
the rotunda. The marshy valley is ransformed into a formal
lagoon, about which will rise future buildings in a grouping
not dissimilar to thar of the Court of Honor at the Chiiago
Exposition. An allie and ramps lead down the axis from the
university.

In the gymnasium building itself it was desired to secure
very perfect adaptation to detailed athletic requirements,
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ARCHITECTURE 5r

Second-flor plan.

First-floor plan.

Basement plan.

without sacrificing the classic and monumental character
demanded_by the exis.ting buildings of the university.

The Southern climate rendeied an ..indoor field,, for
baseball and football practice unnecessary, so that the size
of .the main gymnasium foor could be determined by t;k;_
ball and. track requirements. This meant an exact multiple
of four l.gns for the. running-track, and breadth .nor.rjn',o
place full-size practice co,rrts for basket-ball c.oss*r?. of
the floor. With a twelve-lap track three such practice clurts
are possible, and this was the scheme selectid. The final
proportions of the foor, 96 feetty 180 feet, as compared with
Princeton's 101 feet by_ 160 feet, were adopted'to give a
Ionger s-traightaway for the dashes. The standard heiglt for
suspended apparatus, 21 feet 10 inches, used for the-truss_

chord at Princeton and West Point, was regarded as inade_
quate for interior architectural effect on s-o wide 

" .prr,
and-a-clear height of 35 feet at the centre was establisired.
A skylight was also considered undesirable, so that very
ample side lighting has been secured by the exterior motivl
adopted.

On the narrow site available it was found best to place
the locker-rooms under the main gymnasium i" 

"" "'..Litectural basement, which, hgwever, is wholly aborre g.oonJ.
Only at the north a broad terrace with carriag. ,ip.or.h
rises nearly to the level of the main story.

The main entrance, for spectators and the public, faces
this north terrace, and is sheliered by a portico. ffri, f.uJ,
into a vestibule, beyond which stairs ascend to the g"ll;;;
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on the left and right and also descend to the coat-rooms,
toilets, etc, in the basement. To the left of the vestibule
are ther administrative offices for the various members of
the staff of the department of physical education, with
their waiting-room) examination-room, etc. The director's
office overlooks the floor of the gymnasium. To the right
of the vestibule, and opening directly from the main gym-
nasium floor, so that apparatus may be moved from one to
the other, is an auxiliary gymnasium, 30 by 70 feet, where
exercise with apparatus may be taken when the main floor
is in use for aihletic games. This room will also serve for
faculty and other special classes. Both the auxiliary gym-
nasium and the directors' offices, as well as the main gym-
.nasium, may be reached from the locker-rooms by private
stairways, so that it is unnecessary for men in gym suits
to traverse the main halls, and thus all parts of the building
can be used simultaneously for different purposes without
confict. A large kitchen, to be used for alumni dinners,
dances, etc., opens directly on the main foorl and a room
for apparatus storage is also provided.

On the ground foor, entirely above grade, are the locker-
rooms. These are approached from the university by a door
in the centre of the east side, which is the main student
entrance. The main locker-room provides for 2,000 full-
length steel lockers, with shower and drying-rooms at either
end, having a total of 50 showers.

At the south end is the room containing the swimming-
pool, the pool proper being 30 by 75 feet. It is reached from
ihe lockeis only through the south shower-room, where the
compulsory shower and perineal douche will be taken before
.nte.i.tg the pool. Spectators will reach the gallery by- a
special .ttt."n.. from the road on the west. An office for
the swimming instructor overlooks the pool. As the room
will be 23 feet in height, including the spectators' gallery,
there will be ample opportunity for the high dive as well
as the run-back for a runniug dive.

In the design of the pool much attention was given to
the requirementi of competition. The bottom is so designed

as to give, besides the shallow end for beginners, a full
60 feet of deep water for water-polo. Scum-gutters were

omitted at th; ends for racing. After wide consultation
with leading intercollegiate officials and coaches, it was de-

cided to make the rim at the ends the full 18 inches above

the water-level allowed by the rules, so as to give a faster

rI-HE Annual Exhibition of the Architectural League
I opened on the 27th of January and will continue until

February 24.

Committee on the Exhibition and Jury of Selection

Howard Greenley, President; Russell F. Whitehead,
Secretary; Leon V. Solon, Treasurer. Arthur Covey, Horace
Moran, Edward McCartan, Ferruccio Vitale, Vice-Presidents.

Committee on ,tnnual Exhibition
Ely Jacques Kahn, Chairman; Robert Aitken, D. Put-

nam Biinley, Arthur Covey, Arthur Crisp, Otto W. Heinigke,
T. Monroe Hewlett, Birch Burdette Long, H. Van Buren
-Magonigle, 

Horace Moran, Edward McCartan, Ernest F.
Tyler, Ferruccio Vitale.

Committee on Architecture
Ely Jacques Kahn, Chairman; Wm. Adams Delano,

Leon N. Gillette, Calvin Kiessling, H. Van Buren Magon-
igle, Charles A. Platt.

racing start, but to cut down the rim 8 inches on the sides
to facilitate climbing out.

On the east side of the ground foor, overlooking the
lagoon, is the room for the home and visiting teams, with
their lockers, and with their own toilet and shower-rooms,
as well as training-rooms with massage plinths. In con-
nection with them, but also accessible from the main locker-
room, are the small rooms for steam-baths and dry heat'
A faculty locker-room is directly connected by stairs with
the auxiliary gymnasium. The mechanical plant, with its
apparatus for heating, ventilation, sterilization, filtration,
and purification of pool water, etc., is also on this floor.

On the level of the second floor is the running-track
gallery, 10 feet wide. This will also serve to seat spectators
at basket-ball games and other athletic events on the floor.
The second floor also contains, at the head of the main stairs,
the trophy-room, a lecture-room for the lectures in physical
education, ladies' dressing-rooms, and offices for athletic in-
structors. At the other end of the building, connected by
stairs with the locker-rooms, are the special rooms for box-
ing, wrestling, and fencing, and three handball courts.

For the floors of the main and auxiliary gymnasiums
wood construction is used on account of its spring, but else-

where the foor construction is of concrete. The interiors
of the two gymnasiums, the pool-rooms, locker-rooms, etc.,
are lined with a white slag brick.

Certain special features of mechanical equipment are

worth noting, such as the battery of drinking-fountains
located directly adjacent to the gymnasium foor, and the
provisions in the lighting layout of outlets for festal decora-
iions, spotJights, e1c. Although the university as a whole

is heatid by forced hot-water circulation from a central
plant, it wai found more economical to heat the- gymnasium
ty steam, since the showers alone, when used to full capacity,
will require a maximum of 150 steam-boiler horse-power

for heating the water.
In the complicated mechanical layouts the following

consulting engineers collaborated: For the plumbing, Albert
L. Webstir; ior the electrical work, W. S. Rodman; for the

heating and ventilation, Charles Hancock and The Almirall
Company.

The contract price, exclusive of excavation' approaches,

and equipment, was $2751000., or about seventeen cents per

cubic foot.
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The Value of Pencil Sketching to the Architect
By Greuille Rickard

nURING a recent trip through Europe I often had occa-
I--l slen to discuss with architects I met along the way,
who, like myself, rrere travelling for the purpose of archi-
tectural observation and study, the question as to the value
to the architect of sketching and the amount of time that

Piazza S. Spirito, Florence,

could be profitably given to it without interfering too much
with his getting around and seeing things.

There were a variety of opinions expressed. Many were
keenly for it, while others had concluded that it involved
too much valuable time which could be spent to better ad-
vantage in straight sightseeing. Regardless of arguments
advanced for or against, it usually seemed to depend on the
man's olrn natural bent. If he enjoyed sketching, had that
desire to carry impressions away with him on paper, he
sketched and found a good excuse for it. If his bent was
along other lines and sketching became a laborious effort,
taking much valuable time, he gave it up, and found a good
excuse for not doing it.

As for myself, it not only became an absorbing hobby,
but as time went on I found and have continued to find that
the practice of sketching has the following distinct benefits
in developing the architect.

In acquiring a greater facility in the use of the pencil.
A ready and easy use of the pencil should make the archi-
tect a more capable designer, as he can the more easily
translate his ideas onto paper. A responsive medium it
is, that most generally used by the architect, becoming,
in fact, almost a necessary part of his talking apparatui.
He should be able to quickly and freely suggest his thoughts
on paper through the sensitiveness of his hand backed by a
confidence that he can produce the desired result. Nothing
will do this as the practice of sketching.

Whether or not his style is borrowed from another, the
sketcher soon develops his-own, and gains a greater sense of
fieedom as time goes on. To sketch tellingly he must be
bold, sure, and confident. He must tell his story'with the
minimum of labor, which means concentrating the interest

to certain portions of the drawing and eliminating whatever
is unnecessary. This cultivates directness, the ability to
arrive quickly at important features of an idea without get-
ting into too much detail.

There is nothing like sketching, whatever the subject,
to develop in the eye a sense of correct proportion and
balance. One learns to see more exactly. He also forms
the habit of drawing with the eye, even when not working
with the pencil. He runs his eye over the faEade of a build-
ing and goes through the same mental process as if he were
sketching it.

Sketching greatly aids one to analyze the building he
draws, as to its general structure, composition, masses,
subdivisions, etc., for if one constructs his sketch in a logical
way, he is forced into analyzing the building, tower, bridge,
or whatever he may be drawing. He finds himself saying,
"Now I notice this mass is about two-thirds the width of
that mass and about half the height; there are four divisions,
each with a grouping of three windows; the tower at the
right goes a little higher than that to the left," and so on.

There is no surer way of impressing an object upon one's
memory than by making a sketch of it. More than once have
I come back to sketch a building which I was sure I had al-
ready thoroughly taken in with the eye, and surprised myself
at the number of things which came to my notice while draw-
ing that had previously escaped me or made no particular
impression. As I look back over places visited those build-
ings stand out most clearly in my memory which I took the
time to sketch.

Sketching any object brings into play the fundamental
principles of perspective. One learns to feel into the third
dimension and around the corners, and in time develops the
ability to correctly visualize an object. He sees a thing as
it exists in reality and not as one so seldom sees it in straight
elevation. This is a faculty the architectural designer should
develop. Our architecture has so many mere fagades,

(Continued on page 56)

Ponte Fabricio, Rome.
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(Continued from paCe il)

which one can almost see laid out in straight elevation on
a drawing-board, not sufficient attention being paid to re-
veals, side-walls, and silhouettes. A high building, for in-
stance, will often have a
beautifully detailed cor-
nice facing too narrow
canyon streets, from
where it cannot be seen
to good advantage, while
the bare, jagged silhou-
ette of the rear will look
out over some square or
park, from where the
buildine is most con-
spicuou-s and from where
it is most generally seen

by the greatest number of
oeoole. Better results
inig'ht U. obtained if there
were more actual design-
ing done in perspective.- In connection with
this should be consid-
ered the effect of fore-
shortening, which sketch-
ing makes one appreci-
ate. The fact, for in-
stance, that a dome or
tower set back on a build-
ing is going to partly dis-
appear from view when
seen from the street, or
that a roof line which on
an elevation drawing
may give a pleasing sil-
houette may in reality be

greatly or entirelY lost to
vlew.

A sense ofscale is de-
veloped by sketching, and
the importance of this
point cannot be too great-
ly emphasized, as an aP-

preciation of scale is so

often neglected. The
modern tendency in fa-

The habit of sketching in the open cannot help but cor-
rect this weakness. One cannot make an interesting sketch
of a faqade unless he merely indicates or suggests the detail,
for as soon as he draws it all in, his sketch ceases to be a good

i;' W F:1:...:;rr
{'l

one. It loses interest. He
can only successfully in-
dicate that which will tell
at a distance. In a band
of ornament, for example,
or in the breaks of a
ch6neau or in a row of
brackets or machicola-
tions he suggests a cer-
tain rhythm that is pleas-
ing. If this is drawn too
finely, the rhythm is lost.
The wave-lengths are not
big enough to carry suffi-
ciently. Very often the
scale and senseof rhythm
in the original sketch of
a fagade is much more
pleasing than the finished
result, simply because
during the operation of
studying and detailing
the architect has allowed
himself to get too tight,
and a natural tendency
has made him get into
too fine detail, without
comparing back often
enough to his original,
which has been a spon-
taneous expression.

Other matters our
attention is called to in
sketching are those of
material, texture, values
of light and shade, color,
the setting of a building,
its relation to its sur-
roundings, or to the land-
scape in general. In ad-
dition to these more prac-
tical benefits derived from
a habit of sketching, I

Colonnade from outside the Piazza di San Pietro, Rome.

gades, possibly in its reaction against the coarseness of detail,
perpetiated in previous years, has gone, perhaps, too far in
ihe-direction of fineness to the point of finicalness. There is
too much "paper architecture" to-day. Much of the detail
one sees on i modern building, up in the high places, or tries
to see, is so obviously the work of sophisticated men, skilled
in turning out beautiful detail on PaPer, but not trained in
visualizing the thing as it stands at a distance high up there
in the air.

have found it to be a refreshing relief at times from the con-
tinued monotony of just looking at things while sightseeing,
by alternating it with the other. Also that it is a great source
of stimulation to the imagination, and this is an important
point. One's mentality often needs loosening up, especially if
he has been handling a triangle and T-square for several years.
He needs to attain a greater sense of freedom, to see things in
a bigger sense, to feel the masses, environment, and atmos-
phere to grasp the big reason behind the thing he studies.

B ook Revie ws
(Continued Jrom page 64)

DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN ARTISTS' Frederick A. Stokes Co.,
New York.
We have received the first two volumes of this series of little books that

are to deal brieflv with the life and work of the leading artists o{ to-day'
Child Hassim and Robert Henri, compiled by Nathaniel Pousette-

Dart. are the first two artists considered'
'ihe.. ,.. brief sketches of the painters and a number of excellent re-

productions of their best-known pictures'

They are attractive little books and should be of interest to all who
follow and take pride in the high place that American art holds in the world
to-day.

OVER THE DRAWING-BOARD-A DRAFTSMAN'S HAND_BOOK.
By BrN J. Lusscnez, F.A.I.A.
An admirable book of practical service to all draftsmen.-Published

by the Jounal oJ the ,4merican Institute of Architects, Washington'
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Construction of the Apartment-House

By H. Vanderaoort Walslt
Instructor, School of Architecture, Columbia Universitv

ARTICLE II

Onpruaxv CoNsrnucuorv

ft r e adi n Q T i r e n \\Io oclen Tra m e Te ne rn ents
Ttg t

What It fs in General

I X /HERE wooden-frame dwellings are built close together
Vy in large cities, they th.ert"..t the community" with

their proclivity to conflagrations. Nearly all American
cities that have grown from small towns of wooden houses
to important cities have found out by sad experience the
terrible possibilities of fires which are stored up within these
dwellings, as the seeds of explosions are packed within the
stick of dynamite. If we consider the early history of any
one of these cities, say New York, we find examples of con-
fagrations that have swept away square miles of closely
built wooden houses overnight. When this particular city
was only a little port town of less than 25,000 population,
and its houses were mostly wood with a few brick fronts,
a fire broke out at midnight that burned until noon of the
next day, laying in ashes 493 houses. And but two years
later another fire burned an entire block to the ground.
Fig. (1).

Such experiences convince the leaders in any community
that no one should be allowed to build just for his own
personal requirements in a community thickly populated.
7n 176l laws were passed in New York prohibiting all wood
dwellings within a certain area, and requiring that all dwell-
ings within this designated section be built with exterior
walls of brick, for in those days the brick house with interior
construction of wood was considered as fireproof as building
construction could be made. At least, the brick exterior
wall helped to confine an isolated fire within its walls until
the volunteer fire department could extinguish it. But the
population was not ready for this law, for it had grown up
with wooden-frame houses, and could not see why any re-
strictions should be placed upon their personal liberty to

build as they saw fit. Nearly 3,000 citizens sent in a peti-
tion to have the law repealed, which, however, was not
granted. But this public opinion was refected in lax
enforcement of the law. The community had to be taught
a lesson by some fearful fire in which homes and lives would
be sacrificed to make them understand; and the lesson
came.

Soon after, the power was given to the fire wardens to
supervise the construction of new buildings, and prevent
anything but brick-walled buildings from being erected within
a certain restricted area, bounded by streets that were desig-
nated as the fire limit. That was as far as progress along
this line was carried until 1860. In this year a separate
building law for New York was enacted. This helped some,
but none had the vision in framing this law to see that some
time in the future these brick=and-wood structures would be
extended upward five, six, and seven stories and cover large
areas of ground. In those days there was no need to restrict
the height or the area of buildings which were not fireproof.

The day came, for all that, when people began to be so
crowded within the city limits that they lived one above the
other and close to each other, housed in tenements of five to
seven stories in height, packed by the hundreds and thou-
sands within the limits of a block. These shelf-like dwellings
were constructed of wood on the interior, although they were
enclosed with brick walls. If a small single detached house
is burned, only one family is endangered if it spreads no
further. If one tenement of wood and brick burns, a hun-
dred and fifty people or more are in danger of death. But,
worse, the whole block is endangered, for once a great fire
is begun within the walls of so large a house, the heat will
spread the fire to others, and then the block is threatened,
even the whole city.

Thus, the heights to which buildings of this kind may
be erected need to be regulated for the general safety of the
community, and the area of their foors, enclosed with brick
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walls, must also be limited. Into the laws crept regulations
governing these things, and we find that in some cities the
Iimit of height to which these brick-walled wooden build-
ings can be carried is four stories, or 55 feet, although in
New York six stories are permitted. Likewise we find
regulations restricting the foor area of such buildings to a
maximum of 3,000 square feet. That is, the area may be
greater than this on any floor, but it must be divided up
into sections with interior brick fire-walls, and these sections
must not exceed the prescribed area. This is for the purpose
of confining the fire as much as possible within compart-
ments, that its spread horizontally may be impeded, giving
the fire department an opportunity to extinguish it. The
vertical brick walls act a good deal like the water-tight com-
partments in a ship. If a leak develops in any such compart-
ment, the water is permitted to fill only one section of the
vessel and not the entire ship. If a fire develops in any
section of an apartment, it may gut out the interior from first
to top foor, but the fire-walls may make it possible to con-
fine it within that section, and only those apartments which
are within the limited section and above one another may
be injured. Fig. (2).

But regulations of this kind were not brought about
overnight. Great property loss and human lives had first
to be sacrificed upon the altar of knowledge. Be that as it
may, to-day there are some who think such restrictions are
a hindrance to building and a hardship upon the builder.

And so it comes to pass that our modern conception of
ordinary tenement-house construction is one of a brick-
walled wooden structure which is limited in its height and
sectional areas. But more than this, details are planned
by which the spread upward from floor to floor of the fire
is impeded with various devices which we call fire-stops.
The object of these details is not to give a false sense of
security against fire, but to slow down its progress, that
time may be given for the escape of tenants and the work of
the firemen. Such a thing as requiring heavier wooden
foor-beams than ordinarily used in light frame dwellings
is an example, for it is well known that it takes longer to
burn a 3-inch by 12-inch floor-joist than to burn a 2-inch by
12-inch.

Underlying Principles

Considering the above-mentioned type of construction,
which we call "ordinary construction," from a gbneral point
of view as we find it to-day, it is quite evident that the fun-
damental idea that has been the greatest in moulding its cus-
toms has been that of making such construction slow burn-
ing, within an economic limit. A second factor has been
the desire to eliminate as far as possible the dangers which

overturning walls or collapsing floors have for the firemen
fighting the conflagration. A third factor has been the
need for providing safe exits for the tenants, that they may
escape while the building is burning and not be trapped
and forced to plunge to death within the flames, or j"mp
from high windows in desperation, or choke to insensitility
from pungent smoke.

Along another line are the infuences which have had
much to do with the framing of laws governing this construc-
tion. These have been reflected ir the desire to produce
healthy and .sanitary living conditions, in which- plenty
of light and air were supplied, and waste matters like sewage,
slops, and garbage were properly disposed of.

To Create Slow Burning

The building_which is constructed with floor-joists and
stud partitions of wood, even though its exterior walls are
of brick, and its height and floor aiea limited, will be very
dangerous if a fire breaks out in the lower stories. From
statistics gathered by fire-insurance companies, it has been
learned that the great majority of fires start in the cellar,
and spread upward through the building. In fact, the nat-
ural direction of the fire to travel is upward, since the hot
air and gases rise.

_ This upward spread of the fire in such buildings will
be through every vertical passage and crevice through which
the hot gases can travel, and from the windows in the lower
stories to those in the upper stories. Thpse hot gases of
combustion are generally under a certain amount of plessure,
due to the expanding force of the heat, and they will be easily
forced through small cracks. If they are only as hot as
1,000 degrees F., they will ignite, almost instantaneously,
any woodwork with which they come in contact. Even
though there are no visible fames, the fire will suddenly
break out where the temperature has been raised to the
burning-point.

Once a fire gets well under way, this spreading action
becomes increased in speed, and the rapidity of thE move-
ment is sometimes appalling. Tenants may suddenly find
themselves surrounded with bursting fames, although a
few minutes before the fire was confined to the foors below.
Panic and terror are apt to seize persons so trapped, and they
will lose their presenci of mind, lumping from windows intt
the streets fifty feet below, or rushing wildly to and fro,
missing some obvious means of escape, which in a cooler
moment of reasoning they would have found.

'lbf Exteneion of Slatr-we,iI
Yerhcal Shaff Ttrerloof
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It is just such consid-
erations that have brought
about certain regulations
which are intended to slow
down the upward spread of
a fire. Of course they do
not put a stop to the fire,
but merely hinder its prog-
ress as much as possible.

One of the most effec-
tivefire-stops in this class of
building is making the first
foor over the cellar of fire-
proof material. Usually
steel l-beams encased with
concrete areused to supPort
reinforced-concrete sl abs.
Any fire, then, which breaks
out in the cellar will be
confined for a long time,
flor its passage through such
a barrier is almost impos-

aches the building in time.sible, if the fire department re

ing down the stairs. Wire glass should, therefore, be used

in these windows, and metal sashes and frames be employed.
But the skylight at the top of the stair-well ought not to be

of wire glass, for this ought to be shattered when a hot gust
of smoki and fumes strike it, so that it may be permitted
to escape into the open. This requires, however, that the
glass of the skylight be protected above with a wire mesh
(about an inch square) placed 6 inches above the-glass and
extended beyond its edges that much to protect it from being
broken by falling objects. AIso a mesh of wire needs to be

placed under thi skylight to catch any bits of glass that
might break and fall down into the stair-well.- Even so, the precautions taken to Prevent the spread
of fire up through the stair-wells will be nullified if the
dumb-waiter shafts are not protected. These could easily
act as flues for a fire developing in the cellar and transmit
the hot gases to the upper foors- In many old buildings,
dumb-wiiter shafts were built of wooden studs, lathed and
plastered, and all doors were of wood. Nothing could be

better planned to help spread a fire upward.
But these dumb-waiter shafts should be carefully con-

structed of fireproof materials, and most laws require them
to be so built. Their foundations in the cellar are usually
constructed of brick and are 8 inches thick. If concrete is
used, the thickness ought not to be less than 5 inches.

From the first floor up to the roof, the commonest ma-
terial used for building these shafts is gypsum block,3 inches
thick, set in gypsum mortar and strengthened at the corners
by metal angle clips or anchors. Fig. (5).

But partitions of brick, hollow terra-cotta tile, concrete,
and metal lath and plaster mav be used, although the gyp-
sum block seems to be the most popular. When these block
partitions are extended through the roof, it is necessary. to
protect them from the weather, which is done by covering
them with corrugated galvanized iron.

All openings on different foors into these shafts should
be protected with hollow metal or tin-clad wood doors,
whiih are self-closing, under the action of spring hinges.

On the tops of these shafts should be skylights of glass

-not wire glass-for this will not shatter under heat and
allow the smoke to escape. However, such skylights must
be protected from falling objects by l-inch mesh wire
screens, placed above them. Fig. (6).

Theie are other vertical passages which may act as

secret ways for fire to spread upward. These are the crevices
in the wood construction. For example, where exterior
walls of brick are furred off, a space of about 1 inch is left
between the plaster and the wall up which hot gases could

Fig. (3).- A modification of the above principle is sometimes

allowed for tenements having four stories or less. In these

buildings the first foor over-the cellar may be built of the

usual liooden joists, but their bottom surface must be pro-
tected by two coats of mortar on metal lath giving an

average ihi.kr.s. of about t inch, or b-y plaster boards at
least !-inch thick with joints carefully filled with plaster.

This same kind of fire-stop is also required to be applied
to the under side of wooden beams over stores which are

on the first foor, for it has been found that these are often
a source of fire-hazard to the building. In fact, in certain
sections of cities, stores are looked uPon as a very serious

source of fires, and better judgment would plan to have the

foor construction over them built of fireproof materials.
Nevertheless, this method of cutting off fire from the

cellar is not of much account, if it can Pass up through the
stair-wells or rush up through dumb-waiter shafts. A restric-
tion has, therefore, been established which does not permit
the main stairway, or any stairway, to be carried down to
the cellar in tenements more than four stories high. In
such buildings the only method of passing from -first floor
to cellar is by going outdoors and down steps in the court.

This, froma point of view o[ control by the janitor, is

not convenient, and when the building is small (four stories
or less, with not more than two families per foor) the main
stairway may be permitted to run down to the cellar, if it
is propirly enclosed with a fireproof partition and cut off
by'a ielf-tlosing fire-door made o[ tin-clad wood or hollow
metal.

For all that, the stair-well remains a dangerous vertical
communication from the first floor up, and to make it safe

the walls enclosing it need to be built of fireproof materials
from the foundations up and through the roof. In ordinary
construction, brick walls are usually employed, and made

8 inches thick for the upper 30 feet, and 4 inches thicker for
each 30-foot section of wall below. Fig. ( ).

Into this stair-well the fames and smoke and gas from
any fire in any of the aPartments _are.apt to come, unless

some precaution is taken to close off all door openings with
fire-reiisting doors that automatically swing closed under
the action of spring hinges. Even with this precaution,
there is a possibility of hot gases b-reaking through the- win-
dows and iutting off the escaPe of tenants who are hasten-

pass. By projecting the
brickwork outward at each
foor level, this passage can
be blocked off once in every
story. Fig. (7).

Then, too, the chases in
the other walls in which
pipes are run may also be-fire-stopped (filled solid
with concrete, mineral wool,
brick and rrortar, etc.) at
each floor, and metal sleeves
may be built around all
pipes which pass through
floor construction.

Even wooden parti-
tionS, built of studs and Qoot Txtension of?"rnbwaiton

Iathed and plastered both I&rfrcal Shaff 
-firzpnrof

sides, whiih come one T*6'
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above the other, and have the studs of the upper partition
resting tpon the cap of the partition on th;^ foor below,
need to be fire-stopped. This fire-stopping material oughi
to extend from the cap o{ the partiiion -below up to ar
least 4 inches above the floor. fig. 1a1.

Then there is always 
- 
danger of fires hiding behind

ygo.den wainscots, so the plaster ought to be carri-ed down
behind them.

Wherever floor-joists are framed about a chimney, the
space that must be left between the woodwork and the
chimney ought to be filled with fire-stopping material.

^Thus.every.crevice 
or crack up *tiiitr ih. hot gases of

conflagration .-ig$. pass should be closed, if possTble by
some non-combustible material, and in this way the progress
of th9 fire upward from one floor to the other -ry bI ..-
tarded.

. Tjnfgrtgnately, although laws require the fire-stopping
described above, yet there are many practical .onditioni
which nullify the full protection whiih is intended. A
false sense of security- ii often given, when really danger
still exists. Usually this fire-stopping is installed'by colm-
mon laborers who ram the material-in place in thl most
haphazard fashion, leaving crevices all about it. Hot gases
easily find a way up through such cracks. Then, if Erick
or concrete is used, a crevice between the wooden foor-beam
or stud soon develops when the wood dries out or settlement
takes place, for the brick or concrete does not change its
shape and exp_and to fill up the extra space left by the ,h'rink-
ilg *-og{... Mineral wool, to a certain extent, is more capa-
ble of filling up these places in a surer fashion, because of
its fexibility. Byt r-arely- is a builder found who would go
to the expense of using this material for this purpose. In
most cases, then, we go on fire-stopping the foorj of these
apartments because the law requiies it, but it is a great
ques.tion whether there is developed much safety when"such
careless work is permitted.

But, theoretically, if the fire has been retarded from
p-assing up through ihe hidden places, then it must burn
th.rorrgh f1o1 o_ne foor to the other in the open. By making
all joists 3. inches thick or more, even though the'strengtf,
of such thick joists is not required to carry- the loads, ihe
fire will take longer to burn ihrough them, and their ulti_
mate collapse will be delayed beyond the time when a 2-inch-
thick joist would break from the weakness of reduced. size
caused by the consuming action of fire. For example, sup_
pose that 3.-i19h. by l0-inch beams of long leaf yeliow pine
were spaced 16 inches on centres and used ovei , span of
2l feet, then by computations based on the exact sizes of
such beams we would find that we could carry on such a
foor a load of 90 pounds per square foot. If the fire burned
an inch from the thickness and-the depth, making the beams
2 inches by 9 inches, the foor would still be ."p"rbl. of sup_
porting about 47 pounds per square foot, and as the live
load which is supposed to be deviloped on the foors of tene_
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ment houses is never theoretically in excess of 40 pounds,
and actually not more than 25 pounds, the floor will still
have enough strength in it to stand up under normal condi-
tions, even for some time after the floor-beams have been
burned down more than an inch in width and depth. This
leaves a certain amount of time for the firemen to extinguish
the f ames before there is a total collapse of the foor consiru.-
tion.

To Preuent Collapse in Fire

To a certain extent, a number of precautions are taken
in ordinary construction to prevent the collapse of the struc-
ture upon the firemen who are fighting the fames.

For example, brick walls on the exterior are built much
thicker than required for actual strength, for it has been
found that the expansion which occuri on the inside face
in a fire tends to topple the wall over into the street. The
various thicknesses which are specified in the building codes
are planned to reduce this danger to a slight extent, since
the.thick-er the wall, the more stable it is under the expanding
action of heat.

From a simple calculation, a l2-inch-thick wall can be
shown. to be strong enough to be carried up 300 feet or
more, but any one can appreciate that its laleral stability
would be very inadequate. Not only must exterior and
interior walls be increased in thickness for stability, but
they must be made heavier when their length between cross
walls is great, or when excessive window openings are built
into them or when pipe chases and niches buriow around
in them.

As ordinary constructed tenements will not be built
higher than five stories, they will be less than 75 feet in
height, in which case the exterior walls should be 12 inches
thick for the upper 55 feet, and 16 inches thick for the sec-
tion below that. The foundation walls should be 20 inches
thick if of brick or concrete, and 24 inches thick if of rubble-
stone. Interior walls should be 8 inches thick for their upper-
most 55 feet, and 12 inches thick for their next lower seCtion.
Fig. (e).

In order to prevent the overturning
the lever action of the

even of these walls
in a fire, due to ends of falling tiers
of foor-beams, as they burn through and drop out in a con-
fagration, it is necessary
to cut back their ends di-
agonally. That is, their
ends instead of being cut
verticallyare cut at a slant.
Measuring 3 inches back
from the end of the beam
along the top to a point,
this cut extends, from this
point, diagonally down to
the extreme end of the
lower edge of the beam,
forming an end on the
beam similar to that on the
front of ice-skates. When
a beam so cut (fire-cut)
burns through, it can fall
from the brick wall with-
out prying up the brick-
work. Then, too, the met-
al anchors which are
fastened to the ends of
these beams at intervals of
about 6 feet should be
placed near their lower
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edge and not their upper edge for the same reason, since

any anchor fastened to the top of a beam will pull -out the
brickwork when the beam falls, but will only bend if fastened
to the bottom. Fig. (10).

But by far the most important Precaution taken to
Drevent coilaose in a fire is the elimination of all interior
iuooden stud partitions as supports for the interior ends of
foor-joists. in light wooden-frame dwellings the interior
end, tf joists are ield up by wooden stud pirtitions, but if
this kinh of construction were used in tenements having
four stories or more, disastrous results would follow in a

fire, for the fames might consume the partition on the first
floor, and so remove the support for all of the joist-s 

-on the
foors above. A sudden and-fearful cave-in would follow.

However, this method of supporting is-not used, but
brick walls aie substituted, or steel girders held up on steel

columns maintain the foor-beams. Steelwork of this kind
ought to be fireproofed, but this is not always done.as it
sh6uld be. In time of fire, exposed steel columns and girders

of such importance may twisl and bend so much that they
will cause apart\al collapse of the

way through the holes left by the burned-ou-t foor-joists
thrbugh tolhe wood ends of the floor-joists on the other side
of the party wall. Thus, the fire would spread. from one

building to the next.
To correct this error the beams in one building ought

to be staggered in relation to those in the nextr.and at least
6 inches of masot ry built between the ends of the beams on
one side and the ends of the beams on the other side of the
party wall. If they cannot be staggered- they ought.to be

iupported upon a corbelled-out ledge of not more than 2

inilies in widlh, so that there is an 8-inch thickness of brick-
work, at least, between the ends of the beams on each side
of the wall.

Then, too, all dividing walls, such as these party walls,
ought to be carried above the roof 2 feet, and capped with
stone or terra-cotta tile. In this w.ay fire will be blocked in

passing over from one roof to
the other.

structure.
In fact, heavy wooden col-

umns and heavy wooden girders
are better than exPosed steel
columns and girders in this re-
spect, for they will not warP out
oT shape in a fire, and they will
not readily collapse, until well
burned through. Sometimes cast-
iron columns are used, but theY
are liable to suddenly fracture if,
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SaJe Exits
The problem of construct-

ing safe exits in buildings of
this character is too intricate
to consider within the limits
of this one article, and will be
considered at a later time in
more detail. It will be suffi-
cient to say here that in tene-
ments of ordinary construc-
tion there should be provided
for every family at least two
ways of escape, protected
from the fire in the rest of the
building. These two ways of
escape should be as remote
from each other as possible, so

AIR
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after they are heated, they are struck by the stream of water
from the'fire-hose. Concrete-filled cast-iron or steel columns
are better in this respect.

However, all metal suPports ought to be protected by
at least l-inch thick coat of cement plaster on metal lath.
If steel beams or columns are used to support masonry walls,
these ought to be covered with 2 inches of fireproofing like
brick, hollow tile, or concrete, or by two layers of plaster on
metal lath with an air-space between them. A tenement
house having the first foor occupied with stores, opened at
the front with plate-glass windows, requires that the sup-
port of the upper front wall be upon steel beams and col-
i,*nr. In a di., if this metal is not protected, there is dan-
ger of a destructive collapse. Fig. (11).

Other Consideration

There are a few more details of construction which
ouqht to be noted here, and one of them is the construction
of-party or dividing walls between buildings. Wherever
one- brick wall along the lot line is used for the support of
the foor-beams of the two adjoining buildings, it is called
a party wall, and usually is constructed thinner than outside
will.. Such walls are possible in low buildings that are
erected in groups. However, there is much danger attached
to them if care is not taken to properly arrange the foor-
ioists in them so that there exists sufficient masonry between
ihe erds of the joists of'one building and those in the ad-
joining building. It would be very easy to constmct the
floor-beams of one building on a line with those in the next;
in fact, it would be the natural thing to do. In this case

there might be practically no masonry between the ends of
the beams, and a fire burning in one building would eat its

that if one is cut off by fames and smoke, the tenants may
escape in the opposite iirection and down the.other way.

The usual i.rsto.., is to have the main stairway enclosed

with fire-resisting brick walls, as pre-viously described, hav-
ing all doors whlch open-on to it- of fireproof design. -The

stlirs themselves are of fire-resisting construction. This
makes one means of escape.

At the opposite side-of the building are-generally.built
fire-escapes which serve as the other means of escape, should
the smoi<e cut off the main stairway. These fire-escapes, as

built, are usually very poor exits, for they are of open, light
ironwork with metal ladders leading from one balcony to
another. Such fimsy-looking construction frightens.many
people, and they beiome panic-stricken, often refusing to
ili-b do*n. Then, too, if tenants trying to escaPe down-
ward find that the fire is below them, they may not be able
to pass by the windows opening out of those apartments
which are'in f aines, for thi heat passing through the glass

may burn them, or the glass may shatter and pour great
quantities of smoke and fame out upon them.^ 

Another type of secondary esc_ape is planned that is
called a fire-tower, and consists of an enclosed stair-well
within a fireproof shaft. Such a means of escape is all well
and good so-long as smoke does not get into it, but as soon
as thJs happens, ihere is great danger of the people travelling
down it becoming suffocated.

The only sife types are the smoke-proof towers and
properlv designed outside exit stairwavs, but these we will
consider in a later article.
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"The_prevailing belief has been that the most characteristic architec_
ture was rhe colonial work of the eighteenth century, and that conditions
peculiar to America at that time gar:" it a charactei ir-ro.. n""rty o"i o*o
than. that of any. later phase of styIe. Our study of the evidence'forces the
conclu.slon, on the contrary, that the special effect of these conditions in
uolonlal architecture has been much_exaggerated. As in the first primitive
sheiters, there was.little in the later builii"ngs of thecoloni.s *ti.f,-ala r.ifind its o-rigin or its counterpart in proviniial EnglanJ ;i-.ih;;'p;r';i
Europe of the same day."
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tfHE duties of the architect or engineer engaged in the
I erection of a building or other structure naturally group

themselves under three headings: the preparation of plans,
the. writing of specifications, and the supervision of the work
as rt progresses.

The preparation of plans entails the making of drawings
showing plans, elevations, cross-sections, and large-scale de-
tails of the proposed structure. These drawings are for use
in connection with the specifications in explaining to the
contractor the character of the work on which he is expected
to estimate and later build.

The specification is a more or less lengthy statement
enumerating the conditions under which the work will be
carried on, detailing the responsibility of the parties con-
cerned and describing at length what materials are to be
used and in what manner.

The work of supervision pertains to directing the efforts
of the contractor during the period of construction, insuring
proper regard for the requirements of the plans and specifi-
cations, checking his estimates, answering all of the ques-
tions that inevitably come up in the course of construction,
and in expediting in all possible ways the progress of the
work.

It is not difficult to appreciate the importance of the
part played by supervision in the construction of a building.
Careless supervision may, by wittingly or unwittinglv al-
lowing the contractor to substitute inferior materials or
workmanship, nullify wholly or in part excellent drawings
and clear, concise specifications, resulting in a building
structurally unsound.or artistically unsightly. - Indifferent
supervision may easily delay the progress of work and
destroy the confidence of the owner in the ability of the
architect. Questions are left unanswered, decisions are de-
layed, and the efforts of the contractor to expedite his work
rendered fruitless by the lack of attention shown by an in-
competent supervisor.

It is usually difficult, no matter how complete the plans
and specifications, to foresee every contingency and to pro-
vide against them, and unless the architect's superintendent
or supervisor, as we shall call him to distinguish him from the
contractor's superintendent, is capable of handling in an
energetic and able manner these matters as they come to
his attention the contractor is very likely to be left to his
own discretion in the interpretation of matters both struc-
tural and decorative. A situation of this kind refects but
small credit on the architect or engineer, and tends to destroy
the confidence of both owner and contractor in his pro-
fessional ability.

The term supervision, as generally understood, refers
to the overseeing of the work of the contractor during the
period of construction. There is, however, another phase
of supervision, that for lack of a better title may be termed
preliminary supervision. This refers to the careful check of
plans and specifications that takes place in the architect's
office before these documents are finally released. There
seems to be but scant hope of attaining absolute perfection
in plans and specifications, but the nearer this goal is ap-
proached the more will the cost of building operations be
reduced and the satisfaction of the owner correspondingly
increased.

Building Supervision

By Richard P. Wallis

The quality of the preliminary work has a direct bearing
on the amount and character of the supervision of construc-
tion that follows and should be considered in this connec-
tion if for no other reason. It is self-evident that inaccurate
and conficting plans, poorly drawn details, and indefinite
and ambiguous specifications will make additional work for
the supervisor. The honest contractor will be constantly
in doubt as to the intent of the architect and will be forced
to proceed as best he ma/r while his unscrupulous competitor
will welcome with enthusiasm the opportunity afforded him
of demanding extras and of doing his work as cheaply as

possible at the expense of the character of the finished struc-
ture.

It is under such circumstances as the latter that a super-
visor appreciates plans and specifications that are explicit
and that leave no loophole for the scheming contractor to
wiggle through. The supervisor will, in any event) be com-
pelled to exercise constant vigilance to see that the contrac-
tor fulfils the terms of the contract, but there will not be
the incentive for the contractor to try " to get away with
something" when he realizes that the plans and specifica-
tions are so drawn as to leave him but small hope of ultimate
success,
. The experience of the supervisor in thwarting such at-
tempts on the part of the contractor of taking unfair ad-
vantage of the situation should be placed at the disposal of
the drafting-room and specification writer so that any omis-
sions or mistakes that may have been made in the prepara-
tion of previous plans and specifications may not be repeated.
The supervisor is in a position, owing to his daily intercourse
with the contractor, to note to what extent the plans and
specifications are successful in their mission. His criticism
is of real value in this connection and his advice should
receive careful consideration as it is decidedly to his interest
to have adequate plans and specifications.

These considerations lead us to the conclusion that pre-
liminary supervision has a very direct bearing on the subse-
quent supervision of construction and that supervision of
construction may be said to commence, not when ground
is broken or when materials are first delivered to the job site,
but in the drafting-room and on the specificationwriter's desk.

The writer has had occasion to supervise considerable
work and has, from time to time, noted down various recom-
mendations that appealed to him, both for future guidance
in the conduct of his own work and as suggestions to the
designer and specification writer as to how they may im-
prove their part of the work to the end that the job may
receive. the very best in the way ofplans, specifications, and
suPervlslon.

Some of these suggestions are submitted in the follow-
ing pages. It may be that many of these recommendations
lack the merit of originality, but it should be remembered
that a repetition of well-known and fundamental truths is
essential for a thorough understanding and a proper execu-
tion of a work as important and as diversified as ii the busi-
ness of building.

I. Pu,rs

We will first consider somewhat briefy the function of
the plans and how these may be prepared so as to render
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them of maximum service both to contractor and architect
in the successful execution of the contract.

The purpose of the plans, as stated above, is to provide
the contractor with that part of the information whilh may
be conveniently shown in graphic form. Only in so far as
this information is presented in a clear and logical manner
will they be successful in their mission.

It would be well at all times for those interested in the
preparation of plans to keep in mind the ultimate purpose
for which they are intended and how best this purpose may
be served. Plans, as soon as completed and ippioved, go
into the hands of 'the contractor for the purpose of estimit-
irrg. The contractor's estimator, having no previous ac-
quaintance with the project, must rely entirely upon the
plans as submitted to him for the purpose of arriving at his
estimated cost. The more definite are the plans, the more
intelligent will be the resulting estimate of quantity and
quality. This accurate estimate should result in a contract
price much nearer the true cost than if the estimator were
forced, owing to an unintelligible presentation of the facts,
to make allowance for the various items not clearly shown.
If he is an experienced estimator he will, whenever doubt
exists, endeavor to amply protect the interests of the con-
tractor by submitting a figure high enough to cover any
unexpected interpretation that the architect may seek to
impose on the contractor after the contracts are signed and
the work is under way.

Plans should noi be submitted to the contractor, for
the purposes of competitive bidding, in an unfinished condi-
tion, if it is possible to avoid doing so, as the resulting figures
will invariably be in excess of the true cost) and the owner
will be penalized. Much more conservative figures may be
expected when the drawings submitted are complete and
accurate in every detail.

The plans should be so drawn as to serve as a basis for
the erection of the building as well as for arriving at the
estimated cost. In this capacity they must show clearly
and distinctly the information that will enable the con-
tractor to proceed with his share of the work. The draw-
ings pass into the hands of those unfamiliar with the prob-
lem and who must acquire their information from these
sheets. They are hindered or helped in their interpretation
by the manner in which the information is presented on the
drawings. Too often the draftsman engaged in the prepara-
tion of plans loses sight of, or is entirely ignorant of, the spe-
cific needs of the contractor, and the resulting drawings,
while possibly excellent examples of draftsmanship, are
worthless or practically so to the man in the field. If the
draftsman is competent, can visualize thoroughly what he is
attempting to show on paper, and is familiar with field con-
ditions, he will experience but little difficulty in expressing
himself through the medium of the plans in such a manner
as to enable the contractor to familiarize himself with the
proposed requirements. But too many draftsmen are un-
familiar with field conditions to properly appreciate the
problems that confront the man in the field. To them the
drawings become the ultimate objective,and but little thought
is given to a consideration of whether or not the information
on the plans is presented in a manner easily understood by
the contractor and his foreman.

Some thought should be given to the dimensioning of
a drawing, unless it is considered sufficiently accurate to
have the contractor scale his dimensions from the blue-
print. When the amount of distortion possible in a blue-
orint is considered this method is seen to have its obvious
hisadvantages. The principal parts of a building should
always be carefully dimensioned and checked and the minor

measurements referred to them, as the contractor follows
very closely that order in laying out the work in the field.
When the same dimension is shown on various sheets care
should be taken to see that the corresponding figures agree.
It is always preferable to run the risk of showing more di-
mensions than are necessary on the plans than to risk hav-
ing too few. Experience alone will determine the amount
of dimensioning necessary on a plan in order to make it
fully intelligible to the contractor and yet not fill up the
sheet with unnecessary figures. The horizontal dimensions
should be shown on the plans, leaving the vertical dimensions
to be placed on elevations and cross-sections. In dimen-
sioning interior distances, figures should refer to the rough
masonry partitions rather than to the finished plastered
surface, or the dimensions may refer to the centre of the
partitions. Either of these methods is preferable to taking
dimensions to the finished plastered surface. The reason
for this is obvious, as the contractor must first locate and
build the partition before it can be plastered and as any
deviation from plumb in the wall is taken up in the plaster-
rng.

The architect should indicate, in a sufficient number of
places on the plans, the various foor elevations. The in-
clusion of such figures greatly facilitates not only his own
work in making the layout, but renders the plans much more
legible to the contractor, particularly when the require-
ments of the building necessitate a foor at varying eleva-
t1ons.

Wherever the locations of sections are indicated on a
plan they should be marked with heavy arrows and promi-
nent letters, so as to be plainly visible and thus eliminate
the lengthy search that is all too common to so many draw-
lngs.

While discussing the form of presentation of drawings,
it might be advisable to speak of the scale to which the draw-
ings should be made. As a general rule the working plans
should be made at a scale of t inch to the foot. This
enables the architect to show considerable detail on the
plans, which is always a welcome sight to a contractor's
superintendent. Frequently it becomes necessary for prac-
tical reasons of size to limit the scale to $ inch to the foot.
This scale does not permit of much in the way of detail and
unless accompanied by explanatory notes and scaled de-
tails, the contractor is forced to supply much of this informa-
tion himself. These scaled details, when furnished, should
be drawn to $-inch or f;-inch scale and should show the more
important parts of the work developed in considerable de-
tail.

It would be well if the architects were to adopt a stand-
ard set of conventions for use in indicating on the plans the
nature of the material and the type of construction that they
wish to show.

Such stanilards, if universally adopted by the entire
building profession, would not only make easier the work of
the conirictor in estimating and building, but would simplify
the preparation of the specifications.

'In'any event the ut.hit..t should indicate on his plans
whatever set of symbols he is using and should see that they
are subscribed to in all work pertaining to that Particular
set of drawings.

Another iruitful source of misunderstanding and compli-
cation is the mechanical equipment drawings in their re-
lation to one another and to the structural drawinge. The
general layout for these drawings is usually taken directly
Irom the'working drawings and the various equipment
added. This includes plumbing, heating, and ventilating,
and sometimes electrical layouts. A careful check of these



Drafting-Room Mathematics
By DeWitt Clinton Pond, M.Z.

FOURTH ARTICLE

I fnOflEM that is similar to the one given in the last
.( \ article is one in which it is necessary to locate column
centres along a street front which is not at right angles to
the one which is adjacent to it. In Fig. 13 a diagrammatic
plan is shown in which such a condition is found. The col-
umn centres, which are typical, are located either parallel to
or at right angles to A Street. B Steet is at an angle of
99 degrees and 35 minutes to A Street. The first column
centre line, parallel to A Street, is 1 foot 6 inches back of the
building line, the next is 20 feet 10 inches back of this, and
the next two are 20 feet and 2l feet apart respectively.
The problem is to determine the distances between column
centres along B Street.

The column centre line parallel to B Street is 1 foot 4
inches back from the building line, but for engineering
reasons column 1 is located 1 foot 9 inches back. This
complicates matters somewhat. The first step will be to
find what the distances along B Street will be if all the col-
umns are I foot 4 inches back and then to make the proper
corrections for column 1.

The first step is similar to the one taken in the last
article. The logarithms of the trigonometric functions of
9 degrees 35 minutes must be placed at the top of the archi-
tect's sheet of calculations. These are as follows:

degrees 35 minutes : 9.22137
degrees 35 minutes :9.99390
degrees 35 minutes : 9.22747

The next step is to determine the logarithms of the
various known distances. These are 20 feet 10 inches, 21
[eet, and 20 feet, and the logarithms are listed below:

feet 10 inches : 1.31876
feet : 1.30103
feet : 1.32222

The logarithms given above were taken from Smoley's
parallel tables of logarithms and squares.

It is only necessary to subtract the logarithm of the
cosine of 9 degrees 35 minutes from the various logarithms
given above to obtain the distances along B Street. It will
be seen that the distance between each pair of columns is
the hypothenuse of a right triangle of which one of the
distances given above is the base. The cosine of an angle
is the base of the triangle divided by the hypothenuse, and
so to obtain the hypothenuse when the base is known, it is
necessary to divide the base by the cosine.

cos A: b/c
b:cXcosA
c: b/cos A

In order to find the distance between columns 30 and
40 it is only necessary to divide 2l feet by the cosine of 9
degrees and 35 minutes. This means that it is necessary
to subtract the logarithms.

log2l feet : 1.32222
log cos 9 degrees 35 minutes : 9.9390

1.32832

1.32832 : log 2l feet 31e6 inches

This checks with the distance given in the figure.
The same method is used to find the distance from

column 40 to column 20.

log 20 feet : 1.30103
log cos 9 degrees 35 minutes : 9.99390

tswtz
I.30713: log20 feet 3$ inches

The distance from column 20 to column 1 is not, how-
ever, as easily found, as column 1 is located 1 foot 9 inches
back of the building line, as stated above. In Fig. 14 the
conditions which are involved are shown diagrammatically
with the angle somewhat exaggerated in order to make the
problem clearer. The most direct manner of obtaining the
required distances is to consider a point such as designated
by the letter a which is located 1 foot 4 inches back of both
building lines. The distance from this point, in a direction
perpendicular to A Street, to the column centre line through
column 20 is 2l feet, and from the calculations given above
it can be seen that the distance from column 20 to a, in a
direction parallel to B Street, is 21 feet 3f6 inches.

The next step is the determination of the distance from
a to the corner of the building. By referring to the figure
it can be seen that there are two equal triangles, each having
one leg 1 foot 4 inches long. It will be necessary to find
the hypothenuse and the leg opposite the angle, and for this
purpose it will be necessary to use the cosine and tangent of
the angle. To find the length of the leg opposite the angle
it will be necessary to multiply the adjacent leg by the
tangent.

log l foot4inches :0.12494
log tan 9 degrees 35 minutes :9.22747

-o.lmqt

0.35241: log 2{} inches

To find the length of the hypothenuse it will be neces-
sary to divide the adjacent leg by the cosine of the angle in
the same manner as the previous distances along B Street
have been found.

log 1foot4 inches :0.12494
log cos 9 degrees 35 minutes : 9.99390

TIAG
0.131M : log 1 foot 4| inches

By subtracting 2f-[ inches from 1 foot 4f, inches it is
possible to find the distance from the corner to a perpen-

log sin 9
log cos 9
log tan 9

log 20
log 20
log 2l
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dicular through a. This distance is 1 foot hs6 inches. By
adding this to 2l feet 3f6 inches the distance from column
20 to the corner can be found.

2t reet ro" i;;n::,1,,1,H,.1,* inches :

It is now necessary to find the distance from the corner
to the perpendicular through the centre of column 1. The
same method is employed as in the case of finding these
distances with regard to the point a, the only difference
being that instead of using the distance of 1 foot 4 inches it
will be necessary to use the distances 1 foot 6 inches and 1

foot 9 inches.

log l foot6inches :0.77609
log cos 9 degrees 35 minutes : 9.99390

0.18219

0.18219 : log 1 foot 6|

log l foot9inches :0.24304
log tan 9 degrees 35 minutes : 9.22747

9.4705r

9.47051 : log 3rrr inches

It is necessary to subtract the second dimension from
the first in order to obtain the distance from the corner to
the perpendicular through the centre of column 1. This will
give a distance of 1 foot 2{fr inches. Ifthis is subtracted from
22 feet 5$ inches, the distance, in a direction parallel to
B Street, between columns t and 20 is found to be 21 feet
2f6 inches, as shown in the figure. As the total distance along
B Street is 76 feet 41e6 inches, and as the centre line through
column 50 is 1 foot 4 inches away from the lot line, the dis-
tance from column 40 to column 50 is easily found.
' In a previous article attention was called to the familiar
geometric proposition that the sum of the squares of two legs
of a right triangle equals the square of the hypothenuse.
If the riangle is not a right riangle, a somewhat different
formula is used instead of the well-known az { }z : 62. If
a triangle has three sides as shown in Fig. 15, and if two sides
and the included angle are known, it is possible to find the
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third side and other angles. The formula which is used is
a2 : bz * c2 - 2bc cos ,1. In order to show the use of such
a formula it may be well to construct a triangle and to check
the results by the use of it. Suppose a triangle, similar to
the one shown in the figure, can be divided into two right
triangles. Each will have an upright leg 5 feet long. The
base of one will be 8 feet long and of the other 10 feet long.
The hypothenuse of one triangle will be equal to the square
root of the sum of 25 and64ror 9 feet 51$ inches. The hy-
pothenuse of the other triangle will equal the square root of
the sum of 25 and 100, or 11 feet 2f6 inches. From the infor-
mation already obtained it will be possible to construct the
riangle as shown in Fig. 16.

It will also be possible to obtain the angles, but for the
purpose of checking the formula only one angle will be de-
termined. In order to obtain the sine of angle A (Fig. 16)
it will be simply necessary to divide the hypothenuse by
the opposite side, or 11 feet 2f5 inches by 5 feet. It might
be noted that the squares and square roots found above were
determined by means of the tables of squares in Smoley's
book of tables. At the time of finding the square root it
is always advisable to note the logarithm of the number.

The logarithm of 5 feet is 0.69897 and that of 11 feet
2136 inches is 1.04853. The logarithm of the sine of the angle
can be obtained by subtracting the larger from the smaller
of these two logarithms.

log 5 : 0.69897

- Iog 11 feet 2136 inches : 1.04853

9.65044

9.65044 : log sin 26 degrees 33 minutes 36 seconds

In Fig. 16 the triangle has three sides of the following
lengths: a : 9 feet 51ft inches, b : 1l feet 2136 inches, and
r : 18 feet. The angle ,1 equals 26 degrees 33 minutes
36 seconds. If it is assumed that a is unknown, then it
will be possible to obtain the length of this side by means
of the formula.

So far the lengths of the sides have been given in feet
and inches, but it will be found that for the purposes of the
following discussion it will be more simple to use these
lengths if expressed in fleet and decimals of a foot. The last
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set of tables in Smoley's book of tables is one giving circum-
ferences, areas, squares, and other functions of numbers
from 1 to 1,000. It has been necessary to find the square
root of 125 and this was given above as 11 feet 21fo inihes.
By referring to the table it will be found that the square root
of 125 feet can be expressed as 11.1803 feet.

The formula which will be used is a, : F * c2 - Zbc
cos 1, and by substituting the proper values the formula
will become:

a2 : t25 + 324 - 2 X 11.1803 X 18 X cos
26 degrees 33 minutes 36 seconds

The last part of this expression can be solved by means
of logarithms.

log 2 : 0.30103
log 11.1803 : t.M845
log 18 : 1.25527
log cos 26 degrees 33 minutes 36 seconds : 9,95t56

2.5563t
2.55631 : log 360

Having obtained this as rhe value of 2 X 11.1803 X
18 X cos 26 degrees 33 minutes 36 seconds, it is simply
necessary to substitute this in the equation in order to find
the value of a2.

a2: 125 +324:360 : g9

a : 9.434: 9 feet 5f6 inches

This result checks with the information given at the
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The Problem of Ventilation

beginning of this problem as shown in Fig. 16. The chang-
ing from lengths or distances given in decimals of a foot to
those given in the usual United States Standard measure-
ments of feet and inches is nearly always approximate.
For this reason it is better not to make too many ieadings in
this type of measurement until the last. This is especially
true if there is a chance of a cumulative error. In a following
problem it will be shown that where there are many dimen-
sions to be determined, and where one result is used as the
basis of a subsequent calculation it is better to reduce all
the known dimensions to a decimal system and to follow
through all calculations without changing until the final
answer is obtained. When this is determined then the deci-
mals can be converted to inches.

This method holds good, also, if measurements have
to be made which are over 100 feet long. Tables of the
type found in Smoley's are for dimensions up to 100 feet in
length, and for dimensions which are neai the maximum
the nearest corresponding dimensions in feet and inches are
given to the nearest sixteenth of an inch. It is true that
architectural dimensions can seldom be measured any closer
than the nearest sixteenth, but should it be necessary to carry
through a complicated set of calculations with many occa-
sions to convert logarithms to standard measurements, the
final result might be incorrect by a measurable quantity.

The method used to check the formula whiih has just
been give-n -cannot be considered as trigonometric pioof.
The proof of the formula can be found in any text-bobk of
plain t-rigonometry. The -problem was given for the pur-
pose of showing how the formula can be used, and a riore
extensive use of it will be given in the next article.

7r

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the publication, by E. P.
I L Dutton & Company, of the repoit of the l.iew York
State Commission on Ventilation. This study of the prob-
lems of ventilation, made possible through the generosity of
Mrs. Elizabeth Milbank- Anderson, of New York City,-ex-
tended from the fall of 1913 to the spring of L917, andis the
most elaborate and thorough investigation of the subject
ever undertaken.

While schoolroom ventilation was the main objective of
the commission's work, the fundamentals of heiting and
yentilation are made the subject of the entire first part of
the report. The studies thereon are grouped aro.,nd the
following general subjects :

1. What is the effect of the overheating, such as obtains
in ordinarily occupied. rooms, on the bodily proc-
esses and on physical and mental efficiency?

2. What is the actual effect on the body of carbon di-
- - oxide, and the chemical substances of expired air ?

3. What is the effect of exposure to drafts and to low
temperatures and, in particular, what is the rela-
tion between previous overheating and subse_
gu-ent exposure to cold, on respiratory, bacterial
infections and on catching cold?

4. What is the actual effect of dry air at high and mod-
erate temperatures ? Does dry air harm the
membranes of the nose, promoie infections, and
conduce to nervousness?

Part two, after giving a history of the art of ventilation,
gives in detail the scope, methods, and results of intensive
studies of schoolroom ventilation of both the mechanical
and window types. Studies of humidification, recircula-
tion, and on the location of air inlets and outlets in school-
rooms, with the resulting air circulation, are fully reported.

A brief statement of the results of the field and practi-
cal work of the commission will be of interest to arc-hitects
generally.

The use of windows for wentilating purposes without a
suitable means of exhaust for the vitiated air was found
wholly impractical. Under these conditions the natural
flushing of the room which takes place in milder weather is
impeded in colder weather, and this results in an accumula-
tion of the products of human exhalation and a condition of
g9ne11l atmospheric stagnation. The air has high carbon
dioxide content and possesses an unattractive oior. The
heat accumulates at the ceiling and the floor becomes cold.

The ventilation of the schoolroom by the use of window
inlets and gravity exhaust gave much more satisfactory re-
sults; indeed, the results thus obtained closely approximated
those obtained in the fan-ventilated rooms stud-ied by the
commission in so far as atmospheric conditions are concerned.
The stagnation characteristics of rooms ventilated by win-
dows alone disappear, and although there is less aeraiion of
the room than in the case of the fan-ventilated room, this
does not tend to produce discomfort or injure the health of
the occupants. Difficulties are sometimeJexperienced from
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back-drafts, and instances may be found where these are so
persistent that shut-off dampers must be provided in the
exhaust openings, but where it becomes necessary to use
these dampers frequently the window ventilation will be
vitiated.

Ventilation by the use of plemrm fans and gravity ex-
haust was found to give better tesults than any form of
window ventilation in so far as the aeration of the room was
concerned, but to maintain comfortable conditions, with the
volume of air customarily supplied, it was found necessary
to maintain a slightly higher temperature than in the case of
the windorr-ventilated rooms.

The studies of ventilation by the use of plenum and ex-
haust fans in combination were not sufficiently extensive to
justify conclusions as to the desirability of installing exhaust
is well as plenum fans. The exhaust fans have the advan-
tage of maintaining a constant exhaust correlated to the air
supply. Such a fan system is more generally applicable to
buildings where the local conditions concerning noise, dust,
and odor operate against the success of the window-ventilat-
ing system, or where the plan or method of construction of
the building is such as to eliminate the use of the window-
ventilating system.

Concerning the results of the studies of the humidifica-
tion of schoolrooms, it appears clearly that the observations
of the physical and mental conditions of the pupils indicated
no maierial infuence of humidification, it being indicated
that the air of the humidified rooms was less agreeable as

indicated by the opinions of the teachers and observers than
the air of the unhumidified rooms, the former being charac-
terized by a more frequent occurrence of odor and stuffiness.
There is nothing to indicate that artificial humidification
produces any striking improvement in the health or efficiency
of school children.

Concerning the use of recirculated air for ventilating
purposes, this was found entirely satisfactory at the Inter-
national Y. M. C. A., Springfield, Mass., for ventilating gym-
nasiums, but when applied to two schoolrooms which had
been tightly sealed by means of weather-stripping against
leakage frorn external sources, it was the subject of constant
complaint from odors, Iack of "freshness," and tendency to
complaints of excessive heat and moisture.

Practical experience in ventilation work, however, has

shown that reciiculation may be well used for heating all
classes of buildings prior to the period of occupancY, and
that in the case of buildings of loose construction or consid-
erable air leakage, in buildings of limited occupancy, or in
buildings in which the actual space occuPied is relatively
small in proportion to the total cubic contents of the build-
ing, reciiculition may be safely used with assured freedom
frJm the complaints found in the case of the commission's
experimental rooms.- 

The studies relating to the circulation of air within the
schoolroom were made in a specially equipped room at Public
School 51, Bronx, New York City, in which the air could be

Increased Use
/THE rapidly increasing use of metal lath, due to its
I recognition as a fire and crack prevention medium,

has put great pressure upon the industry for a reduction of
the number of sizes, styles, varieties, and finishes.

Following the suggestion of Secretary of Commerce
Hoover, the metalJath manufacturers are preparing to cut

passed through the room in all directions applicable to
schoolroom ventilation. The best results were clearly indi-
cated when the air was supplied near the ceiling at the end
of the room, preferably near the outer wall, with the ex-
haust taken out through same wall, preferably near the
inner wall.

While this report refers specifically to schoolroom ven-
tilation, there is much of practical value therein which may
be applied to the ventilation of other types of buildings,
notably hospitals. There is every reason to believe that the
window-ventilation method may, with success, be applied
to the general ventilation of hospitals. With cross ventila-
tion provided in the wards, the exhaust fues would not be
required except, possibly, in large wards. The use of the
windows in wards and private rooms for the admission of
air, in combination with radiation and window deflectors, as

described in the report, supplemented with the mechanical
exhaust system customarily provided for toilets, serving-
kitchens, and utility spaces generally may be adapted to the
hospital with successful results in many cases.

Similarly the window method of ventilation will be
found applicable to many offices and work spaces, but if the
occupancy of such spaces is large, means of exhausting the
warmed or vitiated air must be provided along the lines
found successful in the schoolroom. Experience and skill
must be exercised in the selection of the heating system, in
the proportioning and placing of the radiation, and in the
arrangement of the exhaust flues.

Practical suggestions concerning the essential features
of the various ventilation systems studied are made in this
report, which, as a whole, is well worthy of study by every
architect and engineer.

The following quotation is from the conclusion of the
commission's report:

" In final summary we may conclude that either window
ventilation or plenum-fan ventilation-if the plant be prop-
erly designed and operated-yields generally satisfactory re-
sults from the standpoint of the air conditions in the average
schoolroom. We have found it possible to maintain by
either of these procedures air conditions in the schoolroom
that would be considered satisfactory by all the ordinary
physical tests and conditions. which are reasonably com-
ioriable and satisfactory to the occupants. The main dif-
ference lies in the fact that the air of the fan-ventilated
room is likely to be about 2" F. higher and more uniform in
temperature, and that the air movement in this method is

considerably greater.
"We find that, on the whole, other things being equal,

the window-ventilated room at 67" F. is somewhat more
comfortable than the fan-ventilated room at 69o F.

"It appears that 68' F. is a critical temperature as

regards both comfort and susceptibility to respiratorl d,.s-

eaie, and the great advantage of window ventilation lies in
the fact that the reduced air flow in the zone of occupancy
permits this low temperature to be maintained."

of Metal Lath

the excess varieties out of their long list of metal-lath prod-
ucts, and reduce them to a minimum.

Mr. W. B. Turner, of the General Fireproofing Com-
pany, Youngstown, Ohio, is--chairmanrcf the industry com--

initi.. on tliis matter, and Wharton Clay, commissioner of
the Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers, is secretary.
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ALBEMARLE COURT, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The two stairways and the sacrifice of three rooms on the court afiord
an-opportunity to create a beautiful, wellJighted, and spacious reception-
hall opening on a terrace in the large court,-which, in this particulai case,
opens on the lawn of a private residence to the east.
. Typ rooms -opening on the smaller court and having no direct connec-

tion with. any,other part of the hlilding are. provided for-the i_anitor instead
ot lncurring the great expense of construction necessary to place an apart-
ment for his use in the basement.

W. T. McCarthy, Architect.

The setback resfiiction, while limiting the size of the building consider-
ably, also adds materially to its appearance and the desirability o-f the front
apartments, as it is located on one of Brooklyn's finest residence streets.

Changes i1 feslSn ald a poor selection of front brick by the builder de-
tract considerably lrom its appearance.

When this buildin-g was completed in r9r4 a rental of from grz to gr4
per room was obtained.
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TWO TYPES OF LOW-RENT APARTMENTS. W. T. McCarthy, Architect.

its tile, mason, and steel work. This arrangement, however, as can be read-
ily seen, reduces the cubic contents of the building, eliminates the long, dark,
or private halls, makes a more compact arrangement of apartments, in-
creases the light and particularly the ventilation through each apartment
from street to court.

FIG. B
A good type of medium-priced steam-heated apartmeot.
Note direct entrance from stair-halls to foyers, also privacy of bedrooms

and bathrooms.
Good closet space and compactoess of arrangement.
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FIG. A
One of the best types of cheap steam-heated apartments, four stories

high, six families per floor, with stores and apartments on the ground floor.
Note that there are no inside apartments; that is, there are no apart-

ments entirely on the court.
This is made possible by the use of two stair-halls, an arrangement

which is usually impracticable in similar units than those shown in Figs.
A and B.

It was with the utmost difrculty that the first local builders were per-
suaded to adopt this arrangement, the only thought in their minds being
what seemed to them the tremendous cost of the additional stairway with

Fire Preaention.-lwo hundred and thirty thousand lives
were lost in the United States in fires during the last ten
years. Sixteen thousand five hundred $4,000 homes, or
their equivalent, burn to the ground every twelve months.
Carefulness and built-in fire protection is essential. Ninety-
six per cent of dwelling fires start inside the house. By pro-
tecting the yulnerable points with metal lath, fire can be
stopped where it is most likely to start. It adds only 1

per cent to the total cost. The "five vulnerable points"
are: 1. Bearing partitions and walls. 2. Ceilings under in-
habited foors, especially over heating-plants and coal-bins.
3. Chimney-breasts around flues and back of ranges. 4.
Stair walls and under stairs. 5. Exterior walls.

The Monarch Metal Products Co. are sending out an
illustrated pamphlet dealing with Monarch Metal Weather
Strips. It is a time of year when such matters need careful
consideration.

Asso.ir,ion of 'El.ctragists "
A T the recent annual convention of the Association' of

A Electrical Contractors and. Dealers it was voted to
change the title of the organization as above.

This was due to th6 desire to incorporate in the title the
trademarked word " electragistr" meaning a member using
high standards of practice. The new title also gives recog-
nition to the large number of members located outside of
the United States.
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Announcements

xxxv

M. Nirdlinger and R. M. Marlier announce the forma-
tion of a partnership under the name of Nirdlinger & Marlier,
architects, succeeding to the practice of M. Nirdlinger &
Associates, Empire Building, Pittsburgh.

Horace Greeley Knapp, architect, announces a new
business address at 5 West 16th Street, New York City.

The Milwaukee Corrugating Company are manufactur-
ing a line of sheet-metal building specialties that are well
worth careful consideration. They have special features
that have met with wide approval.

The Central Estimating Bureau of America, the initial
division of a commercial institution known as Universal
Acme Engineering, Bridgeport, Conn., is prepared to ren-
der for any unit of the building industry and its clientBle the
following services: Construction reports, appraisals, field
accounting of materials and labor, investigation, consulta-
tion, general and subcontract quantity surveys and estimates.
It also kindly requests manufacturers' descriptive literature
and priceJists on all classes of construction materials.

New Line of Small Vertical Belt-Driaen Air-Compressors.

-The Ingersoll-Rand Company, 11 Broadway, New York,
announces a new line of small vertical belt-driven air-com-
pressors known as Type Fifteen. In addition to the plain
belt-drive design each size is built as a selflcontained elec-
tric-motor outfit, driven through pinion and internal gears,
or by employing the short belt-drive arrangement. The
compressing end and electric motor of both gear and short
belt-drive units are furnished mounted on a common sub-

base, so that they are in no way dependent upon the founda-
tion for correct alignment.

Several noteworthy features of construction have been
incorporated, of which the "Constant-Level" Lubrication
System is the most important. Others include the Constant
Speed Unloader for plain belt-drive machines; the Centrifu-
gal Unloader for start and stop control machines, and the
increased size of the water reservoir cooling pot.

The lubrication of small vertical compressors employ-
ing the enclosed crank case and splash system has often been
a source of concern wherever oil in the air is a serious men-
ace. The tendency of the old system has been to feed too
much, resulting in discharged air containing excess oil, or
too little, causing scored cylinders, excess loads, and burned-
out bearings.

The "Constant-Level" System used in Type Fifteen
Compressors automatically maintains a constant level of oil,
which insures the right amount being distributed to all parts.

As with the ordinary splash system, the base of the
compressor forms an oil reservoir for the "Constant-Level"
System. However, with this system, pet cocks determine
the maximum and minimum amount of oil in the reservoir.
Above this reservoir and directly underneath the connecting-
rod is a constant-level pan. Oil is pumped from the reser-
voir into this constant-level pan through a unique oil-pump.
Regardless of the amount of oil in the reservoir, so long as

it is somewhere between the high and low level pet cocks,
this system will function perfectly, insuring a constant level
of oil in the pan. A projecting stem on the connecting-rod
dips into this pan and distributes just a sufficient quantity
of oil for proper lubrication.

FOLEY
GREENHOUSE

of Mr, Clyde M. Carr
Lexr Forrsr, Iu.

A striking feature of
this greenhouse, set in
the grounds of a very
dclightful estate, is the
very wide glass used.
This reduces the num-
ber of rof bars, maLiog
the extra strong.Fo/ay
CoaJlrucl.;oa inpera-
tive,

Co-operating With The Architect
To add the final touch of distinction to an elaborately planned estate,
or to satisfy an owner's love of flowers, u,e work with architects,
showing them, from our many years' experience, the most practical
and satisfactory ways to accomplish their purpose.

FOLEY B1I,T+ GREENHOUSES
are designed, each for its location and use. Whether for vegetables,
fruits or flowers, the Foley House has many superior features. We
would like to tell you of them.-And in FOLEY heating there is an
efficiency that spells economy of operation.

The GREENHOUSE
BEAUTIFUL

The illustration above
is from our big bok
showing matry types
and styles of green-
houses as built by us.

Every architect should
have a copy io his files
to use in workiog with
clients.

Have you yours ?

THE FOLEY GREENHOUSE MANUFACTURING COI"IPANY
Forest Park, lllinois. (Chicago Suburb)

Please mention Ancnrrrcrunr in writing to manufacturers
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Rust-Proofir,g
A Buildirg

Philadelphia is another community on its
way to becoming a "Brass pipe city,,. It is
ceasing to experiment with substitutes.

It has reached the point where rus/-
proofinp the building investment is recog-
nized as being as important as fire-proofing.

In the Atlantic, an office building now
under construction for the Atlantic Refining
Company, all thought of any substitute for
Copper or Brass was abandoned. Copper
pipe is being used throughout the hot water
system and Brass pipe for the cold water.
The Copper tubing runs in size up to 4
inches and the Brass pipe up to 6 inches.

A total of 33,500 feet of Copper and Brass
pipe is being installed in the Atlantic Build-
ing, not counting the thousands of couplings
and fittings.

Copper is being used for all sheet metal
work,-a total of about 15,000lbs. of Copper
sheet.

"Copper, Brass o.ndBronze are cheaperbecause
you pdy for them only ONCE."

RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
z5 BroadwaY . New York

ATLANTIC BUILDING
PHILADEI.PTTIA, PA.

Joseph F. Kuntz, R. A., Architect
(The W. G. Wilkins Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Srzes and quantities of Copper and Brass
pipe used in Atlantic Buildin!:

COPPER PIPE BRASS PIPE
Diameter Length Diameter Length

COPPER Id BRASS
4tl
3il
2n

6rl
4tl
3il
2|

1,200 ft.
850 ft.

2,000 ft.
1,800 ft.
1,200 ft.
1,000 ft.
8,000 ft.

350 ft.
r,300 ft.
r,100 ft.
2,OO0 ft.
1,800 ft.
1,800 ft.
1,100 ft.
8,000 ft.

I
I
%tlil
a/ll
'/4
vfi

I
1

1/tt
I
a/ll
74r/tt

Please mention Ancnr,rcrunn in writing to manufacturers
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Thc J. E. Boo*, Jt., Buildiag
l2OO Vchingtoa Boiloard
Deboi,
Iotis Kampct,v{rchitc&
The Otto Mirch Co.,
GwalCntaEor

BIRMINGHAM . CLEVELAND . DALLAS . DETROIT . INDIANAPOLIS . MILITAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS . OMAHA . PITTSBURGrI . ST. LOUIS

Utilizing the Advanages of
K€/H " 7) Ariable 7) oltage-Control"

F-we yeary ag9 [&. J. B. Book, Jr., installed four KeH high-speed passenger
elerzatots in the Real Estate Exchange U,rilrlingr Detroit W-hen it came to ihe
selection of elevators for the new trvLnty-one story J. B. BookrJr., Building his
decisionwas based upontwo decisive factors: First, the excellent serwice rendered
by K@H Elevators_in the Real Estate Exchange Building; secondly, the obvious

of K&Fl_(tVariable Voltage Control, This latest K&H developmeng
"Variable Volage C,ontrol"-the most significant advance in many yearJ in the
field of vertical transpotation-provides i more silent operation, a-more definite

Td_"gtgcontrol bythe operator, and lowermaintenanle and powercosts. The
Book Building elevators operate at a speed of 7OO feet per minrite.

Kaestner e Hecht Co. . Founded 1363 . Chicago
a{skTour eArchite&

Kaestner er Hecht Elevators

Please mention AncnrTpcrune in writing to manufacturers
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Fnsr Netrorer Bur, Drrrorr
A'chlec. Albert Kahn Lrnoleum

lad by Uruversl Carper Conpany

Every Office Should Have

Quiet Floors Like These-
The fifth floor is the hard,work floor of the First
National Bank of Detroit. One hundred and s eveflty.
seven people are kept busy on this half acreoffloor
space. Yet their hurrying footsteps fall noiselessly
on the floor of resilient, sound,deadening Gold.Seal
Battleship Linoleum.

This sturdy flooring material was chosen for this
and other offices of this modern building because it
looks attractive, wears long, and helps to maintain
an atmosphere of quiet and efficiency. Such a floor
is easily and inexpensively kept clean and new look,
ing. Expensive refinishing is never necessary. Instal,
lation cost is moderate.

Ifyou are interested in attractive, efficient, moderate,
priced floors, write our nearest ofice. We shall be
glad to give you more information and tell you
where to go for estimates.

CoNcomuu CorrapaNv
INCORPORATED

Philadelphia New York Boston Chicago San Francisco
Kansas City Minneapolis Atlanta Pittsburgh

Dalles Montreal

All genuine Gold-Seal
Battleship Linoleum
bears this positive
pledge of satisfaction

-the Gold,Scal
Guarantee.

GOLD SEAL
Battleship Linoleum

(rxe revous Jo*" * *,.ar 
""ono)

Made According to U.S.Narry Standard.

Please mention Ar.cnrrecrune in writing to manufacturers

ARCHITECTURE



Rtidzncc of Taha L. Rathmarn, St. Louis:
Klio:tzinLl Rathmann,lrchiucts; N. O. Nclnn
Mis. Co., Jobber; Ry[cl Ll Ratz, Plumber

,{nd THE ARCHITtrCT,S CHOICE
The constant recurrence of "Kohlerl' in
the specifications of fine homes, hotels, and
clubs is matched by the regularity with
which Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware
is named when the architect is his own
exacting client.
A case in point is the choice of KohlerWare
for the residence of Walter L. Rathmann,
A.I.A., St. Louis. Mr. Rathmann's Kohler
equipment includes two "Viceroy" tubs,
three lavatories, two sinks, and a set of
three laundry trays.
NIany like instances mark a growing use of
Kohler Ware exclusiuely in installations of
the highest class, a tendency accelerated
by a distinctive refinement of Kohler qual-
itv-that is, the unillrrn whiteness of the
famous Kohler enamel, which insures a
harmonious effect when several fixtures
are placed in juxtaposition.

KOH LER or KOH LER

Tht Ncw Rohkt
Catalog

Catalog "F," a valuable refer-
ence bok on fine plumbing
ware, is now being distrib-
uted. If you have not re-
ceived your copy please writc
us oo your busioss statioaery

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wisconsin
S hipping Paizt, Sheb6ygan, \Misconsin

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CTTIES

MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUNIBING WARE AND KOHLER AUTOMATIC POWER AND LIGIIT lIO VOLT D. C.

ARCHITECTURE xxxlx

Pleeqq mention Ancnrtecrunr in writing to manufacturers
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TOWN HAII
LITTLETON,

coLo.
6t6

J. B. BENEDTCT

Architect

lJnglazed gray Tera Cotta
with subdued polychrome
enrichment.

THRRA T*TTA

DISTINCTION dNd QUALITY
FIHESE attributes are as important in the small build'
I ing refecdng the civic taste of the small town as in

the monumental edifice expressing the municipal pride of
the great city.

Economy, durabiliq, and great fexibility for ornamen-

tal expression make Terra Cotta the ideal material for
embodying this distinction in the more modest community.

Xfith this favorite medium for towering skyscraper con-

struction, the highest architectural standards may also be

rcalaed in the smaller building of minor scale.

!7e can assist you in solving the requirements of your

local problem. Send for our literature. Address your

r.qr.rt to National Terra Cotta Society, 19 XTest 44th
Street, New York City.

Termanent Beautiful Profitable

Please mention Ancnrrectunr in writing to manufacturers
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t

l2 Lionello Perera & Co., Bank, r l6th St. and First Ave., New York
De Rose & Cavalieri, Arcbitects

I Shows the application of Durastone Brand Imitation Limestone on the second, third and fourth- foors, taking in the entire surface from course above the ground floor to the balustrade.

I Shows the application of Natural Limestone to the entire surface of the ground foor.

DURASTONE BRAND
LIMESTONE, CAEN STONE, TRAVERTINE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR FINISHES

FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS, IVR/IE

Krider Buildirrg VI aterial Cn., Inc.
4zz East 3rd St., New York - Grand St. A Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn

Please mention AncrrlrEcrt'ne in writing to manufacturers
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The Automatic Humidificr

Heating,Ventilatiotr, and Humidification

Residence of Mr. B. E, Chase

James St., Syracuse , N. Y.

The necessity from a health standpoint of
sufiicient moisture in the air is emphasized
by many prominent physicians, also the
necessity of proper ventilation.

No heating system provides better facili-
ties for moisture and ventilation than
the Kelsey Warm Air
Generator.

Because of the velocity
with which the fresh,
warm air is delivered, it
is kept in constant circu-
Iation, and the exhausted
air is drawn off through
properly designed and
scientifically placed vents.

Dwight James Baum., lrchitect
New York

Provision is also made for recirculation to
any extent desired.

The moisture is provided by the auto-
matic humidifier, which imparts to the warm
air the necessary amount for health and
comfort. It is a recognized fact that hu-

midified air at 68o feels

warmer than dry air at
72", and is far better for
the health.

The economy of Kelsey
Health Heat is an estab-
Iished fact, of which we

shall be glad to submit
convincing proof.

Our Engineering Department utorks out each indisidual heating problem

and furnishes plans and specifications insuring satisfactory installation.

NEW YORK OFFICE
565-M Fifth Avenue

(Coms,l6tl Stret)
Tru KE LsEy

I WARM AIR GET'ERATOR I
I ,trude Mark Registered) |

304 Jancs SL, Syracure, N. Y.

BOSTON (e) OFFICE
405-M P. O. Square Bldg.

Trade Mark Registered

Please mention Ancnt'recrun.e in writing to manufacturers
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The Roof Can Make
or Mar the Home

Many an otherwise distinctive home has been robbed
of its charm through the ill-advised use of a common-

- -place roofing material.

For true distinction and Iasting charm, specify "ANCIENT"
Tapered Mission Tile. A skillful blending of the various
shades results in a colorful roof similai to those of the Latin
countries. Being hard-burned, it will resist all climatic changes.

.OANCIENT"
Tapered Mission Tile

LUOOWICI-CELADoN CoTT,TPANY
104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, TLLINOIS

Please mention AncnrrEcrunE in writing to manufacturers
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This adoettisemett, which appearcd in
the November issues of the Archite&wal
loumals, is rcpeated, to corre& an enot
in naming the orchircas of the building.

Wing of Public Libtart, W ahham, Mass., Loring I Leland, Architeas

n COMPARISON of present day brickwork with
f}. that of a generation ago shows a remarkable
advance in the handling of this plastic material. The
greater skill on the part ofdesigners in the use ofbonds,
iattern work, mortir colors and the color ranges in the
material itselfis, in all parts ofthe country, producing
beautiful structures. Many architects have learned that
artistic effectsin brickwork are not dependent on special

sizes or molded forms, but that they can be economi'

cally obtained by the use of standard size Face Brick.
More than a hundred examples of the artistic possi'

bilities of standard size Face Brick are shown in The
Portfolio of Architectural Detail in Brickwork. The
de luxe half.tone piates comprising the series are

assembled in three ieries, each in an enclosed folder,
with printed tab, ready for 61ing. A set of these
folderi will be sent to any architect requesting them
on his office stationery.

AI\4ERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1753 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING CHICAGO' ILLINOIS

Please mention AncHrtEcrunp in writing to manufacturers

ARCHITECTURE

Jl r.p.a.r ll-
llusp rlcr snrcx I-Bf

There is distinctive character in this design, as there is in the durable brick and the
Enelirt Bond in which it is carried ori. A centuryfrom now.this building will
haie the added mellowness of tradition and age, with its usefulness unimpaired.

v'{dvance in u{rtistic Brickwork



HALICOMP
COMPOSITION FLOORING

*WiU NOT Buckleor CrocA ffi],

-an all-mrneral tloorlng havlng a magneslte
base.

Dustproof - resists fire and B'ater.

Installed in plastic state over q-ood or con-
crete, formiog a continuous non-absorbeot sur-
face. Made in a pleasing variety of colors and
designs,

Perfect satisfaction assured, as installations are
made entirely by our osn organization.

Architects are invited to secure samples and
speci6cations.

HACHMEISTER-LIND
CHEMICAL COMPANY

Flooring Division

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Inc. r9o3

Also-manufacturers of STUK-KOTE-
a magnesite stucco

Fifih.W@d.BuitdiDg, pirtsburgh
.4 ft h;te.t, Georse H, Schwar

Halicomp Flooring used exclusivelr ir all de-
partmenE of theAmerican Painless Dertists'Recep!ioD-roorn illustmted

ARCHITECTURE xlv

Please mention AncHrrlcruxe in writing to-manufacturers
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BUILT.U OFING

-orr the $6,500,000 Cleveland
Public Hall

^LEVELAND'S 
new Public Hall was built to house the largest

L ,rrtional political conventions of today. It is 385 feet long and

215 feet wide, with a seating capacity of 13,000.

Plans have been so drawn that the original building can be enlarged

should future generations find even its ample proportions too limited'

The materials chosen for this building in which permanence was the

chief consideration, were necessarily of the most enduring quality. It
is significant that Carey Roofing was selected by the architects.

Many of America's greatest public and commercial buildings are cov-

ered with Carey Roofings. Architects everywhere specify them.

The lasting quality of Carey Roofing is assured by the superior Carey-

made felt and Carey-refined asphalt - the result of skill gained in

fifty years' manufacturing experience.

Carey contract roofers are located throughout the United States' There

is one near-by to serve you. Write for book of architects' specifications'

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

513-533 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

1873 - Fifty Years of Pto$tess - 1923

Catev tooled Cleveland Pub-
lic tfall. J. H. MacDowell,
Cleveland, Atchitect.

Please mention AncnnecrunE in writing to manufacturers
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Within the past fifty days, this
corporation has financed these
{ive distinctive, modern hotels, to
cost $3.380,000, through the same
unique plan that has put through
23 similar projects in the past 21
months.

For years we have cooperated
with the architect in financing, for
his client, some community struc-
ture similar in nature to those
shown above.

To the architect with such a prob-
Iem on his boards, we will send,
gladly, a copy of " Turning Pros-
pects Into Contracts," written
especiallv for architects.

o

Please mention Arcnrrecrune in writing to manufacturers
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Architects, engineers and contractors
find BRIXMENT mortar best for winter

In addition to greater strength, endur-
ance, plasticity and ease of working,
finer architectural possibilities and econ-

omy in mixing and laying up the wall,
Brixment possesses a certain oily con-
tent that repels moisture and reduces the
likelihood of freezing to a minimum.

" We have had less freezing of joints
with mortar made of Brixment than
with any other mortar we have ever
used", writes a large masonry contract-
ing company whose experiences with other
interesting i,nformation on Brixment
have been published in an attractive
booklet which will be mailed you on
request.

Economically and structurallY,
Brixment has proved itself the logical
mortar material for all seasons and es-

pecially effective in reducing the trying
ordeals of cold-weather masonry con-

struction. For these
reasons more and
more architects,
engineers and con-
tractors are recom-
mending the ude of
Brixment mortar
exclusively to ir.sure
uniformly better send today rot thisdoscrip-

masonryunderattt'if *'f f f !',""'*!)'',[ii{"Ti;
tab Iot fiIine

conditions.
Mortar made with one part Brixment, three

parts sand and sufficient water for proper con-

sistencymay bemixedimmediatelybeforeusing.
Needs no slaking. Does not become air-set.
Requires less mortar color and does not fade

it. Attains a final strength exceeding that of
the brick itself. Sold through dealers. Louis-
ville Cement Co., Incorporated, Louisville, Ky.

I
I

a
Please mention Axcutrecrune in writing to manufacturers



The Architect's Reputation

Electric Time and
Program Clock System

demands that he be familiar with the most modern equip-
ment going into his buildings. He musr keep up to th.
minute by constant investigation of all building equipment.

He must and will eventually learn that the

IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL, MOST FLEXIBLE AND
SIMPLEST SYSTEM MANUFACTURED TO.DAY.

The above is a strong statemenr. We challenge our
competitors to disprove it. Let us have the opportunity
to "show yoll."

Our Engineerin$, Department is at ,vour service.
Send us your preliminary plans, let us prepare and submit
detailed specifications, conduit, and wiring layout, with
complete data lbr vour general electrical specifications.

Our latest catalog, just of tlle press, we usould
place before you.

Ilanufhctured b1-

LAI\DIS ENGINEERIi\G AND MFG. CO.
WAYNESBORO, PA., U. S. A.

Sixty (6o) beat Self-Winding Regulator
with Six (6) Program Five-Minute In-
terval Program Machine, Program-Cir-
cuit Selector, Distributing Board, and
Six (6) Circuit Push Buttons.

Some Llsers.'
Board o{ Education, Philadelphia, Pa.

rz5 Installations

Board of Education, Baltimore, \{d.
r5 Installations

Board of Education, Butte, Mont.
7 Installations

Board of Education, El Paso, Texas

5 Installations

and Thousands of Others

ANDI

ARCHITECTURE xlix

Please mention An.cnrrecrun.E in writing to manufacturers
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PJACKSON HIGGS

Engnish
Panenning-

Selected Material
Correct in Design

Best Construction

Finelntique Color

and Finish

Illuttatiou of oaiout lormt o
Engliil Panclling sctt

u?ofr fcqaett

PANELLED ROOMS
(lrrrque ero uooerw)

FURNITURE . DECORATIONS

11 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK

BricJl.y

SUPERIOR PANELTING

Complete Panelled Rooms

Executed

Showing tbe compact, effcient way
in whicb WHITE HOUSE Sec-

tional Units may be combined into
a complete seraice installation. Econ-
omy oJ space and extraaagance oJ

perfection ore WHITE HOUSE
features.

rhewH[TE H@US@Line
SECTIONAL UNIT STEEL DRESSERS

Wnr,rnen for the service
portion of the residence of
elaborate plan, the kitchen
of the moderate sized
home, or the diet kitchen
of a well-equipped hos-
pital, the preference of
steel over wood is rapidly
becoming universal.

WHITE HOUSE Sec-
tional Unit dressers are en-
tirely oJ steel. The finish is
white enamel, baked on.
The bins, drawers, and
compartments are pest-
proof and odorless. The
variety of our Iine enables
us to fill in practically any
space by combining units.

Send us vour dimensions and
requirements and we will submit
sketcb and estimate.

In the Diet Kitchens oJ
modern bospitals, WH ITE
HOUSE equipment is rap-
idly ottaining tbe popular-
ity and importance which
its adaptability deserues.

JANES & KIRTLAND
Estdblkhed t8p

135 Vest 44th St., New York

re
Please mention Ancsrrncruno in writing to manufacturers
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ST. JOHN OF GOD CHURCH
ChlcaEo, Ill,

H. J. Schlacks' Archlt@t

FILENE SERVICE BUILDING
Cambrldge. Mas8.

Monks & Johnso!, Archltects

SAVINGS TRUST COMPANY
St. Louts, Mo.

Barrett, Haynes & Bsrrett, Archltsts

COIINTY COURT HOUSE
Norrlstown, Pa.

H P. Frtend. Archltect

ARCHITECTURE 1i

SUPER-sMoKELE,sS
BOILERS

Fon All Ftxs ButroINcs

Tsnoucnour the United States, many important]Schools,
Theaters, Public Buildings, Churches, Hotels,. 4P?.t-
ments 

"ttd 
lrtg. Residencis are now heated with Utica-

Imperial SUPER-SMOKELESS Boilers.

Architects, heating men and owners prefer these boilers
because of the following valuable features:

BURIV SOr-r COAL SMOKELESSLY_
This is accomplished by the scientific addition-of oxy-
gen to the heaiy combustible- gases at the very heart of
t"h. fi.., the smoke and soot biing consumed as fuel.

COMPLY WITH SMOKE ORDINANCE^L
SUPER-SMOKELESS Boilers are in use in cities with
the most rigid smoke restrictions. They are recom-
mended whe-rever light-colored buildings predominate.

YERY ECONOMICAL IN OPERATION-
Exceotional savinss in fuel costs are recorded wherever
SUPER-SMOKELESS Boilers have replaced other
types of boilers. Poorer grades of fuel are efficiently
utilized.

BLTRN ANT AVAIT.ABLE FUEI._
No need to shut down SUPER-SMOKELESS Boilers
for lack of selected fuel. Cheap soft coal, Iignite,
coke, anthracite, fuel oil, or gas can be burned success-
fully.

Our tgz3 Catalog is now ready. It illustrates hundreds of
buildings and lists thousands of SUPER-SMOKELESS in-
stallations. Every architect's office should have this im-
portant data. Send for Your coPY.

Uttcn Hn,ATER ComPANY

Foremost Architects Recommend

UTICA.IMPERIAL

UTICA, New York
zr8-zzo Wrst KrNztr St., CHICAC,O, ILL.
7o7 UxIoN Burr,orxc, CLEVELAND, OHIO

56zo GneNo CrNrnel TnnuINaL, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The BunsenBurner
[dea,of admittin6f
rnore air to the
flarne, ada
Modern H

pted to
eatin{

Systems

Please mention Ancnrrrcrune in writing to manufacturers
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rii ARCHITECTURE

Write

for
Catalogue

and

Discounts
They are the only Drrwer Slides on thc market that

are absolutely ooiseless, A drawer fi ttcd with thc Turncr
Attachment caonot fall from ttre casc whcn pulled out
suddenly.

GRANT PULLEY f. HARDWARE CO.
ARCHITECTS BUILDING, IOI PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY

GRANT PULLEYS FOR TWIN WINDOWS
The Overhead Pulley obviatea the uge of lead weichts.

as it gives more pocket rmm. Thesc oulleys can be usjd in
siogle, mullion, tiiplet and quadruple iind6ws.

Btz ALBERT G. ROBINSON
Mr. Robinson has visited and photographed many of the famous old houses of New England
and as well those off the beaten track that have features of historic and architectural inter-
est. These two books are the result of a carefully selected series of photographs of especial
value to the profession. Each volume has an introduction pointing out sp;ci;l features and
comment_orl the perennial charm of the Colonial types. These old houses are fast disappear-
ing, and Mr. Robinson's carefully made photographs afford an invaluable reference.

Ptice 95.00 Each

Old New England Houses Old New England Doorweys

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS Fifth Avenue, New York

The "L(OX(O" Cornpourrd Lerzel
IN REALITY A TRANSIT IN ITS SIMPLEST CONSTRUCTION

rWeight of instrument, three pounds. Weight of tripod, four pounds. Weight of case, three pounds.

Pnlce ..LrOXOtt Cornporrnd Lerrel

ALL MAKES OF INSTRUMENTS REPAIRED
Drtwing Materials. Mathematical and Survcying Instrmcnt!. Mearuing Tapes. Blrck Une md Bluc Prints. futirtr' Supplicr.

PatentedDecemberrT,rerz 887 \A/aetrlngton Street. 394 Bo),laton Street.

3":H1""'""x1"i:'"'i-ir. :*ETTHItS $7 d. O O
It anrrlac:tured by El. I-. I\zIAI(EPEACE, Ine.

Send for folder gioing complete desoiption of all our instrumenls

EtosToN, lt Ass.

Please mention AncnrrrcrunE in writing to manufacturers
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Foro Purt, Kaerxr, N. J. .llbcrt Kahn, ,lrchiuct
Insert shows Wilson chain-drive motor unit

Other'Wilson Produc*:

r. Sectionfold and Rolling Partitions
z. Horizontal Folding and Air Chamber Doors

3. Diffuselite and Awning Blinds
4. Disappearing Door and Rolling Front Wardrobes

H. t, C. Dependable Grilles
Buildings such as shown above are not built for a day. They
combine beauty of design with permanence and practicability.

It is but natural that H. & C. Grilles should be used in this and

many other notable buildings, not only because of their distinc-

tive appearance, but because they are dependable and durable.

The Hart & Cooley Company, Inc.
501 Fifth Ave., New York NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 73 East Lake St., Chicago

Federal Reserve Bank
Richmond, Va.

\MHY ALL \MILSON
ROLLING DOOR MOTORS

HAVE CHAIN DRIVES
Fox saving time and labor, Wilson Steel Rolling Doors,
over ?oo siuare feet in area, are usually motor operated,
,rd ill $-iison motors have chain drives.

Gear drivine is aDt to be harsh and violent and makes
it difficult to"compensate for any strain in operating the
shutter.
Our chain-drive, on the other hand, is flexible, taking
into account suih strain, and also does away with the
possibility of gear misalignment.

Any one of our representatives would be glad to go into
thii matter in detail with you.
Or our catalog explains it most clearly.
Send for a copy now.-

THE J. G. WILSON CORPORATION
tg East 36th Street, New York

Ofrcq in PinciPol Cities

uii

EI

E

E

EI

NEW !UI( CttY

LSO
Established 1876

DooRs

Please mention Ancnnncrunn in writing to manufacturers
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liv ARCHITECTURE

,,TIL]EIN]E ''
PLAIN AND INLAID

COMPOSITION FLOORING

TILEINE UNIVERSAL FLOORING INC.
437 West 33rd Street

NEW YORK

Telephonc Longacre 1635

OVER. MANTEL PANNTNNGS
AND EASEN- PNCTURES

SCULPTURE

FOR INDOORS AND OUT-OF-DOORS

CORRESPONDENCE ITITH ARCH]TECTS INVITED

CenoryN Gnevns Jonu E. D.Tnesr, INc.
CONSULTING ,2 EAST J3RD STREET

DECORATOR pEVyORKCTTy

DE VIGAN
CAEN STONE CEIvIENT

E. DE VIGAN: HAVRE, FRANCE
DISTRIBUTORS

PALMER LIME & CEMENT CO.
I03 PARK AVENUE. N. Y.

SPECIFY

(MADE IN FRANCE)

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD

ffi

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. PaL

is made of extra quality cotton yarn, is care-
fully inspected, and is guaranteed to be free
from all imperfections of braid or finish.

Samples and full information furnished on rcquest.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

WTTCHTN
.[APEATRY

1/EL\/BTA
DAMASKS

cHtNTZES

WITCOMBE, McGEACHIN & CO
22 WEST 37th STREET, NEW YORK

Telephone, Fie Rov 236

a:lllilililll olilIilil[! a:mu[nn! oIllIilflilt o:iltnuur eIililtililr aIillililil! a,lillllillllt

DR,AWING INKS
ETERNAL WRITING INK
ENGROSSING INK
TAURINE MUCILAGE
PIIOTO MOUNTER
DRAWING BOARD PASTE
LIQUID PASTE
OFFICE PASTE
VEGETABLE GLUE, Erc.

ARE the FINEST and BEST G00DS of THEIR KIND

lllGGlNS'

a

a

a

a

a

o

Err!.ncilpet€ yourqglf from the Uqo of corroslve and ill-Bmolllng ltrk8
and.adheeilv+ end adopt tbo Eigglns In-ks aDd Adheslvos. -They
mlt De a novelaf,ron to you

 T DEALIBA OENDRALLT

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Errache.r Chtcalo. Iradoa. 271 Ntnth St., BROOKLYN, N. y.

" Giant Metal," " Red Metal " and Steel

SASI{ CI{AINS
COPPEFT AN ED STEEI-

CAEsLE CI{AINS

THE SMITH AND EGGE MFG. CO.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

ORIGIN/TORS OF S,/ST/ CHAIN

Georgia Marble is used
in a great number of
America's finest buildings

TITE GEOR.GEA MARBLE CO.
TATE, GE()R.GIA

MONADNOCK BLDG. I32E BROADWAY
CHICAGO NEW YORK

Please mention Ancnrrnctune in writing to manufacturers
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ARCHITECTURE Iv

A ncson Post Chain Link Fences are
ll galaanized throughour. The old-
fashioned hot-dip-spelter process is
used-the thickest galvanizing and
best protection that can be given to
metai. Drive Anchorage insures last-
ing alignment.

Ilrite nearest .4. P. ofice or agent

for camlog

Anchor Post lronWorks
52 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Sala oad Ercctlng Ofiw:
AOSTON MINEOLA, L. I.. N. Y.

79 Milk St. 167 Jericho TurnPike
CLEVELAND PITTSBI,'RGH-- Gualiin Bldg. Rom 4o4,54r Wod St'
DETROIT IIARTTORI'' CONN.

Peoobscot Bldg. 9oz Main St.
CINCINNATI ROCHESTER' N. !"

r4r E. Fourth St. 16o4 Main St., E.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

8 So. Dcarborn St. Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Sqlq A*nl: in Otkr Citiq . 244vc

I I

AUTRICAN BruDGE COUPANY
Enaprnp ButluNG- 71 BnoaowAY NBw Yonr

Manufacturers ,f Steel Structures ,f oll classes

particul*b BnIDGES AND BUILDINGS
S/LES O.FT.IC,ESI

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Philaddphia, Pa.
Bofion, Mas. .

Baltimorc, Md.
PITTSBURGH, P1
Buf alo, N. Y.
Cincianati, Ohio
itlanla, Ga.
Clncland,Ohio .

Dctroit, Mich.
CHICIGO,ILL.

. 7L Broadutay
Wiilcncr Building
. t2Q Franklia St.

Contiuntal Buildhg
. Frick Building
Maine Nat. Banh

. Union Trust Building
. Canillcr Buildhg
Guardian Buiklitg

Bccchcr /oc. A M. C. R. R.
2G So. La Sallc St.

St. Laais, Mo. Libnty Ccnt. Trust Building
Dcnou, Colo. First Nat. Baak Buikl.itg
Salt Lakc City, Utah Valkcr Banh Btilding
Duluth, Minn. Wobia Building
Minncapolis, Minn. . 7th loc.A 2nd St., S-8.

Pacif.c Coart RePrcscnlatioc :
U. S. Stccl Products Co., Pacif.c Coast Dcft.

San Francisco, Cal. Rialto Buildiag
Portland, Orc. Sallitg Buildittg
Scattlc, Wash. 4th /oc. So., Cor. Cont. St.

Export Rcprsmtatioc: (Jnitcd Statu Stcd Productt Co,30 Church St., l[. )2.

I

Please mention AncnIrecrun.E in writing to manufacturers
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lvi ARCHITECTURE

Vis-kote
Y sAxlrAnv.souxD DEADENtxo

Building an armor
against disease and sound

You select with considerable care the insulat-
ing material which goes between the walls and
beneath the floors of your buildings. It pays
to do so, for after the structure is completed,
these places are inaccessible.

This insulation, as you know, should be not
only sound-proof, but also should act as a
sonilary coating against vermin and spillage.

Precisely these requirements are met by
Vis-kote "A," a loosely woven blanket of felt,
coated on both sides with a highly adhesive
waterproof surfacing of Viskalt Compound.

Silence and, sanitation
combined

The heavy Richardson felt which forms the
base of Vis-kote absorbs and reflects sound to
a remarkable degree. The sanitary Viskalt
coating not only repels mice, fleas, moths, and
other vermin, but also prevents spillage from
setting up unhealthful conditions. Moreover,
Vis-kote, because of its tough coating, re-
mains permanent.

You can readily see the distinct advantages
of Vis-kote-silence and sanitation-especial-
ly for public buildings such as schools, hospitals

and libraries as well as homes. And once in-
stalled you need never think of it again.

A new use for Vi,s-kote
This unique product has now been specially
prepared as Vis-kote "B," to meet a new use

-as a cushion to be laid under linoleum and
other floor covering. And builders are highly
enthusiastic at the way it works out in practice.

After being softened on both sides with
Vis-kote Primer, it adheres firmly both to the
floor and to the floorcovering, thus forming a
waterproof, sanitary cushion which adds long
life to the linoleum and insulates against heat,
cold, and dampness. Moreover, it meets fully
the recommendations of the foremost manu-
facturers of linoleums and floorcoverings, who
strongly urge the use of a felt cushion to
cement the linoleum to the floor.
Vis-hote is made by a fi.rm bached by over fitty
years ol manufacturing experience. You wlll
find it distlf,ctly hellrful to hnow the oth6 con-
struction oroducts of this comDany. For com-
plete st ecifications iut write the Constractlon
Materktls Dluislon.

c)/,zucnnnosoN COMPANY
Lockland (Cincinnati), Ohio

MelrosePark (Chicago), Illinois NewOdeans, La.

t
From the makers of Richardson Roof-
iog (including Flex-a-tile Housetops),
Viskalt Membraue Roofs, Wallboard"
and similar products.

Church Architects
Should Specify the Tower Installation

The installation of Deagan Tower Chimes in the
Campanile shown here is an example of our intimate
co-operation with the architect.
Deagan Tower Chimes are uniform in volume and
tonal characteristics; electrically operated; played
from an electric keyboard at organist's console.
Low in cost.

DEAGAN ?:*:}" CHIMES
are installed complete by our own erectors. Chimes
and all equipment guaranteed
five years from date of installa
times that long).

against defects for
tion (will last many

Literature,
churches, coll

with a list of
e8es, and other

insti tutions Deagan
Tower Chimes,
request.

usrng
will be

J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.
Deagan Bldg.

1745 Berteau Avenue
Chicago

sent on
St. Igndtius Church

and Canltanlle, Chicago

Ilenty J. Schlocks
Architect

ffiffi
KENr-CosuKYAN

FOUNDED 1886

485 FIFTH A1./ENUE_SIXTH FLOOR
NE'\y YORK

Olbosite Public Library

IMPORTERS OF ORIENTAL RUGS
SEAMLESS CARPETS IN SOLID COLORS
RUGS WOVEN TO ORDER IN ORIENT

Architects demand the best!
Caldwell

Sash Balances
for thirty-five years
have stood the test
of service.

CAtDWEtt MFG. CO.,
Dept. A

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Please mention AncntrnctuxE in writing to manufacturers



The Best AU-qround Floor

Durable Good Looking Noiseless

Warm Resilient Sanitary

You't t find it good business to specify T-M-B
Flooring in the buildings you are planning. You can
depend upon it to meet all qualifications of a thor-
or'gtty high-grade, serviceabie foor'
T-M-B Flooring laid on new or old floors of cement,
lvood, composition, etc., will never crack, wrinkle or
loosen. It successfully withstands excessive wear.
Always is clean and sanitary.

Its resilient texture makes it restflul and quiet un-
derfoot. It is warm and non-slippery. There are
no seams or joints to mar its attractive appearance.
Made in three pleasing colors.

You will find T-M-B Flooring unequalled for offices,
schools, corridors, stair treads, and wherever super-
foor service is required.

THOS. MOULDING BRICK CO.
133 

.w. W'ashinglon Street CHICAGo

Wrlte Dept. 7 for lull inlormatlon

THE Mastic Floor

ARCHITECTURE lvii

Comected With Willson's
Gurnrned Paper Letters

-fHE quality mark on more than
' AOT, of the building direcrories
throughout the country.

r[Hs rfrtnlr,,r t'Tl crUirr Co.
1OO7 1NEST ADAPIS STREET

CHICAGO$I.3BS BRO&WAY
NEWYOIK

6@ MlssloNst
NFNCTSCO

IN Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Mil-
waukee, and many other American cities, Kerner-

ator Boulevard is the finest street in town. That is,

it would be the finest and one of the longest if all
the beautiful homes that have Kernerators could be

placed on one street.

Each year the Kernerator becomes standard equip-
ment with a rapidly increasing number of architects.
Each year this modern system for disposing of
household waste makes new friends among builders
and home-owners. For there is no substitute for the
Kernerator-no other equipment that affords its
comfort and convenience, that so effectively pro-

motes sanitation by eliminating the garbage-can.

The Kernerator consists of a brick incinerator, built
into the base of the chimney when the house is
erected, and a hopper doonlocated in the fue on the
first floor. It takes care of all household refuse

without cost, for the refuse itself is the only fuel re-
quired. Non-combustibles are removed from the
ashpit with the ashes.

For complete information, see pdge 2t24,
Sweet's rgzz Caalog

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY
1O11 Chestnut Street Milwaukee, lMis

RNERATOII
rlrnelT

REG. U, S. PATENT OFTTCE

Kernerator
Boulevard

Please mention AncsrrEcrunp in writing to manufacturers
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The largest selling
quality perucilin

the utorld

,

World.'s most famous Pencils

E]OR fine lines and coarse lines, for drawings,r sketches, and tracings, rough and finished-
there is a VENUS degree that exactly meets
every need of the architect and draftsman.
Smooth, firm, non-crumbling leads characterize
the superb \IENUS.

Qlaphite, washed by a unique process; lead scietrrific-
ally comp,ressed- ; seiected eiooih-grained cedar; always
uniform tlroughout.

17 Black Degrees-3 Copying

Plain ends, per doz. $f.00
Rubber ende, per doz. l.ZO

At stotio@rs anil sbrq thrcathout ,ha wrld

American Lead Pencil Co.

S

Ior

232 Fifth Avenue, New York
Also Lonilon, Eng.

Fnzrznzts

-The QU ALITY Electric

Plate and Food'Warmer
BUILT TO SPECIFICATION

EFFICIENT_ NO FIRE HAZARD _ ECONOMICAL

The Prometheus heating elements-no
wire or ribbon used-insure that the
temperature be so maintained that the
food does not dry out and Iose its taste.

THE PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CO.
360 WEST 13th STREET, NEW YORK

BOYLE'S BAYONNE
ROOF AND DECK
CLOTH fits right in with

REG. U- S. PAT. OFF .t t . , t ?me arcnflects plans ror
building houses. h has the proven ability of
being waterproof and wearproof for roofs
and floors of piazzas, sun,parlors, etc.

JOHN BOYLE f- CO., Inc.
Send for Sample Book " L"

ll2.ll4 Duane Street 70-72 Reade Street
NEW YORK

Branch 2o2-2o4 Market Street, St. Louis

Please mention Ar.cnrrecrunp in writing to manufacturers
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txffiH
ffiHiHffi

ilffin

\\'hen 1-ou specify

Clinton Window Screen Cloth
r-ou insure permanent satisfact.ion

Clrxrox is made to wear as long as the
building

PO\IPEI.\\ BRO\ZE
GOLDE\ BRONZE
COPPER
DUPLEX (double galvanized)
G-\LYEX (galr-anized)
BL.\CK PAINTED

Wrcrwrne Spexcen Srnar, ConponerroN

4r East Forty-second St., New York
Worcester Bufl:lo Detroit Chicago San Francisco

G ra, ib - h" .,Yol/es t -f E r,IdfuJ Stone

Eatrance of the oew Hartford Times Building, Hartfod,
Conn. Donn Barber, Architect

From Church to Print Shop

Donn Barber's foresight has preserved
for us all the genius of Stanford White
by his happy thought for the granite
columns of Dr. Parkhurst's church.
Having for years made that church a

show place of New York they now beau-
tify a notable print shop-The Hartford
Times.
None but the noblest of building stone
would have the intrinsic worth to make
such a costly move justifiable.
For those of you who are interested in
the subject of architectural granite, we
have a most interesting booklet. Send
for it now.

National building Granite

Quarries Association, Inc.
5l State Street,boston,Mass.

H. tl. Sherman, Secreta,tt

HESS \rHITE STEEL

meet the demand for better-
than-wood cabinets and wood-
framed mirrors, and at reason-
able prices.

The highest grade of materials
and workrnanship go into these
goods-polished plate glass mir-
rors, nickeled brass hardware,
steel or glass shelves, and the
whole, inside and out, finished
in beautiful baked white enamel,
guaranteed to b: everlasting.

Looh f or trtis m ark:

and make sure you are getting the genuine lless. Sold by
dealers everSrwhere. Illustrated booklet on request,

Swet's Inder, page 1470

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
1224 TACOMA BLDG., CHICAGO

Makers of HESS WELDED STEEL FURNACES

Medicine Cabinets

Lavatory Mirrors
and

Please mention Ancsrrrc:runn in writing to manufacturers
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Licht and
Power

Switchboardg

Major Systemr

T.P

Hanger
Outlets

ARCHITECTURElx

ArrhilrrtxE, ani meng otl;rr fttg[-greil nsgszirur. rshlrgE, anb
htrdhlrtE ur, Frirttb lritt

Doublstone Tlnhs
fpsDsonru nzrte SiSffiUn0 CIIIffiAtl @0.

lfatn @fire : FErt Ana stri l46th gr.

(nBG. TRADE MARX)

Nem florl

I

Leadership
The Frank Adam Electric Company have
gained the leadership of their field by be-
lieving that the successful installation and
service of their products are as necessary as
the sale of them; by developing and se-
verely testing new ideas; by treating all sug-
gestions from customers thoughtfully; by
analyzing the years of past experience for the
good of the future; by supplying goods that
have lowest-cost-installed rather than low
selling cost, and finally, by always looking at
every problem from the customer's viewpoint.

You cannot expect to find more, in either
materials or service, anywhere. Write for
Bulletins.

,%'ankrfl,dam
ELE CTR l.CoJ?sOM PANY

DISTRICT O!'}'ICES:
Detroit, IlinneaDolis, Da[[as, Knnsas City, Cincirnati, Chi.ago,

Ncr Orlcrrrs. Srn Fraucisco. Los.\ng.les, Scattle.
li,'slon, Pbiladelphii. PitL"burgl,.

SOME DURABLE F'ACTS
ABOUT CYPRESS

The cypress doors of the ancient St.
Peter's at Rome when removed by
Eugenius IV were I Ioo years old and
in a state of perfect preservation.

A statue of Jupiter in ancient Greece
was carved out of cypress. It Iasted
6oo years before showing signs of de-
cay.

The Cypress of Somma is still stand-
ing in Lombardy. It was in existence
in the time of Julius Cesar.

Florida Gulf iypress, too, has this
Iasting durability.

Write Jor Catalogue No. ro

The A. T. Stearns Lumber Co.
Established 1849

NEPONSET, BOSTON, MASS.

Please mention AnorlrrctunE in writing to manufacturers
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LIGHT, AIR, NO GLARE-METAL FRAMES-CLOTH VANES

VeDtiliglrrer instaUed in Class Room of a Nauricat College

Jo,
SKYLIGIITS, WINDOWS, SLEEPING-PORCIIE,S

Designed to regulate and control light-eliminate offensive
solar glare and heat without loss of light or ventilation

Curcspondctcc on cxistiag ilad,ing probku inoiud.

101 Park Avenue New York City

SClFldrfiG

llfiiltt?iofiE.Sinan Cablc.

SYSTEI\,

ART GALLE,RIES
MUSEUMS

LIBRARID,S

PUBLIC BI,'ILDINGS
RESIDE,NCES

OFFICES

ARCHITECTURE lxi

DAHLSTROM

T]IE USE ()F BORR()IIIED LIG]ITS

Borrowed lights for a building simply
mean what the name implies. They are
used for a purpose, either to help light a
corridor from outside rooms or to light
inside rooms from light wells, or insid.e
rooms.

Using them from wooC adds an ad-
ditional firehazard, but using them from
metal adds another fireproof member to
a building. They are also neat and
easily kept clean when manufactured
and finished according to Dahlstrom
standards.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR CO.
439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
25 Broadway 19 So. La Salle Sreet 1331 Dirc Bank Bldg.

Loca/ rey'resetla/iz,es itn al/ principal cities

Illusnation of Dahlsrrom Borrowed
Lights and Exterior Mail Service

Building, New York City

Please mention AncurrEcrune in writing to manufacturers
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lxii ARCHITECTURE

How to Secnre Satisfactory
Dumh Waiters and
Hand Power Elevators

CHAPTER I

1. Tosecure satisfactory results from the installation

of hand power elevators or dumb waiters, three things

are essential: (1) A good outfit (in design, workmanship,

and material). (2) An outfit appropriate to the individ-

ual conditions and requirements. (3) Proper instal-

lation.

2. A suitable outfit of good construction may be un-

satisfactory if poorly installed. A good outfit, well in-

stalled, may be unsatisfactory if unsuited in type to
the conditions and requirements. And naturally a poor

outfit in design, or material, or workmanship, cannot be

expected to give satisfactory service even if in general

arrangement it is suitable and has been properly in-

stalled.

3. In the Sedgwick catalog various outfits are de-

scribed more or less thoroughly, but in only a very gen-

eral way has any effort been made to point out the vari-

ous purposes for which each outfit is best suited.

4. Any lack of definiteness in this respect is not to be

construed as a lack of willingness on our part to aid in

the selection of that particular outfit which will give

better results than any other, but it is because we have

studied this matter so exhaustively and the Sedgwick

Line is so extensive that it has seemed better to advise

those interested to consult us and get our advice wher-

ever there is the slightest doubt as to the type or size of

the outfit to be installed.

5. In addition to the outfits illustrated in the catalog,

we have hundreds of drawings showing outfits designed

to meet special conditions and requirements, and, there-

fore, it is just as easy and no more expensive for us to
furnish just the right outfit for each job as it is to furnish

anything else if the customer will take us into his con-

fidence and tell us just what he wishes to accomplish.

(Continued next month)

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
140 West 15th Street New York, N. Y.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
On pages 2164 to 216l of the seventeenth annual edition of Sweet's

Architectural Catalog, you will find cross sections, bench arrange-
ments, construction details and specifications for

This infomation-the most complete ever furnished for archi-
tectural use-will give you all the necessary data for quickly draw-
ing a preliminary plan.

Our engineering and sales departments will be pleased to help
you in tle preparation of your greenhouse plans and we want you to
feel free to call on us at any time for any information you desire.

Whenyou thiaft of gooil greenhouses, thinh ol KING

KrNc CoNsrnucrloN CoupeNv
Getsrlr Orptcss:

NORTH TONAVANDA, N.Y.
New York Citv PhiladelDhia, Pa. Boston, Mass. ScraDton, Pa.

<6 w6t !<th Str;et r <th & M;rket Sts. Board of TBde BIdg. 3o7 N. Ireing Ave.
" Telerj-hone - Telephone Telephone Telephoue
Muray ilill, ro5o Spruce 652r Main a:gg Scranton, 7'4136

ffinq
GR,EENHOUSES

The Winkle

TerraCotta Company

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

St. Louis, Missouri

Manufacturers of

Architectural
Terra Cotta

In All Colors and Finishes

ca)
t2t

m!
t

N\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Please mention Ancurrpcrurp in writing to manufacturers
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Unique Small Houses
Chicago architects are producing many unusual small houses, of
which the above is a striking example, especially in its original
color-scheme, which is as follows:

WALLS: Commoo Chicago brick, laid rough, frniched with t*o coats
of Cabot's Old Vireinia White.

CABLES: Stucco finlhedwith Cabot's Old Virginiawhite. and wood
stained with Cabot'r Creosote Stain, blacL.

ROOFS: Shingle sained in mottled coloring efiect with Cabot's
Crrete Stains.

Full inhrmstion senl on rcquesl

SAMUET CABOT, INC. u'6t'"t'.'* BQSTQN, IIIASS.
3,{2 Madircn Avc., NEW YORK 24 West Kinzic St., CHICAGO
525 Muket St.. SAN FRANCISCO 3ll E. Fouth St., LOS ANGELES

Cobot's Crcosole Slains, Okl Virgiaia White ond Tints, Double Whitc,
Slucco and Bick Stalns, Con*no Wood Prc*roatix, elc.

Clarh tl Walcolt, ,lrchitrcts, Chicago

THECUTLER,
IVIAIL CHUTE
Should be specifi,ed by

narne. [Jse Model F
Standard Equipment

for best ualorc. Esti-
mates can always be

had in adaance when

desired.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Equitable Building, New York
E. R. GRAHA\{, Architect

For the Entrance Corridors of
Office Buildings Use

F'RINK REFLECTORS
The corridors of the more important office
buildings can generally be successfully
Iightedly concea-led speiially designed cove
refectors. May we emphasize the advisa-
bility of getting in touch with our Engineer-
ing Department before the details are too
far developed I

Some prominent Nerv York installations are:

Equitable Building
Heckscher Building
Woolworth Building
Singer Building
Arnerican Surety Building

" Specify Frink Reflectors "

I["PFRINK,Inc"
24th Street and l0th Ave., New.York
Carceco, Ius. Srx Fuxqsco, Crr. Pgruorrpsu. Pr.

Monadnak Bldg. 77 O'Farrell St. Fraoklin Trust'Bldg.
Bosrox, Mess, Clsvemxo, Ogro Crrcrxun. Onro
16r Summer St. 336 The Arede r7 Greowood Bldg
Dmrorr, Mtca. Serme, Wesu. Loursurre. Ky.

rz5 Statc St. 6o9 Scaboard Bldg. 4r5 W. Main St.
Sr. Lours, Mo. Brurxcsu. Au.
r4r5 Pioe St. 426 Jefrcrrcn Co. Bank Blde.

Cexol
Associated with Robct Mitchell Co.. Itrc.

6+ Belair Ave., MoNTBEAL

Please mention Ancnrrpcrure in writing to manufacturers
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Safeguard your clients'property from fire and
lightning-and add security to lasting service.
Be particular to specify Keystone Copper Steel

and Roofi,nS Tin Plates
Keystone Copper Steel makes better and safer roofs
and more lasting sheet metal work. This alloy as-
sures greatest wear and rust resislafice for roofing, sid-
ing, spoutin$, gutters, eaves trou{h and similar uses.
Look for the Keystone added to regular brands,
ApoLLo-KEYBToNE Galvanized Sheeis will sivo iacreaseal sear
and pormanence to the sheet metal work on ]:our buildinss. De.
mand Key8toBe quality for superior .ust.resistance. -

{iiERICAN Smm AND TIN PLATE C0ilPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S.A.

BLACK AND GALVANIZED

No. 2 of a Series on "How to Judge
Metal Partitions"

DEGARDLESS of all the other fine Sany-
.1\ metal qualities, there are many archi-
tgct-s who will specify nothing but Sahymetal
Toilet Partitions simbly on account'of the
hinges. Sanymetal Giai,ity Roller Hinees-
patented-are everywhere- accepted as" the
finest toilet- hinge mide. That's tecause they
are springless, simple, wear-and-fool-proo[.
They work from the force of gravity 

".rd 
r.rn-

failingly compel the swing doois to siand open
or closed, as desired, when the toilet is un-
occupied. Their roller action is smooth and
sure. They make spring replacement a for-
gotten nulsance.
Other Sanymetal features are: unusually rigid installation. exclusive
use of Armco Ingot Iroa Sheets. high-grade 6aked enamil niriit. .i"i-
tary water-shedding base shoe, slanl-lip partition mold. new door with
molded.stile, electro-zinc rust-proofing of all hardware, unit section de-
srgn,.wlth.or wlthout doors, adaptable to any arrangement. Sany-
metal is also-_made for urinals, shower and drissing-rdoms, and toiletwainscot. Write today for new Catalog No. 5.

Maker of Sanymetal Offce and.
factoty Partilions

For lhe Rcal Silh Hosicry Co., lndianapolis. Ind.
Lockuood, Creene-tl Co., Lngnecrt

An
Exceptional Hinge

, Gravity Hinge

THE SANIYMETAL PRODUCTS CO.
985 E.64th Street Cleveland, O.

Vo;lnl and Office Qarlilions

U
UARTER

TURlI

A Quarter Turn of the Wrist Opens
or Closes this Valve

A Packing Lock Stem, with Ground Shoulder seating
in bonnet insures a Tight Valve that Stays Tight-.

Send for Catalogue showing why.

GORTON & LIDGERWOOD COMPANY
96 UBERTY STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Fisher Buildiae, Chicago, Illiaoig

I

Please mention Ancnrrncrune in writing to manufacturers
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Durable as Stone-
'Warm as'Wood-

Quiet as Rubber
Hrnr is a foor covering that is noiseless
under foot, warm and comfortable to walk
on, non-slippery, fire-resisting and not in-
jured by water, acids or cleaning agents.

It is almost as durable as stone, but
when it does wear the holes can be filled in
cheaply without showing where repairs
were made.

Furnished in colors to harmonize with
surroundings.

Write for booklet.

JUNIUS H. STONE CORP.
Manulacturers of Pure Cork Tile, Pure Cork Board, Acoustical

Tleatment, Ofrce Quieting aud Auditorium Correction

I,IOO BROADWAY, NE'W YORK

Branches in large cities

RUBBERSTONE
FLOOR COVERING

It Stondt the Hardest Test

The Industrial Enamel Paint

Cemcoat stays white and lasts longer than
ordinary mill whites on any surface whatevet

-even on paint-killing cement, And that is
the suprerne test.
Naturally, then, on wood, brick or metal
walls and ceilings, Cemcoat does not crack or
peel, An occasional washing keeps Cemcoat
white and glistening for years.

You can save your clients the expensive re-
paintings which are necessary when paints are
used which are short-lived and are easily
soiled and will not stand washing.

Two coats of Cemcoat will do the work of
three coats ofordinary paint, Gloss, Eggshell
and Flat, White and Colors.

Specify Cemcoat for satisfaction to your
clients and yourself.

[Serrd for sample slab and see Cemcoat.

l^P.lPeLUrH
Thc Liquid Chemical Which Makes
Concrete Floore Dustprof ud Weargrroof

Lapidolith stands alone in its field in these
respects-it is the standard-and it is the
most widely used. Over a quarter billion
square feet of concrete floors have been Ia-
pidolized, We can refer you to one near you.

Not the cheapest hardener-if is lfie 6esf and
the price is moderate for the service rendered.

Wtite to Technical Dept. fot refetences, spec-
ifiaation form and sample hatdened block of
conctete. See Srreef's Catalogue fot details
and specifications ofour several products,

OTHER SONNEBORN PRODUCTS :

STORMTIGIIT-A liquid roof coating for all
kirds of wom or lew roofs. Stops and pre-
vats leaks and lasts for years.

IIYDROCIDE No. 648-hictr rendtrs corcete
foudation walls md fotiogs waterprrcf aod
dupprof.

IIYDROCIDE No. 633-hich makes the imer
surface of erposed walls dmppr6f.

HYDROCIDE, COLORLESS-a transptreat
liquid compoud for waterprofng exposed
exterior masoor!. walls, copings, prapet
walls, etc.

HYDROCIDE INTEGRAL---for waterpr@fiDg
mas coaqete, stucco, and morttrs. It is
iocorlrcrated in the mir, in powder and paste
fom.

LIGNOPHOL-Ihe moden wood prservative,
give oew life to old or new wooden flors.

L. SONNEBORN SONS,INC.
New York

tr 00

Dept. 9, 116 Filth Ave.

SONlIEBOBlI

[dwardfQuoenAnRe"MetalShingles

EDWARDS
Metal Spanish

It is wonderful what a re
markable trans{ormatioa takes
place when aq "Edwards"
Metal rof is properly ap-
olied to a hous-all of the
lh..- of the Otd Spanish
Terra Cotta Rofine Tile is
preserued, eveo to the color.

Tile

The house takcs otr a new lease of tife. It seems a better
place to live in. It belps put the stamp of progressiveness and
thrift oo a community. Ao Edwards Metal or Tile Roof is a
real commercial asset and will bring a better return in rent
or sale.

Edwards Metal Rofings made in various styles, to have thc
appearance of wood shingles, tile, slate, or any other rofing
effect, and none of these fine artistic effects will cost any mor-
than i plain, commonplace roof.

All Edwards Metal Rmfing is easy to lay-no big expensc
for skilled labo-storms and winds will not wrench il lo6se or
lnake it 1 rattle-trap. It is lightning-prmf and fire-proof-
Reduces Insurance Rates.

Whcn an Edwards RooI is laid, it is there to stay.
Sen l lor our lltqature-lt euplaif,s

The Edwards Mfg. Co.

Resitleoce Sensto! Ceo. S. Nixotr, Beno, Nessds. f,dwsras Xetsl
.SpaDish Tile trsd on this buildiD8

$g{.3?4 EAgleston .lve., CIICINNI'II, OHIO

Zhe Woild's Ldrtesl Mdil1rturtlll.rs aJ
Uetrl Roofftg, Uetal Ceillngs, Ietst Garages,

foltaDle Builditrgs, nollins gteel DooE, etc.

\. \.

tw@
I'ls. i5?

Note the construction
of patent lDterlock.
ing Device used on
Edwards Mctal
Shlnglcs and Spanish
Tile.

l-tW
Mehl Spanish Tile for

eain pat of roof,

rts. S67

Please mention AncnrrEcrurn in writing to manufacturers

SONNEBORN PRODUCTS
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ALUNDUM SAFETY
AGGREGATE TILE

For Entraaces-stores, office buildings, school houses and other public
buildings.
For Stairuays-it makes steps slip-proof and eliminates the possibility
of tripping or slipping.
For Corridors, wash rooms, cafe floors, bath rooms-all places where
foot traffic is heavy and where the architect desires an artistic effect
combined with safety and durability.

Alundum Safety Aggregates containing the tough Alundum abrasive insure
durability and economy. They also make it a " quiet foor," desirable for hos-
pitals, school houses and office buildings.
It has a surface that can be cleaned.

It is made in a great variety of color combinations. The architect can choose
his favorite colors of marble chips and combine them with suitable colors of
,4lundurn Safety lggregates to obtain the foor desired for the most harmonious
effect.

It makes a good, durable, quiet, economical, attractive foor.

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK

53 Park Place
CHICAGO

11 North Jeffetson St.
DETROIT

233 W. Congress St.
,r.,

Please mention Ancntrrctunr in writing to manufacturers
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How should you choose your Tree Surgeons
A SSUMING that you are an average tree-o*.ner, you have neither the time nor

A the desire to study in detail the technique and science of saving trees. You
^1.:- - have ro means of knowing Tree Surgerl' values, either in correct methods
or reliable men. Therefore you must buy Tree Surgerl' service on faith.

Twenty-two years ago John Davel' published his first book, "The Tree Doctor."
Then began the slow and conscientious building of the Davey organization. In
those early years the business was measured in hundreds and thousands of dollars.
In 1922 the business amounted to one million dollars. During the past twenty
years more than eighteen thousand clients have been served-more than four hun-
dred thousand trees have been treated and saved. During the same period, many
tree men have sprung up, lasted for awhile and disappeared. The Davey organiza-
tion is the only concern that has endured and grown steadily and proven its inbred
merit. The law of cause and effect makes this success significant.

The Davey organization is the one safe place to go. You do not need to know an1'-
thing about trees or Tree Surgery values. Every Davey Tree Surgeon operates
according to fixed high standards and under strict discipline-you could not hire
or persuade him to give anything but standard Davey Service.

Daaey Tree Surgeons are near you-iJ you lite betueen Boston and, Kansas City or in Cali-
Jornia. Wrtle or roire nearest ofice for examination of gour trees uithnut cost or obligation.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO., Inc., 3002 Elm Street, Kent, Ohio
Branchoffces uithtelephoneconnqlions: New Yo*, Astot Truet Butlltng, FiJlh A*nue and4?ndSlreet: Boslon,
Musuhusetts Trwt Euilding; Philadelphia, Lan! Title Puil.ding; Baltjnore, Amerban Building: Pittsburgh,
331 Fourlh Aoenue; Bufalo, llO Frankl{n Street ; Cleoelond, fltppodrome Building; Detrott, General- Motus Bu[ld-
t1.0 ; C-incinnali, trIercanljle Library Buil.ding; Chbago, Westmiuter Building ; St. Louis, .lrcade Building; Kansos
City, ScarriJt Buil.diry ; Los Angeles, Garland. Buil.din7; Montreal,252 Laugawhilere, 

*w'esl.

Ixvii

Amoog promineut ploce and persons
served by Davey Tree Surgons are

tbe following:

OLIVER ANIES
I'IORTIMER SCHIFF
S. DAVIES WARFIELD
IIAUDE ADAMS
COLUMBUS COUNTRY CLUB
BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
STARK BROS. NURSERY CO.
KENTUCKY TROTTING IIORSE

BREEDERS'ASS'N

JOHN DAVEY
Falhet oJ Tree Surgery

DAVEY TREE ST]RGEOI{S
Eoery real Daoey Tree Surgeon'is in lhe enploy oJ The Datey Tree Etpert Co., Ine., and the 'public is cautioned
against those lalsely representing themseloes. An agreement made utth the Datey Company and not ttith an
indiaidual'is certain eai.d,ence ol genutneness. Protict yourseff.from impostors. 7.f anyone-solicits lhe care of
gour trees who is not d.irectlg in our ernploy, and claims to be a Daoey man, wite heailquarters Jor his record.

Saoe yourself trom lass anil gour iees from, hann

Please mention Ancnnacrunr in writing to manufacturers
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What Kawneer Resiliency
Means in a Store Front

Plate Glarg in all Kawneer Store frontr is Held Bctween the
Sturdy but Resilient Grip of Two Spring Shaped, Solid Coppcr
Members, Thir Regiliency, a patented and exclurive Feature
of Kawneer Glass Settings, guaranteer to the Merchant that
hir Show Windows will give him the UTMOST SERVICE-
that his breakage will be reduced to a Minimum.

The service value of Kawneer Resilient Grip Glass Settings
has proven to be satisfactory in more than 200,000 Kawneer
Fronts in the most cuccessful stores.

Our branch offices or sales agencies in all of the large cities will
be pleased to co-operate with architects.

KEWp"@,.gr

Sectional view at transom
bar showing No. 40 Sach

Please mention Ancur,Ecrune in writing to manufacturers
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IEEECEilEI KAHLER HOTEL
Rochester, Minn.

Mr. F. H. Ellerbe, Architect
Raymer Hardware Co.
Hardware ContractorsHARDWARE

CO-OPERATION WITH THE ARCHITECT
That Sargent Locks and Hardware give such general satisfaction is due

not only to the care given to the mechanical construction of the locks and
the details of the design, important as these points are, but it is the result of
our efforts to work with the architect from the time the schedule is made
up to the completion of the order and the installation of the goods.

LOCKS AND HARDWARE
eqgip and add to the value of buildings throughout the counrry and give
satisfactory service for many years.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Manufacturers

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
New York Chicago

.SARGENT products hante created standards in hardware for mctre than sixty years

SARGENT

Please mention AtcnnEcrunr in writing to manufacturers
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Why Stucco Must Be Reinforced
No materialr. unreinforced or unprotected, can long withstand the natural expansion
and.contraction (due to temperature changes) to wfiich everything is subject. Wood is
p.ainted-shingles are creosoted-concretJis reinforced-steel is galvanized-founda-
tions are waterproofed-bricks are burned-tin is coppered-silvtr is lacquered.
All this is done to REINFORCE or protect-to lengthen the natural life of the vari-
ous materials.
And so it is that stucco must be REINFORCED, must be given the necessary ten-
sile strength to withstand repeated expansion and contraction.
National Stucco-Plaster Reinforcement is a combined
reinforcement and base for stucco exteriors. Its
we]ded, GALVANIZED (non-rusting) steel wires
(which develop a tensile strength of more than 6orooo
pounds per square inch of steel) become thoroughly
embedded in the stucco, and thereby assure truly rein-
forc.ed, monolithic, crack-free walls. When properly
applied and REINI'ORCED, Stucco improves 

-with

age, in looks and in structure.

When building insist on the use of llational Stucco-
Plaster Reinforcement-aside from its reinforcing aalue,
it is clteaper, in place. Carried in stock by local dealers.
Write Jor our neu) catalogue.

Please mention Ancsrrucrun.e in writing to manufacturers
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Before deciding on a wall covering
find the answer to these questions.

\Vill it collect dust or shorv finger marks ?

Sanitas will not.

. Will it absorb moisture or grease i
Sanitas will not.

trVill it fade, crack, tear, blister, or peel i
Sanitas uill not.

Can it be rviped clean rvith a damp cloth i
Sanitas can be.

Will it have to be renersed ever-v couple of l'ears ?

Sanitas uill noL
Will cracks in the s-alls shou' through i

Not through Sanitas,
Can it be applied over composition rvall boards i

Sanitas can be hung on
any flat surf ace.

Must I s'ait until the rvalls settle, before appll,ing it i
Not Sanitas - hang it
as soon as the building is
finished.

\\'hat kind of rooms is it adaptable to i
Sanitas comes in " styles
for eoery room in the
house."

Sanitas Modern Wall Covering is made on cloth, machine-
painted with durable oil colors. It comes in decorative pat-
terns, foral designs, tapestry, leather, grass-cloth, chambray,
burlap, rough tile and stucco effects, in flat-finish plain tints
that can be stenciled, stippled, blended, or frescoed, and in
enamel-finish tile and mosaic effects and plain colors.

/sk our .4rchitects' Service Bureau to send. you
ramples and suggeili\€ treatments.

Tsn SuNDARD Tnxrtr,rc Pnonucrs Ccr.
llPO [lu()Ar)wAY. NDrl' \'oRri

2

7

8

9.

-]"IODERN

J.

l'

6.

Dept. AA

Please mention Ancnrrecrrrnr in writing to manufacturers
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TEE JENRINS RENEWABLE DISC oJ rubber
comflosition, osiile Jrom alwoys forming a ferfect
corrtact with the seol, takes uP lhz wear oJ operuing

anil elosing.

ARCHITECTURE

Jenkins Valves contain more
metal and are much heavier
in design and construction
than others. They have
added or reserve strength to
take care of the strains.

BRASS GLAND OR FOLLOWER uniler-the
borurel nut com|resses the facking i.n the bonnel,
anrl i,s an atlddtional firecaution againsl leakage.

Valv e s tu,:l l:: Suirernents

JENKINS BROS.

STRENGTH that means PERMANENCE
,TagB strains, consequent The strength of J en k i n s
I to expansion and con- Valves, together with their

traction, or lifting and set- proper design and careful
tling of piping, that play manufacture, provide per-
havoc with light-weight, manent, carefree service.
cheaply constructed valves To make sure of the gen-do not affect Jenkins Radia- uine, specify ,, JENKINStor Valves. DIAMoND vAL\rES.,,

Fig. t68, Brass Radiator
Angle Vahe uith union.
Shown abole in seclional,

xiew,

Fig. r7o, Brass
Rad,iator Angle
Valw with Lock

Shield.

New York
Chicago

Bridgeport,

Boston .Philadelphia

Montreal London
FACTORIES:

Conn. Elizabeth, N. J.
Moatreal, Canada

srNcE 1864

marked with the "Diamond"

S
Please mention Ancnr:rncrunr in writing to manufacturers
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AFTER a third-of-a-century manufacruring Metal Lath,
l.\ which has been used in residences and other buildings
in all parts of the (Jnited States,we, The Bostwick Steel Lath

Company, desire to announce that our 30 years of experience

have Provedthe permanence of Bosnrick l,athon interiorcon'
struclion. That is a plain simple statement of the fact-and
we make it without reservation.

Therefore, because of the exceptional andurance of "Truss-
Loop" we have decided to come out with a broad and basic

Guarantee that will square with the surdy honesty and

permanence of the L,ath itselfandkeep faith with ia sterling

quality. We take very rcaL pride in publicly announcing

the following Guarantee: -'We Guarantee Bostwick "Truss Loop" MeaI Lath,
sandard, painted, for the life of the building where
used for interior work as a plaster base for lime,
gypsum or portland cement plaster.

Back of that Guarantee stands the Bosturick plant andorgani'
zation,who first made metal lath in r89o and are well known
to architects, contractors and dealers from coast to co;lst

ll/rite for " Pinceton' ' Bo"h' Detail Sbeels and Speci'

ficalions and pocftet or desft sample of " Truss-l,oop."

lxxiii

The (Jndemiter's Laboratories have
given a one hour rating to wood
construction protected agalnst
6re by metal lath and plaster.

a

TRUSS.LOOP
THe Bosrwrcr Srreu Larn Co

Nrues, Oxto

METALLATH
ls GUARANTEEID for
theLtfe oltheBuildfng

Pli:ase mention Ar.currecrune in writing to manufacturers
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On" Hotrr Rating
Accorded Wood Joisted Floors
and Bearing Partitions protected
by Metal Lath, in report by Un-
derwriters' Laboratory Engineers.

For outside comer. Pat. June 13th, 1922.
_ Made of Tight-coat Galvmized Steel.
lor exterior use, with stucco, made of

16 oz. Cold Rolled Copper.

Stav-Rib Metal Lath. Cut from Open Hearth Steel

No. I Bead

AIIOuT Steel Lath is Heat Treated
and Reannealed after Cutting,
which gives the metal Ionger Iife
and greater tensile strength.

Door and Window Csing, No.6 O. G.
^ Made in-three stylee of Moulding.
Cut from Galv. Steel, Pure Zinc or Co-ppcr.

Patented Junc l3th, 1922.

New Locking CIip for Expansion Casing
wooD auc[ P<ttrilt a2?lied)fo/.

The cut illustrates our
new Patent Casing Lock-
ing Clip and shows the
method of application.
This is applicable to auy
and all of ou. EXPAN-
SION Door and Win-
dow Casings, if so or-
dered.

Where this Patent
Clip is to be used, the
Coings are punched with
if inch round holes,3

Shoving-under inchm center to ceDter,sideofcliP though in practice the
Clips will hardly be nrc-

esary oftener than 6 inches center to
center,

In the application of the Creings
wilh this Patent Clip, 9Z inch No. ro
Round Head Screws are set in the per-
manent jamb and driven to abort fu itch
of home, the Casings being then slipped
over the heads of the screws and after
being properly lined up are nailed to
the buck, Then the Patent Clips are

slipped under the heads of the screws aud driveu home with a nail set
and hammer, the edge of a chisel, or any handy tool. This operation
locks the Casing fast and immovably down on the jamb.

Where these Patent Clips or Lcks are used there will never be any
trouble experienced from the Cming opening up or pulling away from
tbe wod trim, a trouble heretofore inseparabre from the use of metal
casings oI this character.

Also Manufacturers of "Supcrior," "Bull Nore" and
Other Popular Corncr Beads.

" Netmesh " Metal Lath
Cut from Galvanized Open Hearth Steel, Pure Zinc or Copper

kH.c.

For inaide comcr. Pat. Junc 13,1922.
Made of Tight-coat Galvanized Steel.

Flueh Plutering Screed No. 3.
Made for fa-inch grounds only.

Cut from Tight-coat Galvanized Steel.
Patented June 13th, 1922.

No. 2 Bead

" Milcor " Cuned Bue Screed.

" Expauion " Flashing No. 7 for
erterior urc with stucco.

Cut from Tight-coat Galv. Steel, Pure
Zinc or Copper.

Patented June l3th, 1922.

"Milcor" Metal Picture Mouldr.

MET^II,L ROOE''INGMETAL L^A.TH METAL CEILINGS
Write for Circulars and Detailed Information

MITWAUKEE CORRUGATING CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Branch Office and Factory at Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis Sales Office: Lumber Exchange
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